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PREFACE 

This book is concerned with control issues in complex industrial organizations. 
The word control is used here in a rather wide sense, including decision
making, coordination and planning as welt as activities such as the design and 
implementation of organizational structures or computerized information 
systems. 

There are various ways of defining complexity; here we use this term to 
indicate that the organizations in question consist of many suborganizations 
which are operationally interdependent but at the sametime have a fair degree 
of independenee of controL The control of the interactions between these 
suborganizations through coordination will be a key issue in this book. 

The discussion will be confined to industrial organizations; our results are 
only applicable to a limited extent to other types of organizations such as 
universities, hospitals or go veenment offices. 

The main con tribution we intend to make in this book is the development of a 
system of concepts on control and coordination in industrial organizations 
which can be used in the design of organizational control structures such as 
planning systems, information systems or relations between positions or 
departments. Rather eclectic use has been made of various scientific disciplines 
in the development of this conceptual system with some bias towards the use 
of system theory and cybernetics. 

The book is intended for professional workers in the field of 'organizational 
control technology', such as automation and organization specialists in 
complex organizations and workers in the related disciplines at University. 
However, I have tried to write it in such a way that it is also accessible to 
non-specialists with a professional interest in the subject matter in particular 
the users of organizational control structures: managers and 'managees'. 

The book consists of five parts: part I gives some background information, 
after which part 11 introduces some basic concepts concerning organization 
structures. Part III presents an analysis of the dynamics of complex industrial 
organizations. In part IV the basic features of organizational control systems 
are discussed, with special reference to the coordination mechanisms 
embedded in them. Finally, part V summarizes the whole hook and gives some 
suggestions for further research. 
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Fora quick introduetion to this book one could read the summary insection 
17.1, followed by the chapter summaries preceding parts 11, lil and IV. 

The material presented here is based on eight years' work on operations 
research, informaties and organization design in the research group of the 
Corporate automation department of Philips Industries. This work included 
assignments to various Product Divisions of the company. 

Three projects were of particular importance for this book, viz. BIC-I, 
BIC-11 and PROSPECT. After the termmation of those projects my next 
assignment was the etaboration of their theoretica! basis. It was the manager of 
the above-mentioned research group, Dr. H.J. Heyn, who suggested that the 
results of this work should also be used for a thesis. For this, for his 
encouragement and for his support of the project, especially at a critical 
moment, I owe him a great deal of thanks. 

Many of the ideas in this thesis originated during work with others. I 
would like to acknowledge my debt tothem here. While it would be impossible 
to name them all, I would like to single out for special mention those who 
worked with me in the BIC- and PROSPECT-projects: A.G. Abels, 
J.F. De Rijk, H. Grünwald, R.L. Krooshof, G.L. Polderman, C. Van der Enden, 
J .W .D. Van Overhagen, F.A. Van der Velden, A.M.E. Weegels and P.F. 
Westenend in BIC-I; J.M.S. Bedet, PJ. De Graaf, J.F. De Rijk, B.J. Koppelman, 
G. Peeters, A.A. Vlaardingerbroek and A.M.E. Weegels in BIC-11 and B. Day, 
J.J. Frima, J.C. Geevers, G. Peeters, G.L. Polderman, P. Quinton, G. Romeyn, 
P. Van Beek A.J. Van den Heuvel and C. Versteegin PROSPECT. 

It is difficult to reeast the results of applied work in industry in the more 
academie form required for a thesis. I owe many thanks to Prof. W. 
Monhemius, Dr. A.C.J. De Leeuw and Prof. P.M.E.M.Van der Grinten of 
Eindhoven University of Technology and to Prof. S.E. Elmaghraby, Prof. 
G. Hofstede and Prof. A.G. Hopwood of the European lnstitute for Advanced 
Studies in Management in Brussels; without their invaluable advice this task 
would have been insurmountable. 

I would also like to thank Dr. R. Bathgate for improving my use of 
English, Miss T. D'SUva for fast and very accurate typing (and correction of 
residual errors in my English) and for making the lay-out of the book, and 
M.G.M.L.Van den Hurk, C. Favie and Mrs. D. Snijders for drawing the figures. 

Finálly I owe more thanks than I can say to the four wamen on the 
home-front, especially one to whom this book is dedicated. 

Eindhoven 
December 1977 
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PART I 

BACKGROUND 



1. INTRODUCfiON 

1.1 Organization and control 

This book discusses some issues in the field of organization and control, with 
special reference to complex industrial organizations. However, our treatment 
of this subject proceeds from a general interest in the · organization of human 
activity. 

Large organizations are not confined to the age of industrialization. Some four 
to five thousand years ago the Egyptians developed a very large organization to 
exploit the annual flooding of the Nile, which was so successful that they 
could afford the 'luxury' of the pyramids. The Chinese and Persian Empires, 
the Roman Empire and its army and the Roman Catholic Church are further 
examples of large and successful organizations. 

We may even claim that the phenomenon or organization, i.e. the 
willingness of two or more human beings to combine their efforts through a 
relatively stabie networkof social relations, is next only to the phenomenon of 
language as a driving force ofhuman progress: it is doubtful whether humanity 
could have left or even entered - the Stone Age without organization. As 
organizational problems, such as leadership and division of Iabour, arise as soon 
as a few human beings combine their efforts, we can safety state that an 
organizer practises an older profession than 'the oldest profession in the 
world'. 

Our interest in organizations in general has had some consequences for this 
book. One of them is a tendency to use generalizable concepts. For instance, 
control and controllability are defined in such a way that these concepts are 
also applicable to organizations other than complex industrial ones. 

An important class of such generalizable concepts are level independent 
concepts i.e. concepts applicable to all levels of human cooperation: family, 
grocery store, retail chain, multinational enterprise, a national state and various 
forms of cooperation between sovereign states. Examples of level independent 
concepts in this book are compound position, demand servo, conversion 
system and Ablauf-level 1

• The use of level independent concepts is especially 

1Examples of the use of level dependent concepts, where this book useslevel independent 
concepts, are Blumenthal's (1969) 'activity centre', 'decision centre', 'management control 
centre', Anthony's (1965) levels of 'opcrational con trol', 'management con trol', 'strategie 
planning' and Chandlers (1962) 'field unit', 'department headquarters', 'divisional central 
office', 'genera! office'. These conceptshave aji:xed empirical content, so they can only be 
used on one specific level of human co-operation. · 
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powerful, when we are dealing with large scale organizations as is the case bere: · 
the same concept can be used at a corpora te, divisional and departmen talleveL 
Further, it makes it possible to integrate the analysis of the organization as a 
whole with that of partsof the organization. 

However interesting the applicability of such general concepts to other fields 
may be, the centre of interest here nevertheless remains the control of complex 
industrial organizations. 

The restrietion to industrial organizations is made, because the control 
probieros to be discussed bere differ in several respects from those in other 
types of organizations. The core of an industrial organization consists of one or 
more 'conversion systems', i.e. systems converting physical inputs to physical 
outputs (such as a factory or a production department). A possible difference 
in control situation is the nature of the inertia of such a system, which has 
physical aspects as well as social ones. Another possible difference is the 
evaluation of present and desired states. For conversion systems the prefer
ences of the parHeipants are strongly influenced by the need for maintaining 
an equilibrium between the output and the demand for that output and for 
maintaining an equilibrium between the resources consumed in producing the 
output and the resources obtained in exchange for it. Such control probieros 
are relatively well-structured compared to the ambiguity of the control 
situation of e.g. government agencies or universities (see for the latter case 
Cohen and March, 1974). 

The discussions presented bere are based on experience gained in various 
Product Divisions of Philips Industries. This company offers a broad spectrum 
of different technologies and markets (see chapter 3). However, this does not 
mean that it covers the whole field of 'complex in dustrial organizations'. 
Therefore it is possible that the contributions of this book are not immediately 
applicable to other industrial organizations, e.g. those with a different 
technology (such as steel or bulk chemicals), with a different set of 
environments (e.g. more homogeneous like a non-multinational or differently 
organized like non-profit industrial organizations or industrial companies in the 
USSR or China) or operating on a smaller scale (having e.g. less than 10,000 
employees). 

The contribution we intend to give is a system of concepts on control and 
coordination in industrial organizations. Some of these concepts may 
themselves be original. However, the main claim for originality is that they 
form a coherent set, i.e. a system. Such a system of concepts should provide 
the parties involved in the creation of organizational control structures 
(managers, 'managees' and specialists) with a language, which they can use to 
describe and to handle their designs. 
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The development of this conceptual system is among other things based on an 
analysis of dynamic phenomena in complex industrial organizations. This 
analysis is performed from a teehoical and economie point of view as well as 
from a social point of view. In the first case the organization is described as a 
network of production systems each trying to adapt its output to the demand 
for that output. In the second case the organization is described as a network 
of social groups, each trying to accomplish its own mission as wellas possible, 
protecting its interests against outside interferences (the 'outside' being both 
other groups within the organization and other groups outside the organiza
tion). The 'integration' of the control activities in the various units in the 
network (among other things through coordination) in such a way that the 
organization as a whole responds well to threats and opportunities, is the focus 
of interest in the subsequent discussion on control system design. 

The ultimate interest of this book is in design, not in analysis. Design is 
contrasted with analysis by Sirnon (1969): design, i.e. how to make artificial 
things with desired properties, is the essence of the professions (like 
engineering, medicine, law, music); analysis, i.e. how natural things are and 
how they work, is the essence of the sciences (like physics, chemistry and 
psychology). 

'Artefacts have no dispensation to ignore or violate natural laws' (Simon, 
1969, p.3), so a great deal of analysis is needed fora successful design of an 
organizational control structure: the analysis of the properties of the 
components of an organization, human beings and social relations, of the tools 
used for control such as accounting systems and computerized information 
systems and of existing organizations, like March and Sirnon (1958), 
Woodward (1965), Perrow (1967), Pugh (1976) and many other publications, 
where the organization is seen as a natural thing. 

In this book, however, the organization is seen as an artefact, which can 
purposefully be designed to serve human needs (for the moment we will not 
consider whose needs will be served). Design and development can be 
supported by professionals in the field of 'organizational control technology' 
(a term, taken from Banbury, 1975, p.449). This book tries to contribute some 
ideas to this profession. 

The purposeful design and development of organizational control structures is 
subject to severe limitations and cannot be compared directly with the design 
and construction of e.g. a bridge or a car (neither can the role of the above 
mentioned professionals be compared directly with that of civil or mechanica! 
engineers). One reason for this is that the properties of human beings as 
components of an organization and the properties of social relations in an 
organization are only partially known (see e.g. Banbury, 1975), another is that 
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it is not possible to construct social relations like nut-and-bolt connections in 
steel structures. This means that it is often preferabie to change an 
organization in small steps (Banbury, 1975; this is called 'evolutionary design' 
by Gregory, 1966). Furthennore, the process of implementation, and 
preferably also of design, is one in which all parties concerned need to 
participate in order to make it successful. 

The process of organizational change ( often called 'organizational develop
ment') falls outside the scope of this hook: we are interested in the shape of 
the structures to be seen ahead of us along the road, Ie ss in what happensalong 
the road itself. 

Organizations often perfonn a dual function: on the one hand the supply of 
goods and services to society, and on the other the satisfaction of physical and 
social needs of their own members. Full exploitation of the first function may 
harm the second (and consequently the first: people will work below their best 
or leave the organization); full exploitation of the second function may hann 
the first (and consequently the second: the organization does not survive ). This 
hook concentrates on the first function: as long as the perfonnance of this 
function is desirable, control structures should serve the viability and 
controllability of the organization. 

However, as Barnard (1938) puts it: 'the individual is always the basic 
strategie factor in organization'. Human individuals, as components of the 
organization, bring in their own individual tendencies and preferences; their 
actions may serve the organization as such, but surely will also serve their own 
goals (to the extent that they are free to do so). So the second function 
constrams the first: the optimum co-alignment of institutional and individual 
goals is always a major issue in controL 

There are many conceptsof organizations. In this hook the organization is seen 
as a set of people in a relatively stabie network of social relations. This 
network is studied, using a control paradigm (see section 11.1) and a design 
approach. This means that the network will be evaluated in terros of its 
capacity to survive and its controllability and that the ultimate interest is in 
the design and construction of the network (while hearing in mind that - as 
discussed above - human beings and social relations require 'technologies' 
which differ greatly from the traditional engineering disciplines). 

1.2 The approach followed in this study 

The background of this hook is eight years' work on operations research, 
informaties and organization design issues in Phllips Industries. It is 
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particularly influenced by the author being project manager of the projects 
BIC-I, BIC-11 and 'PROSPECT'. The objective of the BIC-projects was the 
analysis of the sourees of the amplification of fluctuations in production and 
inventory levels in practically every Product Division of Philips (Van Aken et 
al. 1971, Van Aken 1973, Van Aken et al. 1975); the objective of the 
PROSPECT-project was the design of a control system which would provide a 
smóother mutual adaptation of production and sales levels i.e. without 
amplification of fluctuations- for one of Philips' divisions (Van Aken et al., 
1974a and 1974b). 

The work involved was engineering-type work: analysing problem 
situations and drawing up proposals for improvement. The ultimate interest 
was improvement, not knowledge, hence the design orientation in this hook. 

The previous section stated as contributions of this hook an analysis of 
dynamic phenomena in industrial organizations (part III) and a system of 
control and coordination concepts (part 11 and IV). The analysis can be seen as 
a kind of empirical theory based on numerous (unstructured) interviews and 
discussions all over Philips, participative observation of ongoing (planning) 
operations, analysis of production, inventory and sales figures and analysis 
with the help of simulation models, all carried out within the framework ofthe 
BIC-projects. 

The conceptual system, on the other hand, is not an empirical theory, but 
rather a verbal model of control activities in industrial organizations, derived 
partly from our workin the PROSPECT-project (see chapter 16). The test of 
such a model is not true versus false, but whether or not it is advantageous to 
use them in designing organizational control structures. 

In part N we intend to show that this system is indeed usable, but it must 
be left to future research to test it further. 

A design is 'a structure within a situation' (Gregory, 1966, p.4). A design 
handhook can contain statements of the format: 

if(situation i) then (choose control structure j) 
The hook deals mainly with the way control structures and situations can 

be described. However, it is oriented towards such an if ( ... ) then ( ... )approach 
(often called a 'contingency approach'). We will sometimes draw relations 
between certain situations and certain elements of control structures. Such 
statements, however, will be no more than (untested) hypotheses. 

The model developed here is a verbal model, not a mathematical one, which 
implies that the degree of formalization and quantification is rather low: in our 
opinion social reality is so complex that it does not permit a description with 
the present-day mathematical tools. The procedure foliowed is: introduce an 
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intuitively known concept, develop a formal defmition and give (not always) 
some proposals for operationalization. The operationalization itself is not 
performed here. 

This procedure is well-known in the natural sciences. The Dutch physicist 
Kamerlingh Onnes had a motto: 'weten door meten' (knowledge through 
measurement), which was rightly attacked by Casimir (1962). Supposing that 
Kamerlingh Onnes must have been somewhat spellbound by the rhyme of his 
motto, Casimir strongly advocates what I would eaU 'meten na weten' 
(measurement after knowledge has been obtained): first one probes the 
unknown, searches for new physical phenomena and only after one has enough 
physical insight into the phenomenon one starts to measure. Casimir gives 
many examples of discoverles in physics without measurement and of the 
dangers of too much emphasis on measurement1 ). Premature measurement 
may also be dangerous in the social sciences. 

1Casimir mentions as a striking example Professor Lenard, who performed an enormous 
number of measurements on cathode-ray tubes for many years, with many assistants, but 
failed to discover the X-rays which were present during his experiments and which were 
discovered a few years later by Röntgen, who used the same type of tube. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduetion 

It is often good to start a discussion in a specif1c scientific discipline or part of 
a discipline, with a survey of the 'state of the art'. This serves to introduce the 
subject, to acknowledge the debt to those 'on whose shoulders one stands', as 
Newton says, and to delineate the boundaries of the new contribution. 

However, this hook is not concerned with one specif1c scientific discipline, 
but with one specific problem area, viz. the design of organizational control 
structures. In dealing with such problems, eclectic use is made of various 
disciplines. To give an introduetion to the state of the art of all these 
disciplines would either require a hook in itself or be so general that it would 
add little to the reader's understanding. Thus, rather than to discuss the state 
of the art for all disciplines involved together, we will briefly discuss the 
relevant literature in each chapter separately. 

Nevertheless, in the next two sections we will gi_ve a short survey of the 
main disciplines that form the background ofthis hook: section 2.2 deals with 
some disciplines without direct empirical content, that influenced the 
methodological 'tools' used here (system theory, cybernetics and control 
theory), while section 2.3 is concerned with disciplines that deal with the 
empirical object of this hook, the organization ( organization theory and the 
theory of organizations). These sections are meant to place this hook within 
the realm of science and to introduce a few of the basic concepts to be used 
later; they do not pretend to give a state of the art of each discipline. 

2.2 System theory, cybernetics and control theory 

This hook deals with the design of control structures for large, complex 
organizations (like Philips Industries: some 400,000 people, using many 
different technologies, operating on many different markets, in many 
countries). In doing so, it will try to give a coherent model of the various parts 
and aspects of such structures. To this end the study of coherence, or 'the 
system approach', is essential. 

Although the study of 'wholes' is almost as old as science itself, one can say 
that the modern system theory stream of thought originated in the 1930's 
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from the biologist Von Bertalanffy (Laszlo, 1975, Von Bertalanffy, 1951). 
System theory, or using the somewhat more pretentious name General System 
Theory1

, has a two-fold objective (see e.g. De Leeuw, 1974): 

(i) the promotion of the unity of science 

(ii) the study of 'wholes' 

In pursuit of the first objective, one can try to exchange methods between 
various disciplines for greater mutual understanding and to avoid duplication 
of work; or one can try to develop methods, system theories, which are 
applicable in various disciplines. 

The second objective was a reaction to the reductionistic, mechanistic 
methods of nineteenth century science. System theory wanted to study 
'wholes' with their coherence and complexity, rather than collections of 
disjoint components. 

It is this second endeavour - or rather its tributary, system engineering -
that has strongly influenced this study. 

System engineering (see e.g. Jenkins, 1969, and Checkland, 1972) 
combines the study of the components of a system and their properties with a 
careful analysis of the interfaces, mutual relations and influences among the 
components. A system is a set of interrelated elements, (see further chapter 4), 
nothing less - the relations being a defining characteristic of the system - but 
also nothing more. So a system is not necessarily complex or organized, or 
probabilistic, nor does it need to have a goal. 'The whole is more than the sum 
of the parts', has nothing magical for the system engineer: of course the whole 
is more, there are also relations between the parts. 

System theory is particularly important for part 11 and part IV of this hook, 
where the structure of respectively industrial organizations and control systems 
is discussed. Although there is nowadays some convergence in system concepts, 
unanirnity has not yet been reached so we had to choose which concepts to use 
(see chapter 4). 

A key concept with respect to organization structures is that of hierarchy. In 
this hook the ideas of Sirnon (1962) on this issue will be followed2

: a 
hierarchic system is a system with a 'parts-within-parts' structure, i.e. a system 
with elements, which are themselves systems on the next level of the hierarchy. 

1Some speak of General Systems Theory. Following Laszlo (1975), we prefer General 
System Theory to indicate that a system-theory can begeneral and to avoid the impression 
that there might exist in the real world some general systems. 

2No use is made of the ideas of Mesarovic on this subject here, among other things because 
he does not use a clear definition of this concept {Mesarovic et al., 1970, p.34). 
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Chapter 4 will combine this concept with that of a stratified system (a system 
with subsystems, ordered according to a dominanee criterion), to get the. two 
defining properties of the classicalline organization. 

De Leeuw (1974) classified studies of organizations with the aid of system 
theory into two 'schools'. The 'organistic' school tries to explain organizational 
phenomena in terros of biological analogies and paradigrns. The 'axiomatic' 
school on the other hand tries to develop methods, general system theories, 
that can he used in various disciplines, including organization theory. This 
hook uses ideas from the axiomatic school. De Leeuw bimself belongs to this 
school; another good example is the hook by Mesarovic and Takahara: General 
Systems Theory (1975). It is striking, that both hooksdiscussin fact the issue 
of control, which brings us to (technica!) control theory and cybernetics. 

The basis for control theory (see e.g. Elgerd, 1967), a discipline 
concerned with the analysis and design of dynamic systems, was laid about 
1930 by Bode and Nyquist. The now well-known feedback loop played a 
central role in their studies; feedback was used as a very effective means to 
control the effects of disturbances on the behaviour of 'technica!' systems 
(although it may endanger the stability of the controlled system). 

Up to 1950 application remained restricted to simpte systems, i.e. systems 
with one input and one output; the quantities controlled included temper
ature, flow, pressure, etc. From 1950 onwards control theory developed to 
comprise the analysis and design of dynamic systems, in which a pre
determined criterion has to be optimized without restrictions on the 
complexity of the systems. 

Control theory paved the way for cybernetics. The father of cybernetics was 
Wieoer (1948), who studied the control of teehoical systems, such as radar 
antennae and anti-aircraft guns, during World War 11. He found that the 
classica! feedback loop had a much wider field of application than teehoical 
systems alone, that it is in fact used in nature on a large scale to control a wide 
variety of dynamic biological processes. 

This 'discovery' has had a strong impact on science. The classical hook in 
this field is Ashby's (1956) 'An Introduetion to Cybemetics'; an example of 
subsequent developments is Beer's (1972) 'Brain of the Firm'. Some regard 
cybernetics as a part of General System Theory ( either as a discipline 
developing one of the methodological tools of GST, or as a trend in the 
organistic school); others seem to equate cybernetics and GST (like Mesarovic 
and Takahara, 1975). 

Control theory and cybernetics had their influence on the control of industrial 
organizations. One of the frrst to use control theory for this purpose was 
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Sirnon (1952), who proposed a simpte feedback rule for inventory controL 
This rule was extended by Holt, Modigliani, Muth and again Sirnon (1960). 
Other representatives of this line of thought are Schneeweiss (1971) and 
Bensoussan et al. (1974). 

One can see the workof Forrester (1961) and his co-workers on industrial 
dynamics as another example of the application of control theory and 
cybernetics, although they do not u se the impressive set of mathematical tools 
of control theory, but use simulation instead (the main reason for this being 
their interest in non-linear processes, which are still difficult to analyse with 
control theory tools). 

Control theory and cybernetics play an important role in part III of this book, 
which deals with control and the dynamics of complex industrial organ· 
izations. 

2.3 Organization theory and theory of organizations 

Rapoport and Horvath (1959) distinguish two kinds of theories about 
organizations, viz. organization theory and the theory of organizations. The 
flrst is of a prescriptive nature, dealing with the way one can - or should -
organize human cooperation, while the second is of a descriptive nature: the 
organization is viewed as a natural thing that can be studied like other 
empirical objects such as atoms, galaxies and human beings. One studies what 
they are and how they work. 

Of course there are interactions between these two fields: if organizations 
use the ideas of organization theory, the students of organizations as natural 
things will study how this works out. Their fmdings may in turn be used to 
change organization theory. It may be remarked that the workof some authors 
is difficult to classify, as description and prescription can lie close together. 

The preceding sections may have made clear, that the design orientation of 
this book puts it in the domain of organization theory. 

The early, often called 'classical', results of the study of organizations can be 
classified as organization theories: 

(i) scientific management (Taylor, 1911 ), concentrating on the organization 
of work on the shop floor, with the aid of e.g. time and motion studies 

(ii) administrative management (e.g. Gulick and Urwick, 1937), dealing with 
the optimum grouping of jobs in administrative units (functional 
departmentalization) and the subsequent control of such units. 
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(iü) bureaucracy (Fayol, 1925), the analysis of ideal types of organizational 
structures, as tools for efficient disposition of 'cases'. (Weber, 1947, is 
often associated with the study of bureauerades too, but his workis more 
descriptive than prescriptive ). 

As Thompson (1967) puts it, these schools use a 'closed system strategy': 
organizational structures are considered as being sealed off from their 
environment, insensible to outside phenomena and to the nature of the 
components of the organization, human beings. Their main criterion for 
organizational design is steady-state efficiency. 

Of course people like Taylor, an experienced engineer, arenotblind to reality: 
organizations do have environments. But the classics relied more on common 
sense than on scientific observations. Various schools developing theoriesof 
organizations have contributed to the fûling in of the blind spots of common 
sense. To name a few: 

(iv) the human relations school (Mayo, 1933; RoetWisberger and Dickson, 
1939), who discovered some aspectsof the human nature of organizations, 
such as motivation, and the informal organization. 

(v) the decision-making model school (Simon, 1957, Marchand Simon, 1958, 
Cyert and March, 1963), who studied the cognitive limitsof organizational 
decision-makers: the masterplan, needed for organizational design by the 
administrative management school, is found to be elusive, decision-makers 
have to decide in 'bounded rationality', use 'satisfycing' procedures rather 
than maximizing ones. 

(vi) the open system approach, stressing the influence of the environment of 
the organization and the role of uncertainty (e.g. Thompson, 1967), 
teading to situational approaches or contingency theories (e.g. Kast and 
Rozenzweig, 1973). 

Of course these findings had their impact on subsequent writers on 
organization theory, like Drucker (1974). This also applies to this book and in 
particular to part N, which deals with the design of organizational control 
structures. Without rejecting the classica! findings, we try to incorporate newer 
findings as well ( situational approaches, the role of uncertainty, the role of 
control and decision-making and also phenomena such as conflict and power). 

Some specific contributions to be used below are: 
the concept of 'position' (Luhmann, 1964 and 1976), as the elementary 
unit of an organizational structure, teading to the definition of an 
organization as a system of occupied positions (see section 5.1 ). 
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the distinction between the creation of a control structure and the actual 
use of it (to be called respectively control in the large and control in the 
small}, due to Kosiol (1962)1 

the distinction between the two aspects of an organizational control 
structure, viz. the 'Aujbau' (the system of positions) and the 'Ablauf 
structure' (the decision-making procedures), also due to Kosiol (1962) 
the concepts intemal and external reduction of interterenee and transfer 
of interterenee of De Sitter, 1973 (see chapter 10): the processof control 
can be described as one of reducing interferences; social systems can often 
choose between absorption of (part of) their interferences (internal 
reduction) and transfer of these interferences to connected social systems 
(extemal reduction) 
the 'futurity' of a decision (Drucker, 1974a), the time over which the 
decision commits organizatlonal resources (see section 14.2). 

As mentioned insection 2.1, this is not a complete survey of the disciplines, 
which influenced this study. Some others, also dealing with organizational 
processes are 

planning theory (see e.g. Anthony (1965), Ansoff (1965), Emery (1969), 
Faludi (1973)), to be used in part IV 
Informaties (see e.g. Blumenthal, 1969; Langefors, 1974). Langefors 
distinguishes two problem fields in informaties: infological problems 
(what information should an information system IS provide to its 
users) and datalogical problems (how should the IS be constructed). Every 
IS is designed to serve a real world system (the 'object system'). He 
distinguishes 5 majorareasof IS-designs: 

la object-system analysis and design 
lb information analysis 
2a data-system architecture 
2b data-system construction 
2c data-system implementation and operation 

(infological) 
(infological) 
( datalogical) 
( datalogical) 
( datalogical) 

We wilt discuss area la and tosome extent area lb. 
operations research (see e.g. Ackoff and Sasieni, 1968; Elmaghraby, 1966; 
Van Hees and Monhemius, 1972). The above-mentioned study of 
organizational processes by means of simulation of the change in levels 
and flowsof organizational resources of Forrester (1961) and his followers 
may also be regarded as betonging to this discipline2 

• Without using his 

1Kosiol bimself uses the terms 'Organisation' and 'Disposition'. 
2or course the analysis of the behaviour of an organization in terms of levels and flowsof 
resources is not original in itself: accountants have been doing this for more than five 
centuries with their balance sheets and income statements. 
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specif1c methods, chapter 9 undertakes more or less the same task. 
economics (e.g. theory of the fum, accounting systems). A key question in 
economie theory is the equilibrium between demand and supply. This 
question is also tackled in chapters 8 and 9. However, economie theory is 
often only interested in subsequent equilibrium states; to study 
intermediate states too, chapter 8 will use control theory (the organization 
as a networkof demand servo's) and simulation. 

The ultimate interest of this book is in design issues. In this respect it may be 
seen as a return to the interests of the classics of organization theory (see e.g. 
Urwick, 1971, on these interests). 

This area is attracting increasing attention again nowadays; examples are 
Ansoff and Brandenburg (1971) and Galbraith (1973, 1974, 1977). A very 
stimulating discussion on design itself is given by Sirnon (1969). Other studies 
in design methods, technically oriented but in my opinion also very useful in 
other design areas, have been made by Gregory (1966) and Nadler (1967). 
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3. THE FIELD OF THIS STUDY: PHILIPS INDUSTRIES 

3.1 Introduetion 

Thls book is based on experience gained whilst working in Philips Industries. 
On the one handthls is a drawback, because it inevitably colours the argument 
to be given and hence possibly limits the general applicability of the ideas. On 
the other hand, experience gained in a very large organization can be an 
advantage, because large complex organizations often do show up the essentials 
of control structures better than smaller ones: increasing size leads to 
increasing internat differentiation and many of the informal and implicit (and 
hence often unrecognized) controlloops of smaller organizations have to be 
explicitly and formally 'organized' in larger organizations, because the lower 
frequency of audio-visual contacts deteriorates many of these control loops. 

In order to throw some light on the background of this book, this chapter will 
give some information on Philips Industries. 

3.2 Bistory 

Philips Industries was founded in 1891 by the engineer Gerard Philips with the 
aid of some working capital from hls father, a small town banker (see for the 
rest of this section also Bouman, 1956, Philips, 1976 and Teulings, 1976). The 
company was to produce and sell electric lamps. As this was a rather 
labour-intensive product, a rural low-wage setting, Eindhoven, was chosen as 
location. 

In the last decennium of the nineteenth century the world electric-lamp 
market was ali:eady practically distributed among U.S. and German big capital: 
General Electric, Westinghouse, AEG and Siemens. So the new company ran 
into trouble almost immediately. As a result a younger brother of Gerard, 
Anton, who was to become a banker like hls father, was taken into the 
company in 1895. It was he who was able (with great entrepreneurship and in 
particular with a sharp pricing policy, possible through hls 1ow-cost situation) 
to capture a large enough share of the world market to survive. Even at the 
very beginning Philips' home-market, the Netherlands, was much too small to 
guarantee survival: the company had immediately to operate on international 
markets, a situation whichstill exists today and whlch differs greatly from big 
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competitors (still coming from the U.S.A. and Germany, but now also from 
Japan). 

Hardly had Anton Philips established bis position on the lamp market with 
bis carbon-ftlament lamp when the advent of the tungsten-filament lamp in 
1907 (General Electric) almost swept bis company from the market. He 
succeeded in maintaining bis position with great difficulty, but to avoid such a 
threat in the future, the company started its own research and development 
programme in 1914. 

World War I came, and, although Holland's neutrality safeguarded Eindhoven 
from physical damage, it cut off the company from various strategie resources. 
Now Philips started a backward integration programme, for instanee by 
founding its own glass factory. 

After the war the radio (both radio valves and radio sets) became the 
second souree of growth and this lasted untll television (about 1950 black and 
wbite, colour round about 1970) took over (again componentsas wellas sets). 
Already before World War 11 there were also other products, such as X-ray 
tubes, but the three pillars of lighting, radio and television remained the basis 
for growth and profitabllity (see figure 1 for the growth of Philips Industries). 

The Great Depression dealt a severe blow to Philips Industries, but a rapid 
adaptation of costs to the lower sales volume kept the company out of the red 
and it survived (at the expense of a poor image on the Iabour market, which 
was long to be feit). The protectionism, i.e. the import restrictions, of the 
thirties enhanced Philips' internationality. In 1929 only one-third of its 
employees worked outside the Netherlands, while in 1939 only one-third 
worked inside the Netherlands. 

World War. 11 caused a lot of damage, but the recovery was rapid. The fast 
growth since the war was to a large extent based on the television business, but 
also on various acquisitions and a successful formula for international 
operations (see also section 3.4). 

The organization concept Philips used after 1945 was a company as a 
'federation of national organizations': all the oompany's activities in a country 
were brought into one organization, the 'National Organization' (N.O.) withits 
own management (such an organization was usually not incorporated). As 
Philips also established Product Divisions towards the end of the forties, the 
company created a matrix organization, long before such structures became 
popular in e.g. the U.S.A. and Germany (Knight, 1976). The Divisions got a 
dual management: each had a commercial and a technical manager. 

I 
i 

Just as childhood events can influence a whole life, the effects of some 
experiences in the early days of Philips Industries can still be feit today. 
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The fact that two brothers, a technically minded and a commercially minded 
one, founded the company is responsible for the two-headed management of 
the Product Divisions (Philips, 1976, p.255), which has a great influence on the 
control of operations, see chapter 101 •. The threat of the tungsten-filament 
lamp in 1907 may explain the strong emphasis on R& D in the company (its 
research laboratories, together with those of Belland IBM, are among the best 
industrial research establishments in the world; see also table 3). The cut-off 
from resources in World War I led to the oompany's high degree of vertical 
ingration (which causes difficult control problems, see chapters 8 and 9). 
Finally, its birth in a small market forced the company right from the start to 
be international, to beoome a real multi-national. 

3.3 Philips Industries in the seventies 

At present Philips is operating in 68 countries, with National Organizations in 
various degrees of maturity: ranging from (small) importing organizations to 
N.O.'s with various sales organizations, factories, research laboratories and 
sametimes even a financing function (although in principle the financing ofthe 
company is performed at the corporate level). 

Philips has 14 Product Divisions (see Table 1). The company has a 
two-dimensional matrix structure: every operation (except the corporate 
functions) is controlled by two managements: the National Organization 
management and the Divisional management (see further section 6.5). In the 
ftfties the balance of power between those two was tipped towards the N.O., 
nowadays there is a tendency for it to shift more towards the Divisions. 

The company has some 340 factories, using a wide variety of technologies, 
such as process technologies (e.g. glass factodes and factodes for magnetic 
materials), assembly lines for large series of consumer products (e.g. TV sets, 
refrigerators, mixers), factodes for sophisticated professional equipment 
(medical X-ray equipment, electron microscopes) and machine works. This 
means also that the company, although far from being a conglomerate, has a 
rather heterogeneaus mission (as compared with e.g. General Motors or IBM), 
which increases the complexity of controL 

1Dualleadership is very rare; a famous example is of course the dual consulship of ancient 
Rome. Tbis structure was explicitly used to restriet the power of leadership (and was 
therefore abandonedeach time Rome ran into serious trouble). 
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1. Lighting (Eindhoven) 
electTic lamps and luminaires 

2. ELCOMA (Eindhoven) 
electTonic cmnponents and matenals 

3. Audio (Eindhoven) 
radio, gramophone, audio recording 

4. Video (Eindhoven) 
television 

5. Major Dornestic Appliances (Comedo, Italy) 
refrigerators, washing machines, dishwashers 

6. Smalt Dornestic Appliances (Groningen) 
shavers, mixers, coffeemakers, etc. 

7. Telecommunication and Defence Systems (Hilversum/Hengelo) 
telephone exchanges, traffic control, radar systems, etc. 

8. Medica! Systems (Best) 
X-ray equipmen t, medica! electronics, nuclear medicine, etc. 

9. Science and Industry (Eindhoven) 
professional measuring systems 

10. ELA (Eindhoven) 
professional video and audio equipment 

11. Pharma (Amsterdam) 
pharmaceutical products 

12. Allied Industries (Eindhoven) 
cardboard packings, plastics, miscellaneous 

13. Glass (Eindhoven) 
glass for lamps and tubes 

14. Data Systems (Apeldoorn) 
minicomputers, office computers, office equipment. 

Ta bie 1. The Product Divisions of Philips Industries in 1977, with the site of the 
divisional headquarters and some of their products. V arious activities, such as 
records, communication ca bles, machine works and basic research laboratories, 
fall ou tside these divisions. 

We will now give some numerical data to ftll in our picture of Philips 
Industries. These ftgures represent the 1976 situation. Most are representative 
for the company in the seventies (tumover has been showing a fair1y steady 
exponentlal growth of about 10% per year over the past twenty years; proftt, 
however, shows cyclical variations, a phenomenon which will be discussed in 
chapter 8.) 
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At the end of 1976 the number of employees was 391 ,500; 72% worked in 
Western Europe (including 23% in the Netherlands), 10% in the USA and 
Canada, and 18%in the rest of the world. Philipsis still a thoroughly European 
company, but there is a trend towards more effort in the USA (see for example 
the recent take-overs of Magnavox and Signetics). 

The turnover in 1976 was Dfl. 30.4 billion (some $12 billion); about 60% 
was made on consumer products, 40% on professional products. Profit after 
taxes was Dfl. 562 million; following U.S. accounting principles profit was 
about Dfl. 700 million or well over $300 million. 

turnover 
in Ofl. t 109 

19101920 193)1940 19601!8l1970 19:K> -time 

Fig. 1. Turnover of Philips Industries. The figures from before 1947 are estimates; to 
make them better oomparabie with post-war ftgures, they are corrected for the inflation 
during the war. · 
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Assets Liabilities and Stockbolders Equity 
in 109Dn. in% in 109Dn. in% 

Property and Equipment 10.4 35 Equity 10.2 34 

Inventories 8.8 29 Long-term Liabili ties 8.7 29 
Accounts receivable 7.9 26 Short-term Liabilities 10.0 33 
Sundries (incl. current assets) 3.0 10 Minority interests 1.2 4 

TOT AL: 30.1 100 TOT AL: 30.1 100 

Table 2 A condensed balance sheet for Philips Industries (31 December 1976) 

Table 2 gives a summary of the 1976 balance sheet and table 3 some 
infonnation on the income statement for 1976. They show that Philipsis (still) 
a very labour-intensive company: the turnover per employeee is Dfl. 68,000 
(some $25,000), wages and social costs being 42% of turnover and 79% of 
added value. The costs of ftxed assets are rather low compared with Iabour 
costs. 

Further one may note that inventories amount to almost one-third of total 
assets. Labour-intensiveness and large inventon'es characterize, together with 
the rather high degree of vertical integration, the production control situation 
of Philips Industries as will be discussed insome depth in chapters 8 and 9. 

in 109 on. in% 

Goods and services purchased 14.5 47.9 
Wages and Social Costs 12.5 41.0 
Depreciation 1.3 4.4 
Interest paid 0.8 2.5 
Tax on profit 0.6 2.0 
Net profit 0.7 2.2 

TURNOVER: 30.4 100.0 

Table 3 Some information from the income statement ofPhilips Industries for 1976. 

Note: in vestment in R & Dis about 7% of tumover, thus about 14% of added 
value. 
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3.4 Some notes on internat international relations 

As Gloor (1972), General Manager of the Swiss Multinational Nestlé puts it: 
'the most difficult, but also the most decisive decision any multinational has to 
make is the division of tasks, power and responsibilities between centre and 
subsidiaries'. For Philips Industries this refers to the relations between 
corporate and divisional headquarters on the one hand and the N.O.'s on the 
other. 

It is by being a federation of national organizations that the company has 
been able to adapt itself harmoniously to local circumstances, it is French in 
France and Turkish in Turkey. Being a kind of chameleon is in our opinion the 
only acceptable way of being a multinational, as one should be very carefut not 
to impose one's 'way of doing things' at home on other countries. Having a 
small home country is certainly a drawback commercially, but it can be an 
asset for running international operations, because this tends to give the centre 
some modesty in international affairs. To illustrate this: the official company 
language is English, not Dutch; correspondence between Eindhoven and 
subsidiaries in France and Germany is more often than not in French and 
German respectively. 

The federative set-up is not always fully appreciated by outside parties, 
who may demand for instanee that Eindhoven should settie a strike in Spain. 
Not only lack of detalled local knowledge but also the federative organ
izational structure would impede this (this is not to say that the Board of 
Management does not have any power over foreign operations, but that this 
power is very selectively used). 

Philips Industries is a company with relatively few spelled out business policies 
or regulations. The most important exception to this is the accounting and 
budgeting system (introduced in 1928), which is standardized throughout the 
company to enable corporate and divisional headquarters to keep a clear view 
of all operations. For the rest there is little codification of tasks and 
responsibilities. The reasop for this is clearly stated by Gloor {1972): 
'newcomers to the field, such as the American multinationals, tend to write 
down rules and fix yardsticks, which is understandable because they lack the 
basic experience which one may call from an analogy the 'case law'. To a large 
extent such business principles must not be leamed but inbom and absorbed 
by means of living long enough with an organization'. 
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PART 11 

THE STR.UCI'URE OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS 



SUMMARY OF PART 11 

In the present part we discuss the structure of industrial organizations, largely 
by defining a system of concepts that can be used to describe organizational 
structures, in order to set the stage for the treatment of the control process in 
part lil and of control system design in part IV. 

Chapter 4 introduces various concepts from system theory, such as system, 
structure, open and closed system, subsystem, aspect system and conversion 
system (viz. a system which transfarms physical inputs into physical outputs). 
It continues by discussing hierarchic systems and stratified systems. A 
hierarchic system is a system with a 'parts-within-parts' structure, while a 
stratified system is one with subsystems which are ordered according to a given 
priority criterion. These two concepts constitute the two defining character
istics of the structure of line management. 

Chapter 5 defines an organization as a system of occu.pied positions with their 
physical means of operation. The position is the elementary unit of an 
organization: a task to be performed by one human actor and having a certain 
place in the organizational communication structure. A 'level-independent' 
concept is introduced: the compound position, a system of positions. For 
example, departments, divisions as well as the organization as a whole can be 
described as occupied compound positions with their physical means of 
operation. The organizational structure is the set of relations between 
(compound) positions; these relations can be of a physical or non-physical (i.e. 
informational) nature. The concepts of control and control system are 
discussed next. The execution of the task of a given (compound) position is 
controlled by a mix of control actions from the actors assigned to the 
(compound) position themselves (selfcontrol) and of control actions from 
actors in 'coordinating positions' (coordination). The 'levers' of coordination 
(influence and power) are discussed briefly. This chapter doses with a 
treatment of stratified hierarchies in organizations; the priority criterion for 
stratification used here is the official power distribution. 

Chapter 6 discusses the technological structure of industrial organizations. 
Industrial organizations consist of a (hierarchic) network of conversion systems 
and non-conversion systems. The discussion focusses on the physical relations 
between the conversion systems. Several types of relations or connections are 
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distinguished and some influences of the type of relation on the control needs 
of the organization are mentioned. The chapter finishes by describing the 
technological structure of Philips Industries as a 6-level hierarchy of connected 
conversion and non-conversion systems. 
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4. SYSTEMS 

4.1 Some concepts from system theory 

This section will give some concepts from system theory which will be used 
below to describe the structure of industrial organizations. 

As we have already mentioned, although there exists nowadays a certain 
degree of convergence in system theory, there is still no unanimity about the 
definition of various key concepts. Hence, the following definitions are not the 
only ones possible, nor are they always generally accepted. The main criteria 
for the selection of these defmitions were their usefulness in the subsequent 
analysis and their fit in a coherent set, or system, of concepts. With a few 
exceptions, no attempt has been made to trace the origin of the definitions, 
and no credit will be claimed for the defmitions given by us in this section. 

Defmition I 
An element is the smallest entity considered in an argument. 

The element is the atom of analysis; it may be divisible, but in the analysis it is 
treated as an opaque unit. 

Elements may have various properties or attributes. A special class of 
attributes comprises the relations between an element and other elements. 

Definition 2 
A set is a collection of elements. 

A system will be defined as a special case of a set. 

Defmition 3 
A system S is a set E of elements with a set R of relations between the 
elements, R having the property that all elements of E are directly or 
indirectly related. 

Defmition 3 implies that no subset of E is unrelated directly or indirectly to 
any other subset of E. Coherence is thus the frrst defming characteristic of a 
system, a property which distinguishes it from a set. The second defming 
property is the set E itself, defming which elements belong to S and which do 
not; in other words: the choice of the set E defines the boundary of S. 
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Defmition 3 defines a system in terms of its internal structure, as a set of 
elements with mutual relations. Another definition, also frequently used (see 
e.g. Mesarovic and Takahara, 1975), is in termsof input and output and often 
a postulated internal state: the output of the system is a function (the 
transformation function) of input and state. In such a definition, a system is a 
'black box' (see Ashby, 1956, p.86-117). 

Definition 4 
A black box is an entity the behaviour of which is not described in terms 
of its internal structure, but in tenns of input, output and - if necessary
a postulated internal state. 

Complexity and coherence are in this case studied in terms of inputfoutput 
relations between black boxes. 

Following Ackoff ( 1971) one can make a distinction between an abstract and a 
concrete system, the latter being a system with at least two elements, which 
are physical objects. A physical object has an unlimited number of properties. 
It depends on the problem a system researcher is interested in and on his 
discretion, which properties are considered as relevant and hence are included 
as attributes in the description of the system. A soda/ system is a concrete 
system, at least two elementsof which are human beings. 

Defmition 5 
The environment of a system S consistsof all elements outside S. 

This definition states that in principle the environment of a system is the rest 
of the (concrete and abstract) Universe. In actual system research the 
environment of a system consists of the elements placed outside the system by 
the system researcher, but which are included in the argument, because he feels 
they are relevant for his research. 
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Defmition 6 
The structure of a system S is the set R of the relations of its elements 
with other elements. The internal structure ~ is the subset of R 
containing the relations between the elementsof S. The external structure 
Re is the subset of R containing relations of S with elements outside S. 

Defmition 7 
A closed system is a system for which the set Re of external relations is 
en:tpty; an open system is a system for which Re is non-empty. 



Two powerfut tools for study of the structure of systems are the concepts 
subsystem and aspect system 1 

• 

Definition 8 
A subsystem of a system S is a subset of E (the set of elementsof S) with 
all the attributes of the elementsin question. An aspect system of Sis the 
set E with only a subset of the original attributes. 

The concepts set, system, closed and open system, subsystem and aspect 
system are illustrated in Figure 2. 

With the aid of the concepts given above, we are in a position to discuss the 
subjective aspects of system research on concrete systems. It depends on the 
problem a system researcher is interested in what section of reality he describes 
as a system, how the boundaries of hls system are chosen and what properties 
(attributes) are included in hls description. The system, as used in the 
discussion of a concrete system, is practically always an abstract system, an 
abstract image of that concrete system; it contains only the (subjectively) 
relevant properties of the concrete system and can hence be seen as an aspect 
system of the concrete system. 

Defmition 9 
The state of a system S at a given moment of time is the set of values of 
the attributes of its elements at that time. An event is a change in the state 
of the system. A process is a sequence of related eventsover time. 

It also depends on the judgement of the system researcher what sequence of 
events he will treat as a process. On the analogy of definition 6, we can define 
the structure of a processas the relations between its elementary events. 

An open system can have various inputs and outputs. A class of inputs and 
outputs whlch is important for the discussion of industrial systems is that of 
the physical inputs and outputs. In the argument given below these physical 
inputs and outputs may be manpower, money and materials (raw materials, 
components, equipment, energy), crossing the boundary of the system. Thls 
brings us to the definition of an important class of systems, viz. conversion 
systems. 

1see De Leeuw (1974, p.109) for the distinction between subsystem and aspect system. In 
definition 8 we use a somewhat wider interpretation of the concept of aspect system, as it 
can involve any subset of the original attributes of the elements of the system, while 
De Leeuw considers only subsets of a special class of attributes, viz. subsets of the original 
relations. 
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Fig. 2. Some system concepts illustrated: 

30 

1: a set of seven element ei 
11: a zystem of six elements; the lines represent the relations between the 

elements. I t is a closed system. 
lil: an open system of six elements; the full lines represent its internol 

structure, the dotted lines its exter1111l structure 
IV: a system S with a subzystem S*; the fulllines represent the internal 

structure of S*, the dotted lines its external structure. 
V: an aspect system of S: some relations are omitted. 



Defmition 10 
A conversion system is a system converting physical inputs into physical 
outputs; this conversion may involve changes in quality, quantity, place 
and/or time. 

One can regard a conversion system as a system with metabolism. lt is a very 
general concept. Por instance, allliving beings can be regarded as conversion 
systems. One can divide all systems into non-conversion and conversion 
systems. In Boutding's (1956) system hierarchy the first three levels 
(frameworks, clockworks and thermostats) contain non-conversion systems1 , 

while the higher, more complex levels (self-maintaining open systems, 
biological systems of increasing complexity and social systems) contain 
conversion systems (we will not consider Boutding's highest level, 
transeendental systems; inclusion of this level in a scientific argument involves 
some epistemological difficutties ). 

4.2 Hierarcbic systems 

Complex systems often have a special kind of intemal structure, viz. a 
hierarchic one. With respect to the concept of hierarchy the ideas of Sirnon 
(1962, 1969, 1973) will be followed2 • Since he does not use definitions, the 
definitions of this section are our own. 

First, Simon's concept of near-decomposability must be introduced. In system 
theory it is often claimed - to advocate the study of coherence that 
everything is related to everything. This may be true, but luckily some things 
are more re1ated than others (otherwise the need to understand everything in 
order to understand anything woutd make it impossible to acquire any 
knowledge). In termsof Simon's concept we can say that concrete systems are 
usually nearly-decomposable. 

1or course clockworks and thermostats as concrete zystems must be conversion systems, 
because they need energy to run. But systems described as clockworks or thermostatsare 
non-conversion systems; the abstraction involved in the description has eliminaled the 
conversion aspectsof the concrete system. 

2 As we mentioned before, hierarcbic systems are thoroughly studied by Mesarovic et al. 
(1970). However, their ideas are not Collowed here, because they do not use a clear 
definition and because their interpretation of this concept is wider than can be used in this 
study. 
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Defmition 11 
A nearly-decomposable system is a system which can be partitioned into 
subsystems with the property that the relations between the elements of 
each subsystem are stronger than those between elements from different 
subsystems. 

This definition has the weakness of using the notion of the 'strength' of a 
relation, which is difficult to define without an empirical context. However, 
the meaning of this idea should become clearer in the course of the argument 
given below. 

Now, concrete systems often have a special kind of near.decomposability, 
viz. a hierarchic one1 

• 

Definition 12 
A hierarchic system is a system the elements of which are themselves 
systems and may in their turn also be hierarcbic systems. 

It is the 'parts·within-parts' structure (see Fig. 3 for an example), that is the 
defining characteristic of a hierarcbic system in this hook and no other 
property. Although this concept will frequently be used in the following 
discussion of organizational structures, the concept itself should be seen as 
'totally divorced from its original denotation in human organizations of a 
vertical authority structure' (Sirnon, 1973, p.S). 

Note that the levels of the hierarchy can be seen as a series of aspect 
systems: the whole system is described at each level, subsequent levels only 
give more detail. 

Concrete hierarcbic systems, i.e. concrete systems with a hierarcbic near
composability, are very common. This is true both of natural things and of 
artefacts. An example from physics is the structure of matter: atomie nuclei, 
atoms, molecules, macro-molecules and so on, up to stars and galaxies. The 
'strength' of the relations in this example can be defined in terms of the bond 
energy at each level (running from some 140 Me V at the nuclear leveltoabout 
0.5 eV at macro-molecular level). 

An example from biology is the structure of striated muscle (see Fig. 3), 
which can be described as a5-level hierarchy (if one uses the above-mentioned 
macromolecules as the lowest level). The highest level is the muscle itself, 

1Simon does not discuss hierarcbic near-decomposability explicitly, implying that 
near-decomposabllity itself is sufficient to get a hierarcbic system. In our view ît is not 
sufficient, because near-decomposability only implies that one can make subsystems and 
not necessarily subsystems-withîn-subsystems, as is needed for a hîerarchic system 
(according to defmition 12). 
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which consists at level 4 of bundies of muscle fibres, each bundie surrounded 
by connective tissue. level 3 consists of muscle fibres, which are built at level 
2 of fibrillae, the basic units of the contractile machinery of the muscle. 
Finally, each fibrilla is a bundie of (two kinds ot) long macro molecules at 
level!. 

5 4 3 21 

Fig. 3. An example of a hierarcbic system: a striated muscle (shown in cross-section). 
levell: macromolecules 
level 2: fibrillae 
level 3: muscle flbres 
level4: bundies of muscle fibres 
level 5: the muscle itself 

Artefacts often have a hierarchic structure too. Organizations such as the 
Roman Catholic Church or an army have a parts-within-parts structure. Sirnon 
(1973) gives an electronic computer as an example. Here the levels are: the 
physics of the hardware, the logic structure of operation of the registers of the 
central processing unit, the machine code and the programming languages 
(which themselves can have various levels of abstraction in the available 
commands). 

Note that in this last example the elements of the system are not static 
units but elementary processes like the flow of electric currents, the shifting of 
a row of bits in a register and the execution of a command. 
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Sirnon gives an evolutionary explanation for the abundance of hierarcbic 
structures: complexity cannot arise directly from simple units, but step by step 
from stabie subsystems with an increasing complexity at each step. He 
illustrates this with the famous example of two watchmakers, each trying to 
assembie a watch with 10,000 parts, but being frequently disturbed. The first 
one never fmished his job, as his assemblies fell apart each time he was 
disturbed; the second did finish, because he used a hierarcbic structure for his 
watch: he built it from stabie subassemblies of 100 parts each. Although the 
subassembly he was working on fell apart every time he was disturbed, the 
mean time between disturbances was long enough to enable him to finish a 
stabie subassembly quite often; so he was able to make progress and to fmish 
the job. 

Note that such a discussion does not need to make a distinction between 
man-made things (like organizations or computers) and natural things (like the 
heavy elements, which are formed stepwise from lighter elements in stars, or 
the complex human being, evolved stepwise from ultimately unicellular 
organisms). In both cases it is easier to 'construct' complex concrete systems 
step by step from stabie subassemblies with an increasing complexity at each 
step, than directly from non-compound units. 

The previous paragraph gave a construction argument for the use of the 
concept of hierarchy. This concept is also very powerful in co ping with 
complexity in analysis and design (not discussed explicitly by Simon). At any 
level of a hierarcbic system, the subsystems can be treated as black boxes. This 
property of a hierarcbic description greatly reduces the complexity of analysis: 
all the intricacies of the internal structure of the subsystem are covered under 
the veil of the black box, so one can concentrate on the interactions between 
the black boxes. lf one wants to know more about an individual black box, 
one proceeds to the next level of detail and forgets a bout the internal structure 
of the other black boxes. 

For instance, a civil engineer designing a bridge does not need to 
understand solid state physics to use steel. At his level of analysis, knowledge 
of the bending and tensile strength of bis steel is sufficient; he uses a 
'black-box approach' to steel. Only if one wants to develop steel with a higher 
strength one need 'open the black box' to study e.g. the structure of steeland 
the influence of lattice-deffects and carbon on strength. Another example is 
the electronic computer: you do not need to know much about physics or 
computer hardware to make a computer program: the hardware is a black box 
with certain input/output properties. A fmal example is hierarcbic search. To 
choose a holiday destination, one can use a sequentia! search method by 
consulting the index of one's atlas. Hierarcbic search will often be more 
efficient: frrst choose a country, then a region, then a city or village and finally 
choose a hotel or camping site there. 
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Whether a natural thing can be described as a hierarcbic system depends on 
whether it has hierarcbic near-decomposability (i.e. whether the clustering of 
elements according to the strength of their mutual relations produces a 
parts-within·parts structure ). In constructing artefacts, like computer software, 
an army or an empire, one has more freedom. One can deliberately design the 
interdependencies among the parts in such a way that one gets a hierarchy: 
easy to analyse, to design, to construct and to controL 

We conetude this section with one fmal definition: 

Defmition 13 
The span of a level of a hierarcbic system is the number of subsystems into 
which each subsystem is divided at the next level of the hierarchy. 

4.3 Stratified hierarcbic systems 

The concept of hierarcbic system will often be used below to discuss the 
internat structure of human organizations. Next to hierarchy, the parts
within-parts structure, organizational structures usually have a second 
property, viz. stratification 1 • 

Definition 14 
A stratified system is a system the elements of which are ordered, 
individually or combined to subsets, according to a given priority 
criterion. 

The above-mentioned priority criterion can be operationalized in many 
different ways. For instance, a platoon often marches as a stratified system, 
the soldiers being ordered according totheir height. The pupilsof a school can 
be described as a stratified system, using an ordering by classes. A 
PERT -planning gives a description of a project as a stratified system consisting 
of elementary activities, ordered according to the technically necessary 
preeedenee relations in time. Note, that stratification partitions a system into 
subsystems, while hierarchy partitions it in aspect systems. 

Now, organizational structures usually involve a combination of stratification 
and hierarchy; in such cases the structure can be described as a stratified 
hierarcbic system. 

1The use of the term 'stratification' in this book should not be confused with the use 
Mesarovic et al. (1970) make of it in their book 'Theory of Hierarchical Multilevel 
Systems". 
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Defmition 15 
A stratified hierarchic system is a hierarchic system having at each level 
one or more subsystems which have priority over the other subsystems at 
that level. 

The following discussions of organizational structures as stratified systems will 
use the official power relations among the participants in the organization as 
priority criterion (see section 5.1 for the distinction official versus unofficial, 
and section 5.4 fora short discussion on power). 

A stratified hierarchic system is a combination of a set of subsystems with 
a set of aspect systems. Such a system can be described starting from the 
hierarcbic structure. Each level of the hierarchy consists of a number of 
subsystems (or elements). Now stratification means that at least one of these 
subsystems has priority over the other subsystems. Further, if we study the 
internal structure of these subsystems, we will find again at least one 
subsystem with priority over the other subsystems at that level. 

To illustrate this, let us consider the structure of an infantry brigade (see 
Fig. 4 ). The highest level - in this case level 4 - is the brigade itself. Level 3 
consists of a number of batallions and one dominant subsystem, the general 
with his staff. At level 2 each batallion consists of a number of companies and 
one dominant subsystem, the lieutenant-colonel with his staff. The whole 
system is mapped again at this level, so the general with hls staff figure in it 
too. However, this subsystem will tend to deal predominantly with the 
batallions, leaving their internal structure usually out of consideration. The 
behaviour of the general with his staff can thus better be studied at level 3. 
Finally, at level 1 each company consists of several platoons and a captain. Of 
course this analysis can be continued down to the level of the individual 
soldier. 

Stratified hierarcbic systems are by no means restricted to organizational 
structures. A school can be described as such a system: the highest level is the 
school as a whole, consisting at the next level of a stratified set of forms. Each 
form can consist at the next level of an A, B .and C stream, the pupils being 
stratified according to their learning capacities. At the lowest level, the pupils 
of each stream can be individually stratified. Another example is a project, 
which can be decomposed in a number of major tasks, stratified according to 
preeedenee in time. At lower levels each task can be further decomposed and 
again stratified according to precedence. 

Organizational structures, as defined by the structure of line management, have 
two defining properties: hierarchy and stratification. They form two distinct 
design issues, which should not be confused. As we mentioned above, 
hierarchy can be used to cope with complexity (see alsopart N). For instance, 
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Fig. 4. An infantry brigade as a 4-level stratified hierarcbic system • 
.. : power relation. 

one may cope with increasing complexity (e.g. due to increasing heterogeneity 
of interactions) by reducing the span of the hierarchy. On the other hand, as 
will be discussed below, stratification will be used to cope with conflicts 
betweèn subsystem interests and the interestsof the system as a whole (see e.g. 
the discussions on ~;onflict in chapter 10 and on coordination in chapter 12). 

To illustrate this distinction between hierarchy and stratification we may 
oompare the structure of the Roman Catholic church with that of the 
Presbyterian churches: both use a hierarcbic ordering of their members, but 
the Roman Catholic stratification uses a top-to-bottom approach, while the 
Presbyterian one uses a bottom-to-top approach (the parishes choose delegates, 
the delegates choose delegates for 'classes', the 'classes' choose the Provincial 
Assembly and these assemblies the National Assembly). Another point is that 
this separation permits a better analysis of multi..dimensional organization 
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structures. While leaving the hierarcbic structure as it is, we can introduce 
multi-dimensionality as a special kind of stratification: certain levels of the 
hierarchy contain two (or more) kinds of dominant subsystems (see 
section 13 .2 ). 

Thus, instead of mixing hierarchy and stratification in organizational 
design, as is often done in the classica! approach, we will ask (roughly 
speaking) how much hierarchy does one need in the given situation (i.e. what 
should the span of the hierarchy be at each level and how should one choose 
the subsystem boundaries) and how much stratification (how much inequality 
of power, perhaps a multi-dimensional distri bution of power). 
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5. ORGANIZA TIONS 

5.1 The structure of organizations 

This chapter will discuss some structural aspects of organizations, while the 
next chapter will narrow the discussion down to industrial organizations. 

Organizations can be conceptualized in many different ways; the one to be 
used below is chosen since it fits well into our subsequent treatment of control 
system design. 

Section 1.1 described an organization as a combination of human effort in a 
relatively stabie network of social relations. Now we are in the position to give 
a more accurate definition. 

Lubmann's (1964, 1976) concept of 'position' will be used as the basic 
element of any organization. 

Defmition 16 
A position is a set of addressable and relatively stabie role expectations 
with the following three properties: 
(i) it is to be occupied by a person 
(ii) it is to carry out a programme 
(iii) it is to have limited communication possibilities with other positions. 

The implications of the first and second property will be clear. With the third 
property Luhmann indicates that a position does not have an all-channel net of 
communication relations with the other positions in an organization, but that 
there are preferred relations with other positions. Due to this restrietion every 
position gets a place (a position) in the communication structure of the 
organization. lf an all-ebannel net of communications doesexist (as is feasible 
for very smalt organizations), we will consider that as a limiting case of 
property three (which implies that such a case is included in defmition 16). 

An actor has to be assigned to a given position. 1 According to Luhmann 
the assignment of another actor to the position does not necessarily change its 
identity: it is a set of impersonal role expectations. Neither does a change in its 

1whenever we use the tenn 'actor', we mean an individual organizational participant. 
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programme or. its communication relations necessarily change the identity of 
the position. Only if all three properties are changed simultaneously, the 
position changes inevitably. lt should be noted that a 'position' is defined here 
as a set of role expectations. This implies that the characteristics of a position 
need not be explicitly defmed in e.g. a task description. A position already 
exists, if there is some degree of consensus among the persons concerned ( the 
occupant of the position and hls social environment) about these role 
expectations. 

Positions in organizations are often clustered in groups or departments, to 
permit their occupants to combine their efforts. Such departments have 
properties similar to those of positions, which permits us to defme the 
following level-independent concept. 

Defmition i 7 
A compound position is a set of addressable role expectations with the 
following three properties: 
(i) it has to be occupied by a number of persons 
(ii) it has to carry out a programme or a set of programmes 
(iü) it is to have limited communication possibilities withother compound 

positions. 

The individual position can be seen as the limiting case of the compound 
position. This concept is applicable to all levels of aggregation: individual 
positions, departments, the divisions of a company, etc. 

Now, an organization can be defined with the aid of the concept of 
position. 

Defmition 18 
An organization is a system of occupied positions with their physical 
means of operation. 

An organization is thus conceptualized as a concrete system, consisting of 
human beings and e.g. bulldings, machines and materials, but with the abstract 
system of roles as its defming characteristic. As the positions form a system, 
every position is directly or indirectly connected (by communication channels) 
with all the other positions of the organization. 

Defmition 18 implies that an organization can also beseen as an occupied 
compound position. This may behelpfut for discussion of the behaviour of the 
organization as a whole. It also means that the parts of an organization are 
defined in the same way as the organization itself. Although they generally 
differ in the way they are controlled, the way they acquire their resources, 
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etc., both the parts and the organization as a whole are conceptualized as 
systems of occupied positions. 

Defmition 18 is very general. It is not restricted to (large) bureaucracies, 
but includes every stabie combination of human effort, ranging from a family 
and a grocery store to a large multinational or a National State. 

Another property of definition 18 is that role consensus and role 
compliance define the organization and not for instanee the attainment of a 
common goal (see e.g. Georgiou, 1974, on the problems arising if one 
conceptualizes the organization as a goal attainment device). Rote compliance 
can be reached by various means, e.g. because the participants are 
self-motivated to compty or because other participants influence or force them 
to comply or by a combination of these causes. 

The positions one inctudes in a description of a given organization define its 
boundaries as a social system. As in other areas of system research a system 
boundary is essentially arbitrary; although it depends on the 
near-decomposability of the objects to be studied, it also depends on 
judgement and the problem on hand. For instance, forsome problems one may 
regard students as betonging to the university organization, for others they 
may be treated as betonging to its environment. Further, the participants only 
betong to the organization in their organizational rote; which is another aspect 
of the organizational boundary. 

Definition 6 defined the structure of a system as the set of relations between 
eternents. Using definition 18 we can now define organizational structure as 
follows. 

Defmition 19 
The structure of an organization is the set of retations between its 
occupied (compound) positions and other occupied (compound) 
positions. 

As in definition 6 we can distinguish an internal structure and an external 
structure. The first refers to the relations between the positions of the 
organization, the second to relations with individuat or compound positions 
outside the organization (like customers, competitors, suppliers and 
government agencies). 

There are two kinds of retations between organizatienat prograrnmes: physical 
and non-physical (usually informational). A production department of a 
factory, supplying other production departments with sub-assem blies, has a 
physical relation with these internat customers. 
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Information relations can exist to support the execution of the programmes of 
other positions (information support) or to support the control of the 
programmes of other positions (to be called coordination below). An example 
of the frrst kind is the relation of a research department with the departments 
using its know-how. Examples of the second kind are relations of managers 
with the departments they manage and of planning, coordination and 
accounting departments with the departments they service. 

Now two kinds of organizational structure can be defined. 

Definition 20 
The technological structure of an organization consists of the physical 
relations and information support relations between its occupied 
(compound) positions, while the control structure consists of the 
information relations between the occupied (compound) positions, which 
are directly or indirectly used to control the execution of their 
programmes. 

The discussion on control in section 5 .2 and on technology in chapter 6 will 
further clarify this distinction between control structure and technological 
structure. The present discussion will be continued by introducing two other 
aspects of structure, viz. the Aufbau and the Ablaut structure. This distinction 
is due to Kosiol, 1962.1 

Defmition 21 
The Aufbau of an organization is its system of positions. The Ablaut 
structure of an organization is the structure of the organizational 
processes. 

According to this definition the Aufbau is the anatomy of the organization, 
the task and control structure. 'The Aufbau is a time-less structure of task 
units, stock-still waiting to be activated' (Van de Wouw, 1977). The 
organizational processes - both technological and control processes - also 
show structure: there are relations between the elementary events of these 
processes. That is the Ablauf structure. For instance, the set of instructions for 
the workers of an assembly line define a technological Ablauf structure, while 
the instructions for a decision or planning procedure define a control Ablauf 
structure. 

Aufbau and Ablauf structure form a Janus-head: two aspectsof the same 
entity, the organizational structure. They can be distinguished but not 

1Kosiol does not give a precise definition of these two concepts. Neither does he 
distinguish between technological and control structure. 
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separated. The distinction is made because Aufbau and Ablauf structure 
constitute different (albeit related) design issues. 

The control structure of an organization consists of information relations 
among its positions, which are usually only partly formalized. Formalization 
has two dimensions, viz. routine versus non-routine and official versus 
unofficial (Hopwood, 1977). 

Information relations between positions are partly official, i.e. in principle 
known to all participants and approved by the dominant coalition, and partly 
unofficial. Unofficial does not necessarily mean obstructive or something like 
that, it only means that such relations are not officially approved. One can 
further distinguish routine relations, governing the repetitive actions in the 
organization, and non-routine relations, which develop from various incidents 
but can last for some time. These two dimensions determine what we may call 
theformalization mix (see Fig. 5). 

routine non-routine 

1 routine 2 non-routine 
official official official 

3 routine 4 non-routine 
unofficial unofficial unofficial 

Fig. 5. The two aspects of the formalization mix for the relations between the 
positions in an organization. 

Design activities usually concentrate on field 1 of the formalization mix, the 
routine-official control structure. However, as official structures (luckily) only 
specify a smalt - albeit important - part of the behaviour of the memhers of 
an organization, it is essential that the unofficial relations should sufficiently 
support the official ones. lt is often the difficulty of 'constructing' effective 
unofficial relations, that makes (major) reorganizations so difficult. 

The formalization mix itself is also a design issue: it depends on the 
situation how much of each of the four aspects is to be used. For instance, it 
may be sensible to use less official-routine relations for a research department 
than for an accounting department. 

The definitions of organization and of structure given above may seem 
somewhat classical. However, this discussion of the formalization mix was 
meant to show that it is not the set of job descriptions with a list of 
employees' narnes and an organization chart that defines an organization and 
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its structure. The organization is a social system involving very complex social 
relations. The official routine aspect of the organization is probably the most 
visible one, but the other three are just as real. 

5.2 Control in organizations 

The concept of control is a very important one in this hook; we will use the 
following defmition of it. 

Definition 22 
Control is the use of interventions by a controller to promote preferred 
behaviour of a system-being-controlled. 

This defmition applies both to technical systems, such as radar antennae, 
chemical plants and missiles, and to organîzations. lt makes a distinction 
between a controller and a system-being-controlled (see Fig. 6 which shows a 
controlled conversion system by way of example). For technical systems the 
controller can be a distinct subsystem; for organizations the controller is 
always an aspect system, because every actor in the organization controls at 
least the execution of his own programme. The degree to which these actors 
are engaged in control may vary, however; to paraphrase George Orwell: 
everyone controls, but some control more than others (see e.g. the discussion 
on coordination in chapter 12). 

I controller I 
I I 

i 
I 

~ interventions 

I system·being. I 
I -controlled J 

Fig. 6. A controlled conversion system. 
... : physical input and output 
""' : information 

The plural 'interventions' is used to indicate that control is considered as being 
a continuous process, not a single action. As for organizations, control does 
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not refer toa single decision (one choice between alternative interventions) but 
to a sequence of related decisions, with some relation between past and future 
performance. This also implies that the conditions for decision making should 
notchange so swiftly that each decision becomes unique. 

The controller has to promote eertaio behaviour, soit should be able to 
influence the behaviour of the system-being-controlled in one way or another. 
This does not necessarüy mean that it de termines the behaviour of the system 
completely. 

Finally, as the controller has to promote preferred behaviour, this implies 
that it is able to abserve this behaviour and to evaluate it in terms of a set of 
preferences. 

Controllers almost always use the classical feedback loop, 1 which cao he 
divided into three phases: 

the sensor phase: observation of the behaviour of the system
being-controlled and, if desired and possible, of its environment 

the selector phase: evaluation of systems behaviour using norms or 
preferences and selection of the appropriate intervention in case of a 
deviation from preferred behaviour 

the effector phase: application of the intervention. 

The loop is closed by starting the observations again, i.e. by a new sensor 
phase. 

This scheme applies both to teehoical systems and to organizations, 
provided one does oot interpret the various concepts too narrowly in the latter 
case (see Hofstede, 1978, for the problems arising from too narrow an 
interpretation). In particular one should not try to assign control activities to 
only a subset of the actors of an organization (in search of a controller as a 
distinct subsystem). Nor should one limit the evaluation of behaviour to 
quantitative aspects, as human actors are usually quite able to use qualitative 
data (too) for the assessment of organizational behaviour. 

Further, the scheme should be seen as a conceptual one. Actual control is 
oot exercised in a neat sequence of phases; in a turbulent environment a 
controller is continually busy processing the consequences of disturbances. 

1Sometimes a distinction is made between feedback and feedforward. In the case of 
feedback the intervention is applied after the observation of non-preferred system 
behaviout; in the case of feedforward, the system behaviour is predicted and an 
intervention is applied, if possible, before the predicted non-preferred behaviour occurs. 
However, both cases are included in this scheme. The main difference between them is the 
evaluation of behaviour: feedback evaluates actual behaviour, reedforward predicted 
behaviour (of course the sensor phase also has to be organized differently). 
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The above defmition of control referred to the actual control of the operations 
of a system. However, the construction or modif1cation of the controller itself 
or of the system-being-controlled can also be seen as a mode of controL These 
modes will be called Control in the Small and Control in the Large 
respectively .1 

Defmition 23 
Control in the Large (CL} is the construction or modif1cation of a system, 
while Control in the Small (CS) is the subsequent control of the 
operations of that system. 

This still fits in with our definition of con trol, if we regard CL as a higher-order 
control (see Fig. 7). Whenever there is a disturbance, one can choose between 
using CS or CS and CL: the former may be able to cope with this disturbance, 
but one might prefer to use CL as well, in order to be able to cope better with 
similar disturbances in the future. 

I controller I 
I exercising CL I 

r----t-ii~~~~ns 
: I 
I I controller I I 
I I exercising CS 1 I 
I I I I I ~ interventitns I 
\ I I 

system-being· I 1 

I I ·controlled I I 
I 

L---- ---- -· 

Fig. 7. Control in the Large (CL) as a higher-order control, acting on the controller 
exercising Control in the Small (CS) on the system-being-controlled. 

1The idea of distinguishing CL and CS is inspired on Kosiol's (1962) terms 'Organisation' 
and 'Disposition'. 

The terms CL and CS themselves are taken from Mesarovic et al. (1970, p.59), but 
their use of them is somewhat different from that used here. Control in the Large and 
Control in the Small arealso used by Bonini (1964), but he uses these terms to contrast an 
overall approach to control with a partial approach, directed only to the smaller units of a 
frrm •. 
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In order to prepare the discussion of the design of control systems for 
organizations in Part N we will give a definition of this concept. The 
definition conceptualizes an organizational controller as an entity consisting of 
actors and a control system (see Fig 8). 

Defmition 24 
The control system of an organization is the system of formal and 
informal rules of behaviour, information systems and physical expedients 
used by the actors of an organization to control the technology of that 
organization. 

ACTOAS 

- - I I 
r- c--

control system 

I 
I 

' system·being.. 
·controlled 

· Fig. 8. The controller of an organization, comprising actors and a control system. 

5.3 Selfcontrol and coordination 

The actors assigned to positions or to compound positions control the 
execution of their own programmes. This mode of control wilt be called 
selfcontrol. 

There are usually technological relations between the programmes of 
different (compound) positions. These relations can cause interactions between 
actors or groups of actors. One could leave the control of these interactions to 
the selfcontrol of the actors concerned. However, the complexity of these 
interactions, conflicts between (groups of) actors, conflicts between the 
interests of (groups of) actors and the interests of the organiztion as a whole 
may lead to unsatisfactory behaviour of the organization as a whole. 
Therefore, in almost every organization various (compound) positions are 
charged with the taskof cantrolling actorsin other (compound) positions. This 
mode of control wilt be called coordination. 
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Defmition 25 
A coordinating (compound) position is a (compound) position, which has 
as a programme the control of the execution of programmes of other 
specified (compound) positions. 

Definition 26 
Selfcontrol is the control of the execution of the programmes of a 
(compound) position by the actors assigned to that (compound) position 
themselves. Coordination is the control of the execution of the 
programmes of a (compound) position by actars in coordinating 
(compound) positions. 

It should be borne in mind that 'con trol' is used here in the sense of defmition 
21: control actions intend to change behaviour in the direction of certain 
preferences, but do not necessarily determine that behaviour completely. In 
general the execution of an organizational programme is controlled by a mix of 
selfcontrol and coordination (see section 12.5). Interactions between non
coordinating compound positions also influence the execution of programmes, 
but, as follows from definition 26, that will notbeseen as coordination. 

Defmitions is and 26 also apply to individual positions, as an individual 
position is the limiting case of a compound position. 

Coordination is the control of behaviour of human actors (in organizations) by 
other human actors. The 'levers' for such control are influence and power. The 
following section will give a short discussion of these topics; a complete 
discussion would take us outside the scope of this book. 

5.4 The 'levers for coordination': intluence and power 

The phenomenon of power in organizations is receiving much attention in 
theory (see e.g. Etzioni, 1961, Blau, 1964, Crozier, 1964, Zald, 1970 and 
Hickson et al., 1971, 1974). In practice, however, it is still more or less taboo. 
As Dale (1963) says: 'the power process in management is like sex in the 
Victorian Age. Everyone knows about it, but nobody ever talksabout it' {there 
are some signs, however, that this taboo is waning nowadays, just as has been 
the case with the sex-taboo ).1 

1 Another comparison with sex is possible. In a series of studies Mulder (1972) stresses the 
pleasure-aspect of the wielding of power (neglected in the, mainly Anglo-Saxon, literature 
on power, which usually discusses only the utilitarian aspects). He develops an addiction 
theory, comparing the wielding of power with the use of hard drugs. In our opinion the 
comparison with sex is to be preferred;Mulder's comparison needlessly stigmatizes power, 
and there is little proof that the dependenee of the user on his power is really that great. 

However important the pleasure aspect of the wielding of power may be, our further 
discussion will be restricted to the utilitarian aspects. 
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There are many defmitions of power and influence, although the two concepts 
are not always distinguished. The following defmitions are chosen because they 
are well suited for our discussion on the control of human behaviour and 
especially for the discussion on coordination in chapter 12. 

Defmition 27 
Social system Si has injluence on social system Sj if it has the capacity to 
induce behaviour of s. which deviates from its behaviour without 
intervention from Si, bul which is still in agreement with Sj's preferences. 

In this defmition Si and Sj can be human individuals or,groups of individuals. 

Defmition 28 
Social system Si has power over social system Sj if it has the capacity to 

' induce behaviour of sj which is in conflict with its preferences. 

Power is thus seen as the capacity to. make people do things they dislik:e. 
Influence and power are aspects of a relation between two social systems; 
influence and power of Si are meaningless without an Sj· In general they are 
also reciprocal: a guard may be able to create conflict in the prisoners in his 
custody, but the prisoners can do the same to the guard. The degree of conflict 
may vary, however. The amount of power Si has over Sj can be seen as 
proportional to the degree of conflict Si is able to in duce in Sj. 

In general this degree is limited. If the degree of conflict in social system 
Sj lies outside its 'zone of acceptance'1 , the power of Si ceases to control (in 
the sense of definition 21) the behaviour of Sj. So it is the behaviour of Sj that 
defines Si's power over it: shooting someone is not wielding of power, but 
forcing someone to dig his own grave is. 

The power of Si is based on its capacity to create conflict in Sj· This, in its 
turn, is based on Si's capacity to vary inputs to Sj which have value for its 
physical and/or social needs. The degree of the subsequent power of Si over Sj 
depends on the centrality and substitutability of this input for S· (see among 
others Hickson et al., 1974 ). The centrality of an input to a sociai system Sj is 
proportionaf to the conflict its absence would create in Sj (and hence is 
subjective, depending on Sj's preferences: a 100 guilder fine may create a 
greater conflict in a miser tlian in a rake). The substitutability of an input to a 
social system depends on its capacity to obtain a similar input elsewhere (this 
is the basis of the power of a monopoly: it can create conflict in its customers 
by asking a high price, because they are unable to find another supplier). The 

1See Sirnon (1957, p.131). 
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power Si has over Sj is thus based on the inputs to Sj he can vary and increases 
with increasing centrality and decreasing substitutability of these inputs. 

The phenomenon of power is present in alrnost any social setting, it is not 
confmed to large organizations. For instance, the creation of conflict in 
another may be used to control the behaviour of the other in husband-wife or 
parent-child relations too. 

Actors in coordinating compound positions (coordinators) may use a mix of 
influence and power to control the behaviour of actors in the compound 
positions they are to coordinate (coordinated groups). As will be seen in 
chapter 12, some coordinators have no (official) power at all, so they have (in 
principle) to rely on influence. 

A power difference can be defmed as follows (see also Hofstede, 1976). 

De:finition 29 
The power ratio of a system, consisting of coordinators and coordinated 
groups, is the ratio of the power of the coordinators over the coordinated 
groups to the power of the latter over the coordinators. 

If the coordinated actors have no power at all (they are thus completely at the 
mercy of the coordinators) the value of the power ratio is infmite; usually its 
value is fmite. If the power of the coordinators over the coordinated groups is 
less than in the reverse, the value of this ratio is less than unity and it is zero if 
the coordinator has no power at all. To survive, to obtain sufficient role 
compliance and sufficient controllability, organizations usually need a power 
ratio greater than unity. The power ratio one needs depends partly on the 
control situation, i.e. technology and environment. An arrny in time of war, 
for instance, may need a higher power ratio than a civilian organization. The 
desired value of the power ratio also depends on various properties of the 
coordinated groups. A very important property in this respect is motivation. A 
high motivation, 'automatically' present and/or stirnulated by coordinators, 
may decrease the need fora high power ratio. lncreasing motivation may shift 
the influence/power mix towards less use of power. The treatment of this very 
complex phenomenon, however, falls outside the scope of this hook. 

Another aspect influencing the power ratio in an organization is the 'zone of 
acceptance' of the participants. It is of course important for the survival of the 
organization that this 'zone of acceptance' is compatible with the power ratio 
needed (the 1917 mutinies in the French army are an exarnple of a narrowing 
of the zone of acceptance of organizational participants to a point which 
threatened to fall below the zone needed for the survival of the organization). 
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Cultural factors also have a great influence on the actual power ratio used. See 
e.g. Hofstede (1976), who studied the power differences between superiors and 
subordinates in many countries. He found for instance, that the power ratio 
(the power-distance index in his terminology) in organizations in France and 
Italy is much higher than e.g. in Great Britain, The Netherlands and the U.S.A. 
See also Sasaki (1973) for cultural influences on the exercise of power in a 
comparison of Japan and the West. 

S.S Stratified hierarcbies in organizations 

One cannot distribute power like apples. The power distribution in an 
organization is only partly the result of deliberate design; it depends also on 
various factors, such as the properties of the participants and the technological 
structure (see for an example of the latter Crozier's (1964) study of the power 
of a group of maintenance engineers in an organization, providing inputs to the 
rest of the organization with a high centrality and a low substitutability). 

However, deliberate design does also influence - even to a great extent -
the power distribution in organizations. The Aufbau, i.e. the task and control 
structure, is in most cases constructed in such a way that for (some of) the 
coordinators and coordinated groups the power ratio is sufficiently greater 
than unity to ensure sufficient controllability. This power is usually vested in 
the official-routine relations and is based on the capacity of coordinators to 
dispose of organizational resources. These resourcescan be used to distribute 
incentives (both social and physical) in order to induce contributions from the 
coordinated participants. 

As will be discussed in part 4, the Aufbau (the system of positions) is usually a 
special kind of system, viz. a stratified hierarcbic system. 

The priority criterion used for stratification is the power distribution as 
resulting from the official-routine relations. 

The fact that the Aufbau is a hierarchic system of positions means that at 
every level of the hierarchy the subsystems (i.e. occupied compound positions) 
are again divided into subsystems down to the level of the individual occupied 
position. Every occupied compound position has selfcontrol, but this 
selfcontrol is split into selfcontrol and coordination at the next level of the 
hierarchy, etc. For example, in the infantry brigade of section 4.3, at level 3 
one has a coordinator, the general with his staff, and coordinated groups (the 
batallions) with selfcontrol. But the selfcontrol of a batallion consists of 
coordination by the lieutenant-colonel and the selfcontrol of the companies. 
This goes right down to the ultimate selfcontrol: that of individual actars 
cantrolling their own programme (e.g. workers on an assembly line, researchers 
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in their Iabaratory and also the manager of the financial department of a 
company negotiating a 250 million dollar loan with a consortium of banks). 

The army brigade of section 4.3 is a classical example of a line organization. 
Similar stratified hierarcbies can be found in 9t]ler organizations. This simple 
structure may, however, be amplified by other coordinating mechanisms (as it 
is, by the way, in armies nowadays). For instance, planning departments and 
other staff departments may coordinate without ha ving power, or one may use 
special kinds of stratification, such as a matrix structure (see section 13.2). 
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6. INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS 

6.1 Technology 

Definition 19 of section 5.1 distinguished between the technological structure 
and the control structure of an organization. We will use a rather wide 
conception of technology, simHar to that of e.g. Thompson (1967). Not only 
industrial organizations but also e.g. hospitals, universities and armies have a 
technology. 

Definition 30 
The technology of an organization is the set of physical conversion 
functions and information support functions contained in the programmes 
of its (compound) positions, together with the physical expedients used to 
perform these functions. 

This definition corresponds with Figure 6 of section 5.2: a system with control 
has a 'controller' and a 'system-being-controlled'; from now on the latter will 
be referred to as the 'technology' of the system. 

Industrial organizations differ from other organizations in the fact that the 
core of their technology consists of the conversion in quality and/or quantity 
of physical objects. This fact has several consequences for control, which will 
he discussed in chapter 7. 

As mentioned above, a design is a 'structure within a situation'. This chapter 
will discuss one aspect of the situation of the control system of an industrial 
organization, viz. its technological structure. The discussion will be focussed on 
the physical relations between (compound) positions, paying no attention to 
the information support relations (such as the relations of R & D departments 
with other departments). Furthermore, the discussion will be confined to the 
Aufbau of technology; its dynamical aspects (the technological Ablauf
structure) will he discussed in parts lil and N. 

The technology of an industrial organization is 'artificial', i.e. designed by man 
and not by laws of nature (although by no means having dispensation from 
them). It is influenced both by the design of the actual conversion processes 
themselves and by the design of the control system. However, this chapter will 
consider the technological structure as given. 
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6.2 Conversion systems and non-conversion systems 

An industrial organization can be seen as a system of occupied compound 
positions, such as departments, factories, warehouses and sales organizations. 
This system is usually a hierarchic one. 

At any level of such a hierarchy one can divide the occupied compound 
positions into two kinds: conversion systems and non-conversion systems. The 
conversion systems convert material flows in quality, quantity, place and/or 
time. In this book the term material flows will cover flows of manpower, 
money and materials ( raw materials, components, energy, eq uipment ). The 
non-conversion systems are basically information-processing systems. Examples 
of conversion systems are factories, warehouses, sales organizations, purchasing 
departments, personnel departments and financial departments. Examples of 
non-conversion systems are the board of directars with staff, accounting 
departments, planning departments and also R & D departments ( an 
engineering department with its own facilities for construction of eq uipment 
can be seen as a conversion system and without these facilities as a 
non-conversion system). Of course, non-conversion systems also have physical 
inputs and outputs, but one can abstract from these aspects in the following 
discussion. The distinction between these two kinds of organizational 
subsystems is made because their dynamic properties and hence also their 
control properties differ (as will beseen in part lil). 

Each conversion system can be described as a black box with physical inputs 
and outputs. The output differs from the input, so transformations must occur 
in the black box. To a certain extent, the system is able to cope with 
disturbances in input acquisition or output disposal, soit is not an automaton: 
it has a control function. 

Figure 9 shows a conversion system with these four functions: 

1: input function, the acquisition of resources (Manpower, Money, Materials) 
from inside or outside the organization 

0: output function, the transfer of the output to other social systems inside 
or outside the organization 

T: transformation function, the change in quality, quantity, place and/or 
time needed to transfarm the physical inputs into the outputs 

C: control function, connected by flowsof information to the environment 
of the system (which may consist of social systems both inside and outside 
thè organization as a whole). 

How these four functions are 'organized' inside the conversion system will 
be left out of consideration for the moment. 
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Manpower 
Money 
Materials 

Fig. 9. An industrial conversion system. 

I input function 
0 output function 
T transformation function 
C control function 

Materials 
(Manpower, Money) 

• physical flows 
-+ information 

Using the tenns of Thompson (1967), one can call the T function the 
'teclmical core' of the conversion system and the I and 0 functions its 
'boundary spanning· functions'. The teclmical core of a conversion system is 
not necessarily its most important or most critical function. For a factory it 
usually is, but for a sales organization or purebase department it may be 
expected that the output or input functions respectively are the most critical. 
This does not mean that the other functions are negligible in the latter systems. 
For instance, the input function of a sales organization includes activities like 
discussions with factodes on delivery schedules, with development 
departments on the specification of new products and with management on 
budgets. 

The following discussion on technological structure will be focussed on the 
relations between the conversion systems of an industrial organization, because 
these relations largely detennine the control needs of such an organization. 

6.3 Physical relations between conversion systerns 

The conversion systems of an industrial organization, asdepicted in Fig. 9, are 
connected by physical flows, flows of manpower, money and material. 
Sametimes a conneetion is no more than an meidental exchange between two 
conversion systems; however, it often has a more stabie nature. 

There are various types of such stabie connections. First one can make a 
distinction between series and parallel connections (see Fig. 10). 
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Definition 31 
Conversion system Si has a series conneetion with conversion system ~ if 
(part of) the physical output of Si is used as input for ~· System Si has a 
parallel conneetion with Sj if Si and ~ draw (part of) their input from the 
same souree or feed (part of) their output to the same drain. 

-

---

c 
ITO 

c 
ITO 

c 

ITO 

c 
ITO 

2 

c 

3 

c 
ITO 

- -~series conneetion 

--
--~ 

parallel conneetion 
of conversion 
systems 2 and 3 

parallel conneetion 
-- of conversion 

systems 1 and 2 

Fig. 10. The series conneetion and the parallel conneetion of industrial conversion 
systems. 

A TV factory has series connections with several supplying factories and with 
many sales organizations. It can have parallel connections with other TV 
factories, e.g. if they all get their picture tubes from the same factory. Most 
conversion systems have a parallel conneetion with respect to the acquisition 
of money, as this is usually done by one corporate department. The Philips 
factories in Eindhoven have parallel connections with respect to manpower. 
Com petitors on a given market are also connected in parallel. 

One can also distinguish proportional and non-proportional connections. 
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Definition 32 
Conversion system Si, supplying conversion system ~· has a proportionaf 
conneetion with 8_j if the input from Si needed by ~· averaged over a 
certain period, is proportional to the output of~ .1 

Connections, for the supply of components or raw materials are usually 
proportional. On the other hand, a supplier of oil for the heating of a factory, 
or of other house-keeping materialsis usually non-proportionally connected to 
the factory. A special case of a non-proportional conneetion is that involved in 
the supply of production equipment, because the input needed by the 
receiving system is in principle proportional to the increase in its output and 
not to the output itself. One could call this a differential conneetion (in reality 
such a conneetion is often of a mixed kind: a differential component for the 
increase of production and a proportional component for substitution of 
obsolete equipment). 

A conneetion can be rigid or buffered. 

Definition 33 
Conversion system Si, supplying conversion system Sj has a rigid 
conneetion with Sj if the input to ~ has to be continuously proportional 
to the output of Si after a fvced interval of time. Such a conneetion is 
buffered if the time interval between the production of the output by si 
and the receipt of the input by Sj can vary. 

Workers on a traditionally organized assembly line are rigidly connected. A 
packing department of a factory usually has a rigid conneetion with thtt 
production departments too; the connections between different production 
departments may also be rigid. Factories usually have buffered connections 
with one another. 

Stocks are often used as the buffer between conversion systems. If 
production is not on stock but on order, the order portfolio performs the same 
function. 

In many cases it is better to consider the conneetion between the technical 
cores of Si and 8_j in analysing the rigidity of a connection, because the 
boundary spanning functions usually perform the buffering (the buffer is thus 
inside Si and/or ~· not in an intermediate unit). 

1The introduetion of proportionality gives rise to a measurement problem. One can 
measure proportionality in terms of money, labour hours, rnachiné hours, or simply in 
units (as for 1he conneetion between a personnet department and a factory). 
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The degree to which a conneetion is buffered may vary. For instance, the 
content of the buffer between a TV factory and a picture-tube factory 
(measured as the period over which the stock level involved covers the needs of 
the TV factory) usually varles between smaller margins than that between an 
IC factory and a TV factory. 

So far we have only discussed connections between two 'adjacent' conversion 
systems. In studying systems of conversion systems one can distinguish various 
configurations of connected conversion systems. In a factory one may have 
severat conversion systems with connections of material flows forming e.g. a 
production street, a flow shop or a job shop. However, a discussion of such 
conf.~gurations and their resulting coordination needs will not be given here. 

Finally, we may discuss the various sociat processes available for the control of 
acquisition of the input and disposat of the output of social conversion 
systems. A very ancient metbod of obtaining physicat inputs is simply using 
physicat force (for example, the manpower required for many economie 
activities in the Roman Empire was often acquired in the form of slaves). A 
more modern, but not atways very different, process for the control of 
physical flows between conversion systems is the market process, using a price 
mechanism 1

• A third kind may be called the budgetary process. This is used 
e.g. by government agencies, most Westem-European utilities and Eastern
European companies. Input acquisition bere is based on a negotiating process 
between government officials, politicat leaders and other interested parties. 
The sociat systems receiving the output provide the monetary resources by 
paying more or less the cost price of the output either directly (utilities) or 
indirectly ( thro ugh taxes ). 

Organizations are to a large extent free to choose the sociat process they 
use to control their internat physicat flows (this topic is widely discussed in 
economie literature as the transfer pricing problem, see e.g. Verlage, 1975). 
Some choose a kind of market process, using market prices as transfer price 
and permitting their conversion systems to buy elsewhere, if the internat 
conditions are not satisfactory. Others, like Philips Industries, choose a kind of 

1 The differences between the frrst and the second process diminish when there is a great 
difference in power between supplier and customer, as is for instanee the case if there is a 
great difference in the capacity to use physical force. Merchants travelling through Attilla~s 
empire, for instance, were never sure whether the Huns would choose the first or the 
second social process for the transfer of goods to themselves (Schreiber, 1976). Input 
acquisition for the slavetrade in the eighteenth and the frrst half of the nineteenth century 
naturally started with the frrst process; input acquisition in colonlal empires in the same 
period generally used the second, but the vast difference in the capacity to use physical 
force heavily influenced the pricing process. As the use of physical force is nowadays -
with a few exceptions monopolized by the National State, the market processis now 
more determined by economie power and influence. 
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budgetary process (Philips Industries use the full cost price as transfer price; 
delivery schedules are negotiated between internat customer and supplier; in 
principle the internat customer is not free to buy elsewhere, but the supplier 
should strive after a cost price well below the market price - if such a price 
exists). 

The structure and nature of the connections between the conversion systems 
of an industrial organization have a great influence on the organization's 
coordination needs. Connections give rise to dependences: as a result of 
connections with other subsystems, the proper functioning of the teehoical 
core of a conversion system depends on the functioning of these other. systems 
(this applies both to connections with conversion and with non-conversion 
systems). 

A proportional series conneetion gives a reciprocal or a sequentia/ 
dependenee of the connected systems (Thompson, 1967)1 • The conversion 
capacities of both systems must be matched, as must the quality, quantity and 
timing of the conversions. If this adaptation is mutual, we can speak of a 
redprocal dependence. If on the average only one of the two conversion 
systems adapts its activities to the other one (as is feasible in case of a big 
duferenee in flexibility between the two systems), we can speak of a sequentia! 
dependence. For example, the glass factories of Philips Industries have a 
reciprocal dependenee with the picture-tube factories, whereas a packing 
department of a factory usually has a sequential dependenee on the production 
departments. 

Differential connections give special control problems, because such 
connections tend to amplify disturbances (see section 8.3). 

Parallel connections give paoled dependences (Thompson, 1967). If the 
capacity of the pooled souree ( or the pooled drain) is limited, the situation can 
often be described as a 'zero-sum game'2 

: profit for one means loss for the 
other (for example, if capital is scarce, the approval of one investment project 
means the rejection of others. Series connections, on the other hand, usually 
give non-zero-surn situations: expansion of TV factories leads to expansion of 
picture-tube factories ). 

It will be clear that rigid connections generally impose higher demands on 
the coordination of the activities in the connected systems than buffered 

1The general idea of reciprocal and sequentia! dependenee is taken from Thompson. 
However, a 'nonna!' series conneetion is viewed by Thompson as always giving a sequentia! 
dependence. We do not take this view, because if one SYStem needs another for input 
acquisition, the other needs the first for output disposal. The concepts of sequentia! 
dependenee is reserved in this book for situations where the dependenee is really one-sided 
(see the examples given in the text). 

2 See e.g. Ackoff and Sasieni (1968) fora short introduetion to game theory. 
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connections. In fact, the creation of buffered connections is one of the 
standard methods of reducing the need for coordination (Galbraith, 1973). 

Finally, a market process for the control of internat physical flows may 
need less coordination than a budgetary process (however, this is certainly not 
always the case; big duferences in power, or a high degree of internat 
interdependence may lead to unsatisfactory overall performance if the 
subsystems are free to pursue their own interests unrestrictedly). 

6.4 A hierarcbic system of conversion systems 

The conversion system of Fig. 9 is the fundamental unit of an industrial 
organization. It is a level-independent concept: it can be used to describe the 
organization as a whole1 , but also to describe its parts. 

Fig. 11 depiets the ind ustrial organization as a whole for the case where 
the input/output relations with its environment are controlled by market 
processes. 

Labour market 
Capita! market 
Purchase market 

Government agencies 
Pressure grou ps, etc. 

Sales market 

Fig. 11. The industrial organization as a wbole and its environment 

The structure of the system of Fig. 11 can be studied at the next level of detail 
by decomposing it into subsystems. At this next level it consists of a network 
of conversion systems, connected with one another and with the organizational 
environment by physical flows. There are also non-conversion systems at this 

1This concept can also be used at even bigher levels. An input-output table of tbe sectors 
of a national economy essentially describes the economy as a network of conversion 
systems. 
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level. All subsystems are connected, directly or indirectly, by information 
flows. Fig. 12 shows an example of such a network. 

As usual in system research, the boundaries of the subsystems at this level 
should follow the near-decomposability of the higher-level system. 
Defmition 11 of section 4.2 used the criterion 'strength of relation' to 
determine whether a system is nearly-decomposable or not. Now a good 
measure of the 'strength of the relation' between the elements or subsystems 
of a conversion system is the rigidity of their physical connections (as 
discussed in the previous section). This does not remove all possible 
ambiguities inherent in subsystem design, but it can guide this process. Rigidly 
connected elementary conversion systems are thus described as being one 
subsystem, while ones with buffered connections are described as different 
subsystems. 

c 
ITO 

c 
ITO 

c 
ITO 

Fig. 12 A network of conversion systems, completed with non-conversion systems. 

• physical conneetion 
-"" informational conneetion 

As will be seen in the example given in the next section, the technological 
structure of an industrial organization closely resembles its control structure 
(having elements like divisions, departments, sub-departments). This is only to 
be expected: the control structure will usually be designed in such a way that 
departmental bonndarles follow the lines of technological near-composability, 
and once a control structure is implemented the technological structure will 
follow the control near-decomposability (for instance, a department of a TV 
factory manufacturing sub-assemblies for the other departments may use a low 
level of intermediate stocks; once this activity is transferred to a specialized 
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factory, servicing several other factories, the intermediate stocks will tend to 
be higher and will show more variations: the conneetion has been made less 
rigid). Control boundaries thus follow technological boundaries, and 
technological boundaries follow control boundaries. 

The structure of the network of Fig. 12 can be studied in further detail at 
another level: each subsystem can again be partitioned into several conversion 
and non-conversion systems. At this lower level one may find, that the I and 0 
functions of a higher-level conversion system are put into specialized 
subsystems (e.g. the T function of a division is put in several factorles and its 0 
function in several sales organizations). This does not mean that there can be 
conversion systems without a T or an I/0 function; it means that the relative 
importance of the various functions has been changed (e.g. the 0 function of a 
factory does not need much manpower, if there are separate sales 
organizations). 

This process can be continued, until we reach the level of the ultimate 
organizational conversion system: the individual human actor. 

The structure of the physical connections among the conversion systems of an 
industrial organization, and between these systems and the environment, 
largely determine the control needs of the organization. This structure can be 
described as a hierarcbic system of conversion systems, connected with one 
another and with the environment by physical flows. The connections may be 
series and parallel, proportional and non-proportional, rigid and buffered. The 
flows can be controlled by a variant of the market processor of the budgetary 
process. 

6.5 An example: the technological structure of Philips Industries 

As an example of the use of the concepts introduced in this chapter, we will 
give a rough description of the technological structure of Philips Industries. 

As will be seen, this structure closely resembles the control structure, 
insofar as the latter is defmed by departmental boundaries. In the case of 
Philips Industries, however, one aspect of the control structure is less clearly 
visible in the technological structure, viz. the matrix structure of control: as 
described in other terms in section 3.2, the actlvities of each intemal 
conversion system (with the exception of corporate subsystems, see below) are 
coordinated by two ( non-conversion) systems, viz. by the management of the 
National Organization of the country where it is Iocated, and by the 
management of one of the Product Divisions. This is illustrated in Fig. 13. 
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The technological structure of Philips Industries can be described as a 6-level 
hierarcbic system (see Fig. 14). At level 6 we have the company as a whole, 
which is decomposed at levelS in 14 conversion systems: the Product Divisions 
listed in Table 1 (as we are interested in the internal technological structure, 
we choose the Product Divisions rather than the National Organizations for the 
decomposition of level 6 into level 5). There are various other conversion 
systems at level 5, such as internal manufacturers of metal and plastic parts, 
internal machine works and the corpora te fmance department. 

I 
I 
I 

----~-~ 
Fig. 13. The matrix structure of control in Philips Industries: the activities of each 

conversion system are coordinated by two managements, viz. Products Division 
management and National Organization management. 

The glass division has a proportional series conneetion with the ELCOMA
division (electronic components), while ELCOMA and the corporate 
component factorles have proportional series connections with almost all other 
divisions. Due to the latter connections, these other divisions are connected in 
parallel (see chapter 10 for some of the zero-sum games they play). The 
machine works have a differential conneetion with some divisions (see 
chapter 9 for the resulting control problems). Connections between divisions 
are usually buffered (with a few exceptions, for instanee those between the 
glass factories and the TV tube factories, which are only slightly buffered). 
Finally, the connections between the finance department and the divisions also 
give rise to parallel connections between the divisions, respectively the 
National Organizations ( manpower is usually acquired at a lower level). 
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The company 
as a whole 

Factories and 
Sales organizations 

Subdepartments 

lndividual 
Positions 

Fig. 14. The technological structure of Phllips Industries as a 6-level hierarchy. 
Only a few of the subsystems at each level are shown. 
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There are also many non-<:onversion systems at level 5, e.g. corporate 
management, corporate staff departments and the corporate research 
department. The managements of the National Organizations can also be 
shown at this level. 

The internat structure of the divisions (and ofthe other subsystems oftevel 5) 
is shown at level4. The main subsystems at this level are factories, sales 
organizations, divisional headquarters (divisional managementand various staff 
departments) and divisional product and process development departments. 
The factorles of one product division often have proportional series 
connections withother factorles of that division. 

The internat structure of the factodes and sales organizations (and the other 
level4 subsystems) are shown at level 3. For instance, a factory has various 
production departments, usually a material management department 
performing most of the boundary spanning functions of the factory, a 
personnet department (charged with the acquisition of manpower, among 
other things) and factory management. These departments have often 
subdepartments at level 2, while finally level 1 shows the individual positions. 

Control boundaries usually follow technological boundaries, for the reasons 
mentioned in section 6.4. The matrix structure of control was mentioned 
above as presenting a difficulty in this respect. In fact, the matrix structure is 
the re sult of an effort to create subsystems with a homogeneous environment 
(as wm be discussed in chapter 13): the divisions have a homogeneous internat 
environment but a heterogeneous extemal environment (many sales and Iabour 
markets), whereas the national organizations have a more homogeneous 
external environment (one Iabour market and a few sales markets) but a 
heterogeneous intemal environment (the 14 product divisions). 
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PART lil 

THE DYNAMICS OF COMPLEX INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS 



SUMMARY OF PART DI 

In the present part we discuss the dynarnics of complex industrial 
organizations, in order to gain some insight into the problems to be met by 
their control systems (the subject of part IV of this hook). Our attention will 
be focussed on those phenomena in which the complexity of the organization 
plays a major role. In this context, complexity means that the organization 
consists of suborganizations which have interdependence of operation but a 
fair degree of independenee of con trol. 

Chapter 7 gives a further analysis of the control process. Apart from 
maintaining steady-state operation the main function of control is interterenee 
reduction, i.e. the promotion of adequate responses of the system to threats 
and opportunities. Interference reduction will be described in three phases, viz. 
the sensor, selector and effector phases. During the effector phase, the state of 
the physical part of the system is usually changed; in general some resources 
must be consurned to bring such a change about, because the system has 
inertia, a resistance to change. As long as the system has sufficient resources to 
reduce interferences it has a suftleient interterenee reduction capacity. The 
controllability of a system is defined as 'unity minus the relative adaptation 
costs': the lower the controllability of a system in a given environment, the 
harder (the more 'expensive') it is for the system to reduce interference. The 
chapter conetudes with a discussion of interference reduction in industrial 
networks. Such networks must maintain an output equilibrium (their output 
should on the average be equal to the demand for this output) and various 
resource equilibria (the resources acquired should on the average be at least 
equal to the resources consurned). Some network aspects of the system's 
inertia are mentioned. 

Chapter 8 discusses the maintenance of output equilibrium of an industrial 
system by descrihing it as a network of demand servos. A demand servo is an 
industrial conversion system, designed so that its output follows the demand 
for this output; there are usually two buffers (a production buffer and a sales 
buffer) between the output of the demand servo and demand. Some qualitative 
results of servo-mechanism theory are used to deal with the response of the 
system to variations in final demand; in particwar the phenomenon of 
resonance is discussed. In this argument, we will use Philips Industries as an 
example of a network of demand servos. Finally some tentative remarks are 
made on the causes of business cycles. 
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Chapter 9 also discusses the maintenance of output equilibriwn of an in dustrial 
system, in this case from sales and production-planning viewpoints. Philips 
Industries is again used as an example. A simwation model of a chain of 
factories is presented to Dlustrate the argument. 

Chapter 10 deals with some social aspects of the phenomena discussed in 
chapters 8 and 9. The interactions between the subsystems discussed there are 
described in terms. of transfer of int erferenee: the re duetion of interference by 
one subsystem can cause interferences to connected subsystems. In protecting 
their own mission, these other subsystems try to defend themselves against 
such a transfer of interference. This may cause intra-organizational conflict, 
which is partly solved by the interventions of coordinators and partly by a 
power game between the parties involved. Some examples of transfer of 
interference within Philips Industries are mentioned. 
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7. CONTROL IN INDUSTRIAL NETWORKS 

7.1 Control as interference reduction 

In part 11 we discussed the structure of industrial organizations, descrihing it as 
a hierarchic network of connected conversion systems, completed by non
conversion systems. We will now deal with the dynamics of industrial 
organizations from the control viewpoint. 

Control was defined ( definition 22} as the use of interventions by a 
controller to promote prefeered behaviour of a controlled system. In the 
present part we wiJl discuss the actual use of interventions by the controller, 
Control in the Small. An understanding of this process is necessary for the 
discussion in part IV of Control in the Large, the construction of the controller 
and of the system to be controlled. 

This chapter wiJl give a further analysis of the process of control, in the first 
three sections in a general way (applicable both to technical and to social 
systems) and in the last section with special reference to industrial 
organizations. 

The analysis can proceed from the three phases of the control loop 
mentioned in section 5.2: the sensor phase, theselector phase and the effector 
phase. These phases irnply that the controller must have 1 : 

(i) a sensor to observe the behaviour of the system-being controlled and - if 
desired and possible - of the systems environment 

(ii) an effector with a choice of feasible interventions in the system-being
controlled (without the possibility of such a choice, there is no control 
problem) 

(ili} a selector, which must include a model of the system-being-controlled 
(Conant and Ashby, 1970; Tocher, 1970) to predict its behaviour without 
and with interventions2

, and a set of criteria to evaluate the behaviour of 
the system-being-controlled. 

1 See e.g. Toeher (1970) on the conditions for control; Toeher omits the sensor, however. 

2This model is not necessarily an expUcit mathematica! one, but can be any means of 
getting an idea of future system behaviour with and without intervention. For social 
systems, it usually consists predominantiy of impUcit qualltative knowledge of the history 
of the system. 
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The sensor, effector and selector need not be distinct subsystems of the 
controller, they can also be aspect systems; in the latter case all the controller's 
elements are involved in the control process in one way or another (as is the 
case for practically every social system, see section 5 .2). 

The core of the control processis the information processing during the 
selector phase triggered by the (physical) behaviour of the system-being
controlled through sensor activities and subsequently influencing that 
behaviour through effector activities. 

Interventions from the controller are usually needed to start and to maintain 
steady-state operation of the systern-being-controlled. However, in a changing 
environment the promotion of prefeered behaviour involves not only the 
maintenance of steady-state operation -but above all the promotion of 
adequate responses to threats and opportunities. This latter process can be 
described as one of reduction of interference1 

• 

To define an interference, we must first introduce the concept of 
equilibrium. 

Defmition 34 
A controlled system is in a state of equilibrium if its controller refrains 
frorn a control intervention af ter the evaluation of this state; the system is 
in a state of disequilibrium if its controller chooses to apply a control 
intervention. 

Equilibrium is thus seen as essentially subjective: 'satisfaction' of the controller 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for equilibrium. Furtherrnore, 
equilibrium is not necessarily confined to one state of the systern, but can 
oomprise a set of states: the selector criteria can perrnit a certain zone of 
indifference; only if given control limits are exceeded will the controller then 
choose to intervene. 

Defmition 35 
An interterenee is an event causing a disequilibrium in a controlled system. 

Interferences can arise both inside and outside the systern. Furtherrnore, as 
disequilibrium is defined as being subjective, one can distinguish two kinds of 
interferences. 

1The discussion of tbe concepts of 'reduction of interference' and 'transfer of 
interference', two key issues in the present part, is strongly inspired by ideas from 
De Sitter (1973). However, because tbe etaboration of these concepts to be given here 
differs from De Sitter and because we do not use tbe rest of his paradigm, his work will 
not be discussed here. 
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Definition 36 
A state interterenee is an event causing a disequilibrium in a controlled 
system without changing the controller criteria. A norm interterenee is an 
event causing a disequilibrium by changing the controller criteria. 

lf production according to a given plan is the criterion for the control of a 
production department, a machine breakdown is a state interference and a 
change of plan a norm interference. Of course, a change of plan is usually not a 
spontaneous event, but is induced by some other event inside or outside· the 
system. The distinction between these two types of interferences for a 
particular case may thus depend on the way the control processin question is 
described. 

Definition 37 
Interterenee reduetion in a controlled system is the process of restoring 
the equilibrium of the system. 

An interference may be reduced either by changing the state of the 
system-being-controlled, so that this state again matches the zone of 
indifference, or by changing the controller criteria (or by a.combination of 
these two measures). In the latter case the controller itself can change its 
criteria in e.g. an adaptation or learning process, or an outside agent can change 
the criteria. Following Ashby (1956, p. 213) the change of the criteria of a 
controller by an outside agent is aften called control and the subsequent use of 
these criteria in the process of interference red uction regu/at ion. This 
terminology will not be foliowed here: ·bath actions will be regarded as 
Con trol-in-the-Small (and only changes in the strueture of the controller or of 
the system-being-controlled will be regarded as Control-in-the-Large ). 

An event may or may not be expected by the controller, depending on the 
predictive ability of its model (uncertainty is thus a subjective property). Bath 
predicted and unpredicted events may lead to a need for adaptation of the 
system, so interference reduction is a somewhat wider concept than coping 
with uncertainty. However, coping with predicted events is usually much easier 
than with unpredicted ones, so uncertainty is a key problem for controL 

7.2 Inertia and interference reduction capacity 

An intervention by the effector inducing a change in the state of the 
system-being-controlled usually involves the consumption of resources. This 
sterns from the fact that most concrete systems have inertia. Inertia can he 
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seen as the inverse of flexibility, the capacity of a system to have its state 
changed. 

The term 'inertia' suggests an analogy with mechanics: an interference or 
control intervention acting on a system with inertia is analogous with a force 
acting on a mechanica! system with mass. However, in many control problems, 
especially where social systems are involved, it is not possible to measure 
directly a variabie analogous with mass. The following definition therefore uses 
the resources needed for changes in the state of the system as a measure of 
inertia. In the mechanica! analogon this would mean that the energy needed 
fora state transition is taken as measure of the 'resistance to change' 1

• 

Defmition 38 
The inertia of a transition between two system states is proportional to 
the resources needed to bring that transition about. This inertia is also 
proportional to the time needed for the transition. 

lnertia can be expressed in any unit relevant to the resources used to realize 
the changes: for teehoical systems it may be energy, for certain animals it may 
be energy too, for armies manpower, for industrial organizations e.g. money or 
scarce materials. According to definition 38 resistance to change can also be 
measured as the time needed fora change. 

The above-given definition is not without ambiguity, as a trade-off 
between time and costs is sometimes possible: in those cases one can reduce 
the time needed for a transisition by spending more resources. 1t will thus 
depend on the problem on hand how one operationalizes the concept of 
inert ia. 

Inertia is defined with respect to transitions between stat es. The inert ia of the 
whole system can in principle be given by a table, stating for each relevant 
system state the various costs (i.e. resources) or times needed for all feasible 
transitions toother relevant states. A simpler expression for the systems inertia 
can sometimes be given, e.g. if the costs or times for every feasible transition 
are equal or can be expressed in a simple formula? 

1The mechanica] analogue is: a force acting on a system with a certain velocity brings the 
system into a state with a different velocity; the 'resistance to change' is measured as the 
work done by the force to bring this state transition about. The mass of the system is still 
very relevant to the issue of resistance to change, because it determines the energy needed 
for a transition between two states with given velocities. The choice of energy as a measure 
of resistance to change is only a choice of yard stick. 

2 For instance, in the mechanica! analogue the inertia can be expressedas I=~mllv2, where 
in m is the mass of the system and l::.v the difference in veloeities between the two states. 
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Events are only interferences, if they produce dissatisfaction in the selector. 
However, in order to survive most systems have to keep certain essential 
variables within assigned 'physiological' lirnits (Ashby, 1956, p. 196). If events 
threatening to push essential variables over these limits are not recognised by 
the controller as interferences and if there is consequently no adequate 
response of the system to such events, the system may not survive. There are 
thus some events a viabie system must treat as interferences. 

Another important condition for survival is, that the resources available 
for interference reduction should at least be equal to the resources needed for 
this purpose. This leads to the following definition of the capacity of a system 
to survive. 

Defmition 39 
The interterenee reduction capacity, of a controlled system is the ratio of 
the resources available for interference reduction to the resources needed 
for interference reduction. 

The interference reduction capacity, or IRC, of a system is thus a 
dimensionless figure between zero and infmity. In order to survive, a system 
must have an IRC greater than unity. If it is impossible to reduce a given 
interference which threatens survival, one can say that the resources needed for 
the reduction of this interference are infmite1y large, so that the IRC=O. 

The IRC of a system is defined with respect to the interferences 
confronting it. This implies that a system with a sufticient IRC in one 
environment may nothave a sufficient IRC in another. 

The requirement IRC>1 resembles Ashby's law of requisite variety, 
(Ashby, 1956, chapter 11). However, these two concepts are not the same. 
Requisite variety is a property a controller does or does not have, whereas the 
interference reduction capacity of a system may change in the process of 
controL For example, a healthy ante1ope usually bas an IRC greater than 
unity, but a broken leg, sickness or a prolonged period of drought may force 
its IRC below that value. For industrial organizations one aspect of the IRC 
can be the solvency of the company, a variabie which can also change in the 
course of time. An IRC below unity means insolvency, hence bankruptcy. 

A system usually consumes resources not only to reduce interferences, but also 
to maintain steady-state operation. Therefore it must continually acquire 
resources to cover both kinds of costs (with 'costs' we mean any scarce and 
valued resource needed by the system, thus not only monetary resources). In 
the following definition we divide the total costs consumed by a system in a 
given period into two kinds. 
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Definition 40 
Operating costs are the resources consumed by operating a system in a 
state of equilibrium; adaptation costs are the resources spent in 
maintaining equilibrium. The relative adaptation costs are the proportion 
of the adaptation costs in total costs, i.e. operating costs plus adaptation 
costs. 
The difference between the resources acquired in a given period and the 
operating costs in that period is the operating result for that period. 

For a viable system the operating result should be at least sufficient to cover 
the adaptation costs. As soon as this is no longer the case, the IRC of the 
system starts to decrease; if this continues the system wm not survive. 

There are two kinds of adaptation costs. 

Defmition 41 
The transition costs of a system in a given period are the resources 
consumed by changing the state of the system; the disequilibrium costs in 
a given period are the resources consumed by being in disequilibrium for 
some time during that period. 

In general, the longer a disequilibrium lasts and the higher the difference 
between the actual state and the norm state, the higher are the disequilibrium 
costs. 

7.3 Controllability 

The interference reduction capacity of a system indicates whether the system 
is able to maintain its equilibrium in a given environment or not. The IRC can 
thus be seen as a measure of the effectiveness of its controL However, the 
efficiency of control is often also of interest. A measure of this efficiency can 
be the time average of the adaptation costs of the system or rather the relative 
adaptation costs: the fraction of adaptation costs in total costs. The higher the 
relative adapation costs, the harder ( or the more expensive) it is for the system 
to maintain equilibrium; in other words, the higher the relative adaptation 
costs of a system, the worse its controllability. 

Defmition 42 
The controllability of a system is equal to unity minus the time average of 
the relative adaptation costs. 

The controllability of a system is thus a dimensionless figure between unity 
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and zero. If there are no adaptation casts (no inertia or no interferences), the 
controllabllity is equal to unity. If adaptation casts are infmite (it is impossible 
to reduce eertaio essential interferences), the controllability of the system is 
zero. 

Note, that our defmition of controllabllity differs from the usual one in 
control theory, see section 8.1. 

The inertia of a system is a 'closed-system property', denoting the capacity of 
the system for change. A high inertia is in itself nota bad quality; one can 
evaluate this property only with respect to the interferences the system faces. 
Interference reduction capacity and controllability are 'open-system 
properties', denoting the systems capacity to adapt its behaviour to the 
interf erences it faces. 

The inertia of the system-being-controlled determines tagether with 
eertaio properties of the controller (such as the dead time of sensor and 
selector) the adaptation casts with respect to a given set of interferehces. 
Adaptation costs and operating costs define the controllabllity of the system. 
Adaptation casts and operating result determine the interference reduction 
capacity ofthe system. 

There is aften a trade-off between operating costs and adaptation costs: using a 
more sophisticated controller or a more flexible system-being-controlled may 
increase the operating casts, but decrease the adaptation casts. There is thus an 
optimum controllability in a given environment, i.e. the controllability, which 
gives the lowest sum of operating and adaptation costs. 

7.4 lnterference reduction capacity in industrial networks 

The core of an industrial organization is a network of conversion systems 
connected by physical flows. The control of these flows is a basic issue for 
industrial organizations. 

A thorough study of the dynamics of physical flows has been carried out 
by Forrester (1961) with the use of simulation techniques. His work shows 
that the state of the physical part of the industrial organization can adequately 
be described in terms of levels and flow rates1 • Following section 7.1, this 

1In bis 'Principles of Systems' Forrester states that the levels are sufficient to describe the 
state of the system, because tbe rates can be oomputed from the levels (Forrester, 1968, 
principle 4.3-8). Althougb tbis is true for models described in bis simulation language 
DYNAMO, a fixed relation between levels and rates is not a general property of all 
industrial systems. In general therefore both levels and rates are needed for descrihing the 
state of an industrial system. 
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system is in equilibrium if and only if all these values lie within the zone of 
indifference of the controllers of the pertinent values. Now the control of the 
physical part of an industrial organization can be described as a process of 
interference .reduction, i.e. as a processof maintaining the levels and flow rat es 
of phy sical flows in equilibrium. 

Viabie industrial organizations are not free to defme their equilibrium 
arbitrarily. They should at least maintain an output equilibrium and various 
resource equilibria. 

Defmition 43 
An industrial organization is in output equilibrium, if its material output is 
on the average equal to the demand for this output; it is in resource 
equilibrium if the resources acquired by it are on the average at least equal 
to the resources consumed. 

As the envirorunent of the organization is usually dynarnic, both the above 
equilibria are also dynamic. 

The resource equilibria are defined somewhat differently from the output 
equilibrium, because higher acquisition than consumption of resources (giving 
an accumulation, to be used e.g. for growth) is in principle admissible, which is 
not the case fora lasting difference between output and demand. 

If the organization acquires its resources on markets (and not through a kind 
of budgetary process, see section 6.3), the monetary resource equilibrium is 
crucial for survival. In terms of definition 40, the monetary operating result 
should be sufficient to cover the adaptation costs of the organization. 

Adaptation costs for industrial organizations often involve a high degree of 
uncertainty. Therefore the operating result should not only be sufficient to 
cover the current adaptation costs, but also to build up a reserve to be used 
during periods in which the operating result is not sufficient or is even 
negative. Ceteris paribus, the higher the uncertainty in future control costs, the 
higher this reserve (in fact the interf erenee reduction capacity) should be. 

Sametimes other resource-equilibria can become crucial for survival. If the 
organization has a poor social policy, it may be difficult to maintain the 
manpower-equilibrium; sometimes specific raw materials can be difficult to 
obtain. 

The preceding discussion dealt with the control of physical flows. These are 
often in reality not continuous flows (as in the case of e.g. bulk chemicals), but 
consist of many individual items (as in the car industry or the electronics 
industry). If one deals with large numbers of indistinguishable items, a 
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description of the system-being-controlled in terms of flow concepts will not 
give rise to problems. Sometimes, however, the number of items is so low that 
this is no Jonger the case. Examples within Philips Industries are electron 
microscopes, X-ray radiation equipment or radar systems. In analogy with 
physics one can say that in those cases one is dealing with 'quantum effects'1 

• 

One quanturn effect is an increase in uncertainty: the acquisition or toss of an 
order for an individual item already has a noticeable effect on the total 
turnover. Another can be that the productsoften have to be customized for 
specific customers. Quanturn effects can have a great influence on the demands 
made on the controller (an example of this is the use of a project organization 
instead of, or in addition to, a departmentalization, because the latter structure 
is often inadequate for handling quanturn effects). The remainder of the 
present part will assume, however, that the quanturn effects in the physical 
flows are negligible. 

The inertia of an industrial organization is a key variabie with respect to the 
above-mentioned process of interference reduction. As mentioned in section 
1.1, this hook is especîally interested in complex industrial organizations, i.e. 
organizations consisting of suborganizations with a fair degree of independenee 
of controL We will therefore conclude this section with a discussion of some 
network aspects of the response time and the adaptation costs of a complex 
industrial organization. 

The time a given conversion system needs for rednetion of interference is in 
principle the sum of the times needed for the sensor, selector and effector 
phases. The properties of the controller determine the first two times, the 
properties of the technology the third. Because the system is connected with 
other systems, this third time also depends on the response times of the 
connected systems (which again need their time for sensor, selector and 
effector phases). 

Por instance, the response time of a TV factory to a change in sales 
volume may consist of the time needed to observe the change, plus the time 
needed to decide on a new plan and the preparation of a new set-up for one or 
more assembly lines, plus the set-up and leaming times for the actual change of 
production. Because the factory is connected to supplying factories, one does 
also need time to acquire materials. Connections with non-conversion systems 
may be important too. Por example, the time needed for development or 

1Quanturn effects in physics are effects caused by the fact that matter and energy 
ultimately consist of particles or 'quanta'. For instance, for extremely low electrlcal 
currents or light intensities one may notlee with sensitive eq ulpment, that the current or 
light beam consistsof dlstinct electrans or dlstinct photons. 
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engineering to realize changes in the assembly operations or the time needed 
for decision-making by divisional management may play a role. 

The total response time is not the swn of the internal response time and 
the response times of connected systems, because the various actions are 
usually executed in parallel: the reduction of the interference is not a chain 
but a network of activities; the total response time is the longest path in this 
network (the 'critical path'). Reduction of the response time of the network 
may be obtained by various measures, e.g. by automation of information 
processing, by using sophisticated planning procedures, by stimulating 
parallization of actions (see the discussion on direct transmission of 
information in section 9.4 }, by using buffered connections instead of rigid 
ones, etc. 

The various conversion systems of an industrial organization are connected; 
they form a system of conversion systems. This fact influences not only 
response times, but usually also the adaptation costs of the whole system, 
because the reduction of an interference by a s}rstem can cause interterences 
(and hence adaptation costs) to connected systems. Following an idea of De 
Sitter ( 1973) we will call this effect transfer of interference. 

Defmition 44 
An interterenee is internally reduced by a system if this interference 
reduction only involves adaptation costs for the system in question; in so 
far as the interference reduction by a system leads to adaptation costs for 
connected systems, the interference is externally reduced. External 
reduction of interference causes transfer of interfere nee. 

For instanee a mechanical breakdown in a picture-tube factory may cause 
interference in several TV factories, while a sales drive for shavers which was 
more successful than planned can cause interference in the factory supplying 
the shavers. 

A conversion system often has several alternatives for reducing an 
interference. For example, the picture-tube factory may try to reduce its 
interference only internally by using overtime or by purchasing tubes 
elsewhere. In this way it absorbs the interferenèe itself, so that the interf erenee 
is not propagated throughout the whole network. Usually a combination of 
internal and external reduction of interferences is applied. In choosing this 
combination a system can try to minimize its own adaptation costs or 
minimize the adaptation costs for the whole organization. The promotion of 
the latter objective is one of the main tasks of coordination (see chapter 12}. 
Note, that there is no conservation Iaw for adaptation costs. For the network 
as a whole transfer of interference can both increase and decrease the total 
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adaptation costs; one has to fmd an optimum degree of transfer of interf erenee 
(see chapter 10). 

The next three chapters will discuss control problems in which the complexity 
of the organization (as defined above) plays a major role. A complex industrial 
organization can he described as a network of conversion systems with 
bu[[ered connections (if the connections are rigid, there can he practically no 
independenee of control). 

The discussion wiJl he centered around the question of maintaining the 
output equilibrium of the network: how is one to control a vast industrial 
network with a rather high inertia to meet a varying and uncertain demand for 
its output. Various examples taken from Philips Industries will be used. The 
analysis will concentrate on level 4 of the hierarchy of Fig. 14: the factories 
and sales organizations level (at lower levels there is usually less independenee 
of control and higher levels do not show sufficient detail to allow us to 
understand the phenomena). 
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8. THE DYNAMICS OF A NETWORKOF DEMAND SERVOS 

8.1 Introduetion 

The maintenance of output-equilibrium by a set of economie systems, or the 
adaptation of supply to demand, is a subject extensively discussed in 
economics. To a fust approximation, classical theory is not interested in the 
dynamics of such a process, but in equilibrium states. Because supply is an 
increasing function of price and demand a decreasing function, price variations 
and the resulting entering and teaving of the market by customers and suppliers 
cause equilibrium: if supply exceeds demand, the price · goes down, some 
suppliers leave and some customers enter until equilibrium is reached. If supply 
is too low, thereverse happens. 

A step towards dynamics is the introduetion of a time lag between the 
decision to initiate production and the availability of the commodities. The 
result is the famous cobweb model, which still deals with equilibrium states, 
but now different successive states (Ezekiel, 1938). Using Forrester's 
simulation approach, Meadows (1970) also considers intermediate states. Bis 
model is essentially a 'demand servo' (as introduced in section 8.2), but he 
does not use control theory nor is he able to clarify the basic mechanisms 
governing the fluctuations hls models generate. 

Another approach to the study of the dynamics of the equilibrium 
between supply and demand is the use of macro-economie models at the level 
of the national economy as a whole (see e.g. Kaleck:i, 1968). However, it is 
somewhat difficult to link these models to the behaviour of economie agents. 
As this latter issue is of interest in this book, a different approach to the 
maintenance of output equilibrium will be used, viz. control theory. 

Control theory has developed a rather impressive set of mathematica! tools 
for the analysis of the behaviour of dynamic systems. However, this chapter 
will use the results of control theory in a more qualitative way. The present 
section will discuss some of these results, which will be applied to industrial 
systems in subsequent sections. 

One can distinguish two types of controlled systems (see e.g. Elgerd, 1967, 
p. 119). 
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Defmition 45 
A servomechanism is a controlled system, designed so that its output will 
follow a given 'reference signal' (a eertaio time function or time series) as 
closely as possible. A regulator is a servomechanism with a constant 
reference signal. 

Section 7.1 introduced the concepts of 'state interference' and 'norm 
interference'. The reduction of state interferences by industrial systems can be 
considered as a regulator activity, and the reduction of norm interf erences as a 
servomechanism activity. Maintaining output equilibrium in a changing 
environment can be described as a servo-tnechanism activity, the demand for 
output forming the reference signal. 

We will now discuss some properties of regulators and servomechanisms with 
reference to a simple example: the thermostat. 

Fig. 15 shows a diagram of a thermostat, cantrolling the temperature of a 
room. Instead of the usual on-off action the thermostat considered here uses a 
continuous command signal to control the flow of heat to the room. We will 
ftrst discuss this device as a regulator. 

Fig. 15 shows the classical feedback loop (sensor, selector, effector 
activities): the temperature Trof the room is measured and compared with a 
preset norm Tn. The deviation from the norm (Tn-Tr) is used by the 
controller to operate a valve in the flow ofheat to the room: ifTr is too high, 
the flow of heat is decreased, while if T r is too low the heat flow is increased. 

flow 
of ___ __,"'"' 
heat 

disturbances 

command 
signal 

room 

CONTROLLER 

transducer 

Tr 
actual 

I----<~~---...,._ room 
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+ Tn 
norm 
tempersture 

L-----------~ 

Fig. 15. A thermostat for the control of room temperature Tr. 
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If the norm T n is constant, the temperature of the room will be more or less 
constant. On account of disturbances Tr will show small variations around the 
equilibrium value Tn1

• The frequency of these variations depends on the time 
constants of the control loop and on the capacity of the heater (how fast the 
latter can raise the temperature). Such variations will be called autonomous 
variations. Their frequency is called the eigen-frequency or resonant frequency 
fr of the system2 

• 

The thermostat can also be driven as a servomechanism; in that case the 
norm-temperature T

0 
is no Jonger constant but a function of time. The 

behaviour of the room temperature Tr will then depend on the amplitude of 
the variations in T0 and on their frequency. Very low frequencies, e.g. changes 
by 1°C a day, are simply foliowed by Tr. Very high frequencies, e.g. an 
increase and subsequent decrease of T n by I ° C every second, are not foliowed 
at all: the system is too 'slow', has too high an inertia, to follow variations of 
such high frequencies. And medium frequencies, i.e. frequencies in the 
neighbourhood of the resonant frequency fr of the system, are found to be 
amplified: this is the well known phenomenon of resonance. 

t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ___________ , __ _ 
1 
I 
I 

fr fc 

-f 

Fig. 16. The amplitude of the induced variations in room temperature Tras a function 
of the frequency f of the inducing variations in norm temperature Tn (the 
amplitude of the variations inTnis kept constant). 

1 If there is no dead time in the control loop, it is in principle possible to suppress these 
variations too by using a more sophisticated control procedure, than that described here. 

2These variations are not really autonomous, but in fact disturbances with frequencies in 
the neighbourhood of the resonant frequency of the system, which are ampllfied by the 
system. They are called 'autonomous variations' to contrast them with the 'induced 
variations', to be discussed below. 
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The variations due to variations in the norm-temperature Tn will be called 
induced variations. Fig. 16 shows the amplitude of the induced variations in T r 
as a function of the frequency of the variations in Tn. This figure shows that 
the servomechanism is a 'low-pass filter', i.e. the low frequencies (f~r) are 
followed and the high frequencies (f>fr) are suppressed. An important 
characteristic of a servomechanism is its 'bandwidth'. In Fig. 16 this is the 
interval between f 0 and fc, fc being the frequency at which the amplitude 
of the variations induced in T r begins to fall below a prescribed level. The 
bandwidth of a servomechanism is a measure of its ability to follow fast 
changes in the raferenee signal. 

One can defme various criteria for assessing the quality of a servo-mechanism. 
The bandwidth of the system is one example. Other criteria are often basedon 
the response of the system to a step in the raferenee signal, see e.g. Elgerd 
{1967, chapter 7).1 An example of such a response is given in Fig. 17. 
Common step-response criteria are: 
(i) accuracy determined e.g. by the time needed to reach the new equilibrium 

(t2 -t0 ) and by the final value of the error between raferenee signal and 
output 

(ii) stability and the suppression of disturbances. 

.Fig. 17 

R(tl, Pltl 

t -------- ------ -·· 2f 
----- ~------- --
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I I 
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Response P(t) of a servomechanism toa step in its reference signal R(t). Aftera 
dead time (t1-to), P(t) starts to rise; after the rise time (t2-t1) P(t) reaches the 
interval ±e around the equilibrium value and then remains in this interval; 
however, it exhibits overshoot and there remains a residual difference between 
P(t) and the norm R(t). 

1 This set of criteria is chosen because a step is usually easy to realize and because the step 
response determines the entire system performance if the latter is linear: any reference 
signal can be described as a series of positive and negative steps and, if the system is linear, 
its response to such a series can be found by superposition of the responses to individual 
steps. 
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With classical control the servo-mechanism is designed to follow a given 
reference signal as closely as possible. With optimal control it is to maximize a 
given object function of reference signal and system behaviour. 

Accuracy, stability and disturbance suppression are important in the latter 
case too. 

An important factor determining the response of a servomechanism is its 
damping. If the servomechanism is 'overcritically' damped, it does not show 
overshoot and oscillations as in Fig. 17, but creeps up gradually to its end · 
value; if it is 'undercritically' damped, it does show overshoot and oscillations. 
These are often undesirable, but on the other hand the response time of an 
overcritically damped servomechanism is relatively high, giving a poor 
accuracy. 

The response time of the servomechanism of Fig. 17 is the sum of the 
dead time and the rise time. Not only this sum, but also the dead time and rise 
time themselves are important, because they have different effects on the 
behaviour of the system. One often demands a fast, but damped response to 
variations in the reference signal, i.e. as short as possible a dead time but not 
too short a rise time. A short rise time is often associated with excessive 
overshoot and many oscillations, or may even endanger the stability of the 
system. 

In the terms of chapter 7 one can say in many cases, that the time needed 
for the sensor and selector phases has the effect of a dead time and the time 
needed for the effector phase, the effect of a rise time. 

Control theory pays considerable attention to the concepts of stability, 
observability and controllability. 

The stability of industrial organizations is usually, not a very important 
issue, because the requirements for instability are rather severe and because 
potential instahilities are soon suppressed by 'non-linearities', such as a 
shortening of control dead times when crisis situations arise and interventions 
from higher levels of management or suppliers of (monetary) resources. 1 

Undercritical damping may be a problem (as will be shown insection 9.2), but 
instability in the sense used in control theory is rare. 

Observability may be a problem for very large organizations or for the 
economy as a whole (e.g. fora government trying to damp the business cycle). 
This concept will, however, not be used here. 

1This remark does not apply to purely technica! processes, such as in chemica! 
installations; in such cases the potential instability of the process can indeed be a serious 
problem. 
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Controllability in control theory is a property like Ashby's requisite variety: a 
system is either controllable or it is not. For example, Kwakert13ak and Sivan 
(1972, p. 54) define controllability more or less in the following terms: a 
system is completely controllable if its state can be transferred from any initial 
state to any terminal state within a finite time. Defined in this way 
controllability is a closed system property. However, as Van der Grinten 
(1968, p. 55) puts it, ' ... control procedures should always be evaluated against 
the background of the disturbance properties'. He defines a controllability 
factor, which is an indicator of the ability to suppress disturbances. 
Controllability, as defined above in definition 42, therefore resembles 
Van der Grinten's concept much more than that generally used in control 
theory. 

8.2 The Demand Servo 

Servomechanism theory can be applied to industrial organizations, which try 
to maintain output equilibrium. To this end, we introduce the concept of 
'demand servo'. A demand servo is an industrial conversion system applying a 
special type of interference red uction; thus only a special class of control 
problems can be considered with the aid of this concept. 

Definition 46 
A demand servo is an industrial conversion system designed so that its 
material output follows the extemal potential demand for this output. 

Fig. 18 shows a diagram of such a demand servo. The production of the 
conversion system is eventually sold, but there is a buffer (the production 
buffer) between production and sales. This buffer can be a stock of fmished 
products or an order portfolio} Sales need not be equal to the potential 
demand. The latter is determined by demograpbic factors and the general price 
level of the goods concerned among other things. Differences between sales 
and potential demand can be caused e.g. by price variations, the activities of 
competitors, and lost sales due to increasing delivery times; these effects are 
described in our model by inserting a buffer between sales and potential 
demand, the sales buffer. 

The control of the demand servo is based on two signals: 
(i) the duferenee between production and potential demand, often simplified 

in actual production control to the difference between production and 

1The rigid conneetion between production and sales can beseen as a special case in which 
the content of the production-buffer is fixed or zero. 
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sales, because of the unreliability of the available infonnation on potential 
demand (of course, this simplification can cause problems). 

(ii) the duferenee betweemthe contents of the production buffer and the sales 
buffer and their desired levels (if infonnation on final demand is 
insufficient, only the first buffer is explicitly taken into account). 

material 
input .-------, 

production production 
svstem 

interventions 

production 
buffer 

norm 

Fig. 18. A demand servo .... material flow 

norm 

-+ information 

The adaptation costs of the demand servo consist of transition costs (the costs 
of changing production, such as set-up costs, costs of hiring and training 
personnel, etc.) and disequilibrium costs (the costs of excess stocks or lost 
sales, etc.). 

The behaviour of a demand servo can be analysed by making a mathematical 
model of it and applying the tools of control theory to this model (a simple 
example of such a model is given below). However, the characteristics of the 
behaviour of a demand servo can also be given without the use of mathematics. 

Because the conversion system has inertia, it will not be able to foUow the 
high-frequency variations in demand or sales; these frequencies are absorbed by 
the buffers. The low frequencies (low with respect to the resonant frequency 
of the demand servo) will be foliowed quite correctly; the fmal value of the 
'error' between sales and production is zero, due to the feedback from the 
production buffer. The demand servo can be seen as a low-pass filter with a 
frequency response resembling that of Fig. 16. 

As long as there is no dominant frequency in the variations in demand (no 
seasonal variations, no business cycle, only random variations), the demand 
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servo will exhibit autonomous oscillations with frequencies in the 
neighbourhood of its resonant frequency. This resonant frequency depends on 
the rise time and the dead time in the step response of the demand servo. 

If there is a dominant frequency in the variations of demand, the system 
will also show induced variations of the same freq uency, the amplitude of the 
induced variations being determined e.g. by the amplitude of the inducing 
variations and by the difference between its frequency and the resonant 
frequency of the demand servo (see Fig. 16). lnducing variations in the 
neighbourhood of the resonant frequency of the system are amplified: the 
phenomenon of resonance. 

Section 8.3 will give an approximate treatment of the resonant frequencies of 
demand servos which describe the behaviour of a whole factory. The 
bandwidth of a factory is usually too small to follow adequately a seasonal 
variation in demand, but large enough to follow (or even to amplify) a business 
cycle. 

The demand servo is a 'flow concept'. It is especially suited for description of 
the adaptation of aggregate production to aggregate demand, but not so well 
for description of adaptation to variations in the composition of demand. 
Quanturn effects can also limit the applicabllity of this _concept. 

Control can have objectives other than the maintenance of output 
equilibrium. One could imagine an optimum control approach, in which the 
objective is e.g. to maximize profit However, in complex industrial 
organizations this may be too difficult. Profit maximization may be pursued 
by trying to maximize the long-run steady-state operating result, but for actual 
aggregate production and salescontrol the maiotenance of output equilibrium 
often receives much more attention than short-run profit maximization (the 
resource equilibrium being used as a constraiot: only a loss situation produces 
an interference for the controller). 

A demand servo approach is only useful if sales is the restricting factor. If 
the acquisition of a eertaio resource (such as eertaio basic chemieals during the 
oil crisis) is the restricting factor, control activities could be described in terms 
of a 'resource servo' (designed to follow the supply of the resource in 
question). However, in a mature economy every demand with sufficient 
purchasing power is eventually satisfied (until now), thus sellers marketstend 
to beoome buyers' markets. In the long run therefore, demand is usually the 
restricting factor, rendering the demand-servo approach appropriate. 

We will now discuss a simpte mathematica! model of a demand servo by way of 
illustration. This is a version of the prod uction-smoothing model of Holt et al. 
(1960), described by Grünwald (1965, 1972) and Van Aken (1970). 
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The model describes a production unit, producing one kind of products on 
stock. The model contains no sales buffer. The state of the unit at the end of 
period t is given by the flow of production Pt in that period and by the stock 
level lt at the end of the period. St is the flow of sales in period t and I* is the 
stock norm (the norm for the content of the production buffer); I* is 
constant. The system is in equilibrium if 

Pt = St and lt = I* 

The behaviour of the system is described by the changes in the flow of 
production 

(I) 

and by a continuity equation for the flow of products 

(2) 

llPt is the control variable, which the controller has to choose at the beginning 
of each period. 

Now, Pt has to follow a changing and usually uncertain St. As the system 
has inertia, one has to expend transition costs to change Pt. On the other hand, 
one incurs disequilibrium costs for deviations of It from the norm I*. The total 
adaptation costs in period t are given by 

(3) 

Holt et al. (1960) claim that equation 3 describes the actual costs of aggregate 
production and inventory control in many cases. Although one may doubt 
whether this is true, this expression gives a very useful criterion for maintaining 
output equilibrium. By assigning a more than proportional penalty for large 
deviations from the equilibrium (both for Pt and lt), it produces a smooth 
following of St by Pt, without too large variations in the content of the 
production buffer (such a quadratic criterion is very common in control 
theory). 

The minimization of the sum of the adaptation costsover a large period T, 
subject to the restrietion of the above-mentioned continuity equation and with 
given sales figures St, produces the following linear control rule for the demand 
servo (see e.g. Van Aken, 1970). 

T 
llPt =a (I* It) + a7~ (St+r- Pt) g7 , O<a<l (4) 
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This rule proposes that the change in the flow of production should he equal 
to a fraction a of the deviation of the stock from its norm 1*-lt. plus the same 
fraction of the weighted sum of St+T-Pt (the duferences between future sales 
and cuerent production; the weighting factors gT are smaller than unity and 
decrease exponentially: differences far in the future have only a small 
influence on present changes in production). This control rule is not only 
optimum with respect to criterion 3 for given future sales St; it is the optimum 
rule too in the case of uncertain future sales if one uses unbiased estimates for 
St+ I. St+2···· St+T in equation 4 (the theorem of certainty equivalence, see 
e.g. Simon, 1956, and Theil, 1957). 

The control rule combines feedback with feedforward: the second term of 
equation 4 produces reedforward on expected sales, while the first one 
produces feedback on the accumulated difference between production and 
sales (any difference between Pt and St gives a change in the stock level lt 
through equation 2, which is subsequently fed back to Pt through this first 
term of equation 4). 

The values of a and gT depend only on the ratio C 1 /C2 , the relative penalty on 
production-level changes. This ratio, which we will call ~ , determines the 
damping of the response of the demand servo. Ceteris paribus, the higher the 
inertia of the controlled production system, the higher one will choose this 
damping factor r2 

• The higher ~ , the lower is a so the slower Pt reacts on 
changes of Stand the lower the bandwidth of the demand servo. A procedure 
for the optimalization of the response of the system is to calculate the 
adaptation costs for various values of r2 with the help of a realistic cost 
function and then to choose the damping factor which gives the lowest 
adaptation costs, see e.g. De Leeuw and Grünwald, 1971 (this procedure is to 
be prefeered to that of Holt et al. (1960), who try to cast the real costs directly 
into a quadratic form). 

The combination of control rule and continuity equation gives a linear 
second-order difference equation. This demand servo is thus a second order 
system, which can easily he analysed with the mathematica! tools of control 
theory. This will, however, not he done here. To give an impression of the 
behaviour of the system its response to an unpredicted step in sales and to a 
predicted one is given in Fig. 19 (the tigure is taken from Van Aken, 1970). 

8.3 Philips Industries as a Network of Demand Servos 

Philips Industries as a whole can he seen as a demand servo: one objective of its 
control is the smooth adaptation of its production to final demand. An 
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indication of its performance as a demand servo is given in Fig. 20. This figure 
shows the input and output of the production buffer, respectively the 
production plus purebases and sales (as there is no reliable information on 
demand for the company as a whole, the salesbuffer is nottaken into account 
in Fig. 20). 
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Fig. 19. The response of a demand servo to an unpredicted step in sales of 20% (curves 
I and 11) and toa predicted one {curves lil and IV). 
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The production is controlled by equation (4); the damping factor r {the square 
root of C1/C2) was about 40 months for curves I and Hl and about 12 months 
for curves 11 and IV. 
With an unpredicted step, oversboot is unavoidable: 
the temporary excessive production is neerled to bulld up the stocks, which feil 
below the norm during the period sales exceeded production. 



The figure demonstrates that the performance of the company as a demand 
servo is not very good: the input of the production buffer shows much higher 
oscillations than the output, which results in strong variations in its content, 
i.e. in stock levels. Both the variations in stock level and the changes in 
production level are very expensive, which results in strong variations in 
company profit (Table 2 of section 3.2, giving the Phllips balance sheet, shows 
that inventories are a very important part of total company assets). The 
phenomenon of oscillating production plus purchases, which may be called the 
oompany's internol business cycle, is a serious control problem for the 
company (Van Aken, 1973). The fact that competing ftrms arealso plagued by 
an internat business cycle (Polderman, 1971) is only a small consolation. 
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Fig. 20. Philips Industries as a demand servo. 
The top graph gives the moving annual total of the input and output of the 
production buffer: respectively production plus purebases and sales (both input 
and output are measured at standard cost-price). 
The bottorn graph gives the net stock level as a percentage of sales in the 
preceding year. 
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Fig. 20 suggests a rather simple control situation: steadily growing sales, so 
easy to follow by production. Thls is, however, not the case, due to the 
following factors among other things: 

the logarithmic scale gives a somewhat distorted picture of the variations 
in sales; in particular, we do not see the ~ariations in the growth of sales, a 
signal for which the marketing sector (and hence the sales plans) is very 
sensitive 

the aggregate sales figures do not show the variations in composition of 
sales, giving adaptation problems which are not visible in Fig. 20 (but on 
divisional and sub-divisional level the variations in production and 
purebases are usually higher than the variations in sales too) 

the variations in demand (influencing the reference signal for production 
planning) are higher than the variations in sales, due to the use of the sales 
buffer made by the marketing sector (price variations, sales drives, etc. 
influence the content of this buffer and can have a stahilizing effect on 
sales) 

last but certainly not least, the company is not one monolithic demand 
servo ( or a system of rigidly coupled demand servos ), but a very complex 
network of demandservos with buffered connections, a system which is 
difficult to controL 

One can analyse the production and sales planning procedures to find the 
causes of the cyclic behaviour shown in Fig. 20. This will be done in chapter 9. 
Here a somewhat more abstract approach will he followed, using the demand 
servo concept. 

The company can he seen as a large network of demandservos, each trying to 
adapt its output to the demand for this output. This demand can come from 
outside the network or from other demand servos in the network. 

Demand servos serving only outside demand will show autonomous 
oscillations if there are only random variations in demand or sales and also 
induced oscillations if there are dominant frequencies in the variations of 
demand (provided that the bandwidth of the demand servo is large enough to 
follow these frequencies; as mentioned above, this usually means that seasonal 
variations do not or practically not induce oscillations, but that business 
cyclesda). 

Demand servos serving intemal demand (comportents and parts for the 
above-mentioned demand servos), face a quite different demand pattern. Their 
demand is more or less proportional to the production levels of their 
customers. This means that the variations in final demand with frequencies 
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higher than the bandwidth of their customers are suppressed, that the low 
frequencies in fmal demand are still present in their demand and finally that 
the medium frequencies (about the resonant frequency aftheir customers) are 
amplified. So their demand spectrum has roughly the shape of Fig. 16. 

Unfortunately, the amplified variations have frequencies to which also the 
'second-echelon' demand servos are most sensitive: their resonant frequency 
usually does not differ very much from the resonant frequencies of their 
customers (see below). This means that the medium frequencies are further 
amplified by the second echelon and transmitted totheir suppliers. These give 
a further amplification of the oscillations and transmit them to the next 
echelon, and so on. These phenomena are illustrated by the simulation model 
of section 9.2. 

The worst situation is to be found at the end of the production chain, the 
suppliers of means of production. Not only are they hampered by the 
above-mentioned amplification effects in various echelons, but they also have a 
differential conneetion with their customers, instead of the usual proportional 
one (see section 6.3). As is well known in control theory, this causes 
amplification of the higher frequencies, in this case the frequencies in the 
neighbourhood of the resonant frequencies of their customers. The result of 
this is shown in Fig. 21, which represents the flow of orders to the internat 
machine works of Philips Industries as a function of time. 
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Fig. 21. The orders issued to the Philips Machine Works by the internal customers in 
index figures (the original measuring unit was the number of processing hours 
demanded by the orders). 
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The troubled situation of the investment-goods industry has of course already 
attracted much attention from students of business cycles, hence 
the - perhaps too strong emphasis on investment in many business-cycle 
models. 

An important parameter of a demand servo is its re sonant frequency. A way of 
determining this frequency is to make a model of the industrial system 
concerned and to analyse its behaviour (with analytical methods or by 
simulation). An estimate of the resonant frequencies of Philips' factorles can 
be obtained from investigations in various Product Divisions, which used the 
Iinear control rule discussed in section 8.2 (Grünwald and Smit, 1965; 
Grünwald, 1972; Braat, 1973; Van Aken et al., 1974; Abels, 1976). fu these 
cases the availability of unskilled or semi-skilied Iabour determined the 
production level. The damping factor r (as defined in section 8.2) at factory 
level was usually some 30 to 60 months (at lower levels of aggregation, viz. 
capacity group level, the value of r is often roughly a factor three lower). 
Without a dead time in the response of the factory or variations in the 
discharge from its production buffer, the resonant periods for these values of r 
are some 50 to 70 months; dead times decrease these values somewhat 
(Grünwald, 1973). 

The resonant frequency and bandwidth of the machine works are much 
lower. This is because its production level is determined by the availability of 
highly skilied Iabour, which is much more difficult to vary than unskilled or 
semi-skilied Iabour. Owing to this small bandwidth, the machine works are not 
able to follow the variations in their demand, which have a period of 4 to 5 
years (see Fig. 21). lts production level thus reacts tothese variations more or 
less in the same way as its customers react to seasonal variations: the 
production level is kept practically constant and the variations in demand are 
absorbed by the production buffer (strong variations in delivery times) and to 
some extent by farming work out to outside suppliers. 

8.4 Business Cycles 

The cyclic phenomena discussed in the previous section and in chapter 9 are 
not confmed to a few electrical companies, but are present in practically every 
industrialized economy. The approach of the previous section may thus be 
used to discuss other situations as well. 

The industry of a country can be described as a vast network of demand 
servos, serving fmal private and public demand. Final demand shows random 
fluctuations and possibly seasonal variations, a business cycle and a long-term 
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trend. The output of an industrial sector, trying to follow its final demand, wlll 
show variations. There will usually be autonomous variations in the 
neighbourhood of the resonant frequencies of the demand servos constituting 
the sector1 and also induced variations ifthere are dominant frequenciesin the 
demand spectrum below the bandwidth of the demandservos. 

An example of such behaviour is the man-made fibre industry. Langereis 
(I 975) gives the frequency spectrum of the production in this sector for a 
certain country and compares it with the frequency spectrum of the total 
industrial production of that country, see Fig. 22. The total production 
spectrum shows a strong peak at the frequency of the 'normal' business cycle 
(with a period of about 5 years). The spectrum of the man-made fibre 
industry, however, shows two peaks: one with the familiar period of 5 years 
and one with a much shorter period, about 3 years, the so-called 'textile cycle'. 
The explanation for this phenomenon may be that the 5-year cycle is an 
induced cycle and the 3-year cycle an autonomous one, determined by the 
resonant frequency of the .demand servos in this sector (a sector, by the way, 
in which strong variations in the content of production buffers is customary). 
Such a separation of induced and autonomous variations is not possible for 
Philips Industries, because its resonant frequency lies close to the frequency of 
the inducing variations, the general business cycle. 

The business cycle discussed in section 8.3 is essentially an inventory
employment cycle, produced by demand servos for which employment 
determines output. We saw that the resonant frequency of the Philips Machine 
Works, employing highly skilied Iabour, was lower than that for a typical 
Philips assembly factory. On the other hand, the above-mentioned factories of 
the man-made fibre industry appear to have higher resonant frequencies, which 
may indicate that their inertia is lower than for Philips factorles (perhaps due 
to the fact that the output level of the former factodes is not so closely linked 
up with the size of the workforce as it is for Philips factorles ). 

lnstitutional pressures on companies in Western Europe to stabilize 
employment tend to increase the period of the autonomous inventory
employment cycle (in the terms of the model of section 8.2: cl increases, so 
~ increases and hence the resonant frequency of the demand servo decreases). 
On the other hand, tightening market conditions and high inflationary interest 
rates increase the disequilibrium costs (inventory costs) and hence tend to 
compensate the above-mentioned effect on the inventory-employment cycle 
(in terms of the model of 8.2 : the increase in C1 may be offset by the increase 
in C2 , so r2

, and hence the resonant frequency, may not change very much). 

1 As mentioned àbove, such variations are not really autonomous, but are variations in 
demand, amplified by the system; they form a peak in the production spectrum (see 
Fig. 22), but not necessarily in the demand spectrum. 
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Fig. 22. The spectrum of total industrial production in Western-Germany, top grapb, and 
of tbe production of tbe man-made fibre industry in tbat country, bottorn graph 
(after Langereis, 1975). 

The time lags for adaptation of capital equipment to changes in demand are 
often Jonger than those for adaptation of employment. If the equipment costs 
in a given sector represent a high proportion of total costs, equipment instead 
of employment can be the limiting factor for the output of the demand servos 
in that sector1

, which may result in a Iower resonant frequency. (or perhaps 
even in a double cycle: an inventory-cycle having a period of several years and 
an equipment-cycle having a much Jonger period). For example, the transport· 
building cycle, which has a period of some 17 years (Isard, 1942), is perhaps an 
equipment-cycle. 

1This is not tbe case for Philips Industries. Because equipment costs are relatively low, see 
Table 3 of section 3.2, one is often somewhat more liberal witb capita! equipment, !ban 
companies for which equipment is relatively more expensive. 
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The autonomous variations in the various sectors do not necessarily produce a 
nation-wide business cycle, even if the resonant frequencies of the majority of 
the demand servos are of the same order of magnitude. lf the phases of the 
cycles in the various sectors were randomly distributed, total industrial 
production might show only a long-term trend without the 4 to 5 year cycle. 
Unfortunately, there are various mechanisms which synchronize the 
autonomous cycles in the various sectors. One of these are the connections due 
to intersector deliveries. Another is govemment policy (changes in taxes, 
changes in total expenditure, etc.), which usually has a nation-wide impact on 
final demand. Once there is synchronization (and hence a general business 
cycle ), synchronization is intensified by psychological factors, especially by 
the attitude of business policy makers towards risk: the general optimism 
during boom periods promotes in all sectors production increases, whereas 
during slack times all are hampered by the general pessimism. 

As discussed above, a general business cycle can be generated by the 
synchronized autonomous variations in the various sectors of industry, even 
without cyclic variations in final demand. fu pre-Keynesian times variations in 
fmal demand amplified the cycle, because there was a closed loop between 
final demand and industrial production which gave strong positive feedback. 
Autonomous variations of production generated variations in employment and 
hence in consumer income with the very frequencies to which industry is 
sensitive (its resonant frequency) and practically in phase with the autonomous 
cycle. The resulting variations in final demand boosted the amplitude of the 
business cycle. This vicious loop was cut by the social security laws, which 
stabilized final demand. Nowadays, variations in final demand at the 
frequencies to which industry is sensitive are rather caused by govemment 
policies, trying to control the business cycle; if their timing is poor (see e.g. 
Post (1973) for the Dutch case), such policies of course only increase the 
amplitude of the business cycle. 

Different rise and dead times of the demand servos in a country produce 
different autonomous variations in industrial production. lt seems that many 
of them have resonant periods of 4 to 5 years. As mentioned above, it is also 
possible that the frequency response of (some) demand servos has two or more 
peaks instead of one as in Fig. 16, for example one for an inventory· 
employment cycle and one for a capacity expansion cycle (see e.g. Forrester, 
1976, on these two types of cycles). 

Following earlier writers, Schumpeter (1939) proposes a three-cycle 
scheme: the Kitchin cycle (period 34 years), the Juglar cycle (period 10 years) 
and the Kondratiev cyc1e (period 60 years). The first could be the 
above-mentioned inventory-employment cycle and the second a capacity 
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expansion cycle1
• lf th~ Kondratlev cycle exists2

, it may he caused by the 
introduetion of fundamentally new technologies and the subsequent satiation 
of the economy by them (see e.g. Freeman, 1977). If that were true, the first 
Kondratiev cycle was caused by the steam engine, the second by the railroads, 
the third by the electrical and automotive technologies and the present-day 
fourth Kondratiev by electronic and data-processing technologies. It is not the 
discovery itself, but its introduetion and subsequent full exploitation, needing 
an entire new generation of highly skilied workers both on the supply side and 
on the demand side (creating positive feedback from demand to supply), that 
would cause the Kondratlev cycle. In that case the long period of this cycle 
may he explained by the relatively large time constants involved in the creation 
of such a new generation of highly skilied workers and in the creation of 
employment for them. The period of the Kondratiev cycle may even increase 
because of some present-day tendencies which hamper the functioning of the 
Iabour market (such as a lack of incentives for occupational resettiement and 
Iabour union pressures against displacement of employment). 

The discussions on the Kitchin, Juglar and Kondratiev cycles are usually 
confmed to the age of industrialization. However, cyclic behaviour is perhaps 
fundamental to society. In this conneetion one may mention the long 
established tradition in classical Chinese thought (going back at least 2000 
years), which explained many phenomena from medical ones to political 
economy, in terms of cyclic behaviour. One of their major cycles has a period 
of 60 years (Porkert, 1974 ). 

1Schumpeter attributes all three cycles to the introduetion of technological innovations.. 
2 In a thorough studyWeinstock (1964) concludes that its existence is still not sufficiently 
proven and that its generating mechanism is still unclear. Nevertheless, its possible 
existence still attracts the attention of many studentsof economie activity. 
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9 THE DYNAMICS OF A NETWORKOF PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 

. 9.1 The Generation of Cyclic Behaviour 

Section 8.3 discussed the maintenance of output equilibrium in Philips 
Industries in the 'frequency domain'. The present chapter will discuss the same 
issue in the 'time domain': instead of treating the sensitivity of the system to 
various frequencies in the demand process, the effects of changes indemandor 
sales on the variation of production and inventory with time will be studied. 
The central problem is again the internal business cycle discussed in section 
8.3, i.e. the generation of cyclic behaviour as illustrated in Fig. 20. The analysis 
will again be confmed to the level of the factorles and the sales organizations: a 
network of conversion systems with buffered connections. 

Capita! investment plays only a minor role in the cycles of Fig. 20, so only 
inventory-employment questions will bedealt with. 

Every conversion system of the network tries to follow with its output the 
perceived demand for this output. lnformation on demand is obtained by the 
units own efforts, from customers within the organization and/or from 
non-conversion systems such as planning departments and market research 
departments. The control of the output of a conversion system (and of the 
input needed to produce this output) can be described as being a function of 
the deviations of levels and flows from their desired values. 

The changes in the volume of the production P of a factory can bedescribed 
by 

!:lP = f 1 (I* - I) + f2 (S* - P) (5) 

This means that the change in production is a function f1 of the deviation of 
the inventory level I from its norm plus a function f2 of the deviation of the 
flow of production from the estimated flow of sales (the planned sales S*). An 
exarnple of the functions f 1 and f2 is given by equation 4 of section 8.2, but 
other, e.g. non-linear responses of P to deviations from the norm are of course 
also feasible. The norms I* and S* may change with time. S* is a function of 
demand (insofar as demand is known) and of actual sales S (i.e. that part of 
demand that is satisfied). An exarnple of S* as a function of S is the 
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exponential smoothing equation of the next section (equations 7 and 9), but 
again various other functions are also possible. 

Variations indemand and/or sales induce variations in the planned sales S* and 
consequently in production P via the production control equation 5 (as long as 
these variations have frequencies below the bandwidth of the production and 
supply system in question). As discussed in the previous chapter, there will also 
be autonomous variations in production, even if there are no dominant 
frequencies in demand, because the inertia of production prevents an 
instantaneous adaptation of supply to demand. 

Now we can discuss in more detail the role of the buffers in the network, 
especially the production buffers. The production buffer of each production 
system amplifies the variations in the production of the system through three 
mechanisms, while in the lower-echelon production systems further 
am plification takes place through three types of 'chain effe cts'. 

The three amplification mechanisms are: 

(i) De ad times in sensor and selector activities ( decision-making in complex 
organizations can take much time, see e.g. chapter 10) often make 
production changes to lag behind changes in sales. Such tags cause the 
inventory to deviate from its norm. The production will thus have to be 
made temporarily too high or too low to compensate for this, so the 
changes in P will in the short run have to be greater than those in S (the 
oversboot effect, discussed in conneetion with Fig. 19 above ). 

(ü) Further amplification takes place if one uses dynamic stock norms, as is 
usual. In that case I* is a function of S or S*, e.g. the following linear 
relation (with k as a dimensionless constant). 

I* k.S* (6) 

This relation gives rise to positive feedback from S toP: the temporary 
oversboot of P has to be even greater than indicated under (i) above, 
because I* has been increased (or decreased if the change in S* was 
negative). 

(ili) Finally, the constant k may also be dynarnic and subsequently cause 
further amplification. If there is a business cycle of some magnitude, 
delivery times tend to become longer and less reliable in boom periods and 
shorter and more reliable in slack times. Each unit thus has a tendency to 
increase its safety stocks in boom periods and to decrease them in slack 
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times. This intensifies the positive feedback from S to P via I*: if S 
increases, I* increases not only because S* increases but also because k 
increases (if S decreases, the reverse takes place). 

In a network of conversion systems further ampUfication takes place through 
three types of 'chain effects': 

(i) the pipeline effect: as discussed above, the cyclic behaviour of a factory is 
amplified by variations in the content of its production buffer. Now 
further amplification takes place if two demand servos have a buffered 
connection: the production of the second one suffers not only from the 
amplification by its own production buffers but also from ampUfication 
by the production buffers of its customers. Lower echelon factories thus 
suffer from variations in the content of the entire pipeline betweenthem 
and final demand. 

(ii) the distartion effect: the reference signal which lower-echelon factories 
use for their production control is in principle the demand from their 
direct customers. However, this demand is a distorted representation of 
the fmal demand because of the pipeline effect: besides changes in final 
demand it contains a temporary component, viz. the demand caused by a 
desired variation in inventories higher up along the pipeline. If 
lower-echelon units are not able to separate these two components, as is 
often the case, they misread changes intheir total demand as being due to 
changes in fmal demand; they thus tend to set their production level 
continuously too high in boom periods and too low in slack times. 

(iü) the peristaltic effect: information on variations in fmal demand are not 
transmitted directly through the whole network, but step by stepbyeach 
echelon; this process can be compared with the peristaltic movement of 
the gullet, transmUting food or drink to the stomach. Owing to this 
peristaltic transmission of information, it can take a very long time before 
the lowest echelons get to know about variations in fmal demand. Because 
of this long time lag, total pipeline inventory deviates strongly from its 
norm, so the production changes in the lower echelons have to begreater 
than they otherwise would . 

.It should be noted, that the first ebain-effect mentioned above is a 'real' one, 
(lower echelons do have to compensate for variations in the content of the 
pipeline in one way or another), while the last two are 'control effects', which 
can in principle be eliminated (see section 9.4). 
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Chain effects can occur in any compound system with buffered connections. 
An example is a column of trucks. Random variations in the speed of the fust 
truck are amplified tbraughout the column, because each driver reacts only 
after some dead time to a deviation of his buffer (the inter-truck distance) 
from its norm. So each driver has to correct his speed more than his 
predecessor to compensate for the varying inter-truck distance. The distartion 
effect here is the fact that a driver · cannot discriminate between the 
acceleration of hls predecessor in order to decrease hls inter-truck distance 
from an acceleration of the whole column: in the first case he can take his time 
in responding because his predecessor's action is only temporary, while in the 
second case he should respond as soon as possible. One can see that the 
pipeline effect and the peristaltic effect are also present in this example. 

Finally, there are also intentional and unintentional majorating effe cts, which 
amplify the internat cycle of the network further. In boom periods suppliers 
cannot always follow their increasing deniand quickly enough, so they cut 
their deliveries (usually distributing the cuts more or less proportionately over 
the various customers). To safeguard themselves against such cuts, customers 
tend to order more than they need (and their needs were already higher than 
the fmal demand), thus causing further amplification. They can safety do so, 
because in boom periods a possible full delivery of the excessive quantities 
ordered doesnotmatter so much. On the other hand, in slack times customers 
tend to order less than they need, because it is possible that the quantities 
needed at the time of delivery are stilllower than expected (and again they can 
safety do this, because the now high stock levels of their suppliers make it 
possible to obtain extra quantities if the orders were indeed too low ). In 
addition to these intentional niajorating effects, there are also unintentional 
majorating effects caused by different attitudes towards uncertainty: in boom 
periods the sales plans (and consequently all other activity plans) tend to 
overestimate future demand and in slack times to underestimate it. 

9.2 A Simulation Model 

A simpte simulation model of a chain of factorles has been developed to study 
the generation of cyclic behaviour (Van Aken, 1971). The objective was to get 
some qualitative insight into the dynamics of compound industrial systems and 
their sensitivity to various parameters. The model was not intended as a tooi to 
generate solutions for specific control problems (as e.g. Forrester's industrial 
dynamics models). We therefore modellednota specific situation, but a rather 
general system of factories connected by flowsof products. 
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As the purpose was to study inventory-employment problems, the model is 
essentially a multi-echelon production smoothing model.1 The adaptation of 
the production volume of the system to changes in final demand are studied; 
variations in the composition of demand and production are not taken into 
account. 

Unless expansion of capital equipment is needed, the production level of a 
factory is determined by its work force. Changes in the work force of an entire 
factory have to be smooth: sharp increases give many control problems and 
usually a considerable toss of efficiency, whereas decreases are at least in 
Western Europe hardly ever allowed to exceed natural tumover. The linear 
control rule of section 8.2 is well suited to describe such situations, so the core 
of the model consists of a set of such rules. 

N 

Fig. 23 A model of a chain of factories. 

Fin al 
de mand 

Apart from the first one, each factory needs components from the preceding 
one for its production. Each factory holds a stock of these components and also 
of its own end product. Components are not only supplied to the next factory 
in the chain, but also to outside customers. 

Fig. 23 shows the basic structure of the model. It consists of a chain of identical 
factories, each producing one kind of products on stock. The control of each 
factory consists of three elements: sales planning, production-level control 
(which tagether with sales planning also furnishes the inventory control for its 
own end products) and the inventory control for the components it needs. 
Control rules and parameters are the same for all factories. Further, there are 
of course many operational activities in the model, such as the issuing of 

1 A survey of multi-echelon inventory modelsis given by Qark (1972) and of production 
smoothing models by Siiver (1972). Combinations are rare. One might consider the work 
of Bums (1970) as an example; althougit he discusses essentially only an inventory 
pipeline, he uses a linear control rule (containing only the inventory term of equation 4 of 
Section 8.2) for inventory control, which produces behaviour with some resemblance to 
that discussed here. 
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orders, and the shipment and reception of goods. Although a 4-month planning 
cycle for production-level control is customary in Philips Industries, there are 
so many changes during the planning period, that actual control is better 
described in terms of a monthly cycle. This monthly cycle was simulated on a 
computer.' 

Exponential smoothing was used to modelsalesplanning (Brown, 1963). With 
single exponential smoothing the sales plan for month t+ 1, as determined at 
the start of that month, is 

(7) 

The sales plan is equal to the previous plan plus a damped response to the 
forecast error. A trend correction is often used. In that case the correction 
Rt+l follows from the previous correction Rt and the St+ 1 and Sf from 
equation 7: 

(8) 

With this correction, the salesplan for month t+rmade at the start ofmonth t 
is: 

Rt+l• r= 1,2, ..... . (9) 

The trend correction can be suppressed by putting {32 equal to zero. All the 
sales plans are recalculated every month. St is the sum of the internat and 
external orders received. If these orders exceed the stock of endproductsof a 
factory, the excess is put in a backlog and delivered as soon as possible in one 
of the next months. 

Production-level control is simulated with a version of the linear control rule of 
section 8.2 (equation 4). The inventory norm I* is variable; equation 6 of 
section 9.1 is used to calculate it. In this case, therefore, the linear control rule 
also contains a term through which the production also anticipates changes in 
inventory due to predicted changes in the norm (see Van Aken, 1970). There is 
a dead time Tc between the moment of decision-making with respect to the 
production leveland the implementation of the change in this level. 

1 A Philips P1400 computer was u~d, together with a graphical display terminal. The 
parameters for a simulation run were fed into the computer via this terminal and the 
results could be studied on the display after a short time interval. 
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Finally, a very simpte rule is used for the control of the stocks of components: 
each factory tries to keep its stock level at k times its need for the next month 
(in the simulations the value of k for the inventory norm for components was 
the same as for end products ). If the need for components is A times Pt+ 1 and 
if the inventory level of components at the start of the period is ltc, the orders 
to the next factory are: 

(IO) 

The model describes the results of planning, not the planning processitself (as 
the Forrester roodels usually intend to do). Exponential smoothing and the 
linear control rule are used not because decision-makers within Philips 
Industries predominantly use these rules, but because they give a fair 
description of the results of complex (politica!) decision processes: if sales 
increase, the sales plans will eventually increase too (with a certain speed of 
response, which can be varied by varying /h and 132 ); if sales plans increase 
and/or if stocks decrease, the production plans will eventually increase too 
(again with a certain speed of response which can be varied by varying the 
value of r2 used in the linear control rule). 

The model contains various potential non-linearities (such as production stops 
due to lack of components and non-negativity constraints for production, 
stocks and plans). As long as these non-linearities do not occur, the system is 
linear and can also be studied using analytica! methods instead of simulation. 
This has been done for a somewhat simpter version of the model by Grünwald 
(1973). 

9.3 Simulation Results 

The behaviour of the system described in the previous section can be studied 
for various patterns of final demand and various settings of the control 
parameters. Table 4 gives a survey of the usual setting, which is fairly typical 
for many Philips situations (with the exception perhapsof the chain length, 
which is more often 4 than 5). 

N=5 
k = 3 
131 = 0.2; 132 = 0.1 
Tc 3 
r = 40 

chain length 
constant for inventory norm 
smoothing constants for sales planning 
dead time for production-level control in months 
damping constant for production-level control in months 

Table 4 The 'standard' setting of the parameters of the chain model. 
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hl the case that final demand shows random fluctuations around a constant 
level (having a uniform distribution and an amplitude of 10%of the mean), the 
behaviour of the frrst and last factory is shown in Fig. 24 (the parameter 
setting is as in Table 4). Two inferences can be drawn from this figure: 

(i) Without any dominant cyclic component in final demand, the system 
shows strong cycllc behaviour: the autonomous internat business cycle. 
The causes for this have been discussed in section 8.3 in the frequency 
domain and insection 9.1 in the time domain · 

200 
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Fig. 24. The behaviour of the chain model when the final demand shows random 
fluctuations around a constant level. 
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(ii) The autonomous internal business cycle arises despite optimum local 
controL No mistaken or suboptimum behaviour is built into the model, 
each factory reacts optimally to its environment. It is the combination of 
the local optimalizations that gives the poor overall behaviour. The major 
cause for this is the distortion of the reference signals for local control (S* 
and I*) by chain effects. 
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Fig. 25. The response of the production of factory 1 and factory 5 to a sinusoidal 
variation in final demand for factory 5. The period of the sinewave was 3 years, 
its amplitude was 10% and the parameter setting according to Table 4. It may be 
seen that the variations for factory 5 are so large that this factory has to be shut 
down from time to time. 

As was to be expected, the system is very sensitive to variations in fmal 
demand, which lie near the resonant frequency of its subsystems. Fig. 25 
shows the response of the system to a pure sinusoidal variation in fmal demand 
with a frequency near the resonant frequency of the individual factories. 

In order to gain more insight into the behaviour of our system, we studied its 
response to a constant sales level with only once a deviation of 5% from this 
level (the pulse response of the system). The production of the frrst and last 
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factories in the chain for the standard values of the parameters is shown in 
Fig. 26. The system is stabie (equilibrium is reached eventually), but shows 
strong undercritical damping. There were no non-linearities in this case. 

The pulse response will be used to investigate the influence of various 
parameters. The maximum value of the production of the first factory Pmax 
for a pulse of 5% in final demand will be used as reference (in the standard 
situation shown in Fig. 26, Pmax is I 0% of the equilibrium value of P). 
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Fig. 26 The response of the production of factory 1 and 5 to an unpredicted pulse in 
sales in rnonth 1 for factory 5. 

Of course, increasing chain length increases the amplitude of the variations in 
production of the factories with the greatest distance to final demand. Fig. 27 
shows Pmax as a function of chain length N; for N ;a. 7 the fluctuations in 
production are so high that the last factorles have to be shut down from time 
to time (in order not to violate the non-negativity constraint on P). 

Increasing the dead time of production-level control gives an increase in 
Pmax too, see Fig. 27. 

One of the main causes of cyclic behaviour suggested in section 9.1 was 
the variation in the content of the production buffers of the various units. It is 
therefore not surprising that Pmax depends strongly on the stock norm 
constant k, as is shown in Fig. 27. The higher the value of k, the higher the 
positive feedback from S to Pand the more underdampened the whole system 
is. 
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Fig. 27. The influence of chain length N, production-control dead time Tc and inventory 
norm constant k on the maximum value Pmax of the pUlse response of the first 
factory in the chain. 

Fig. 28 shows the dependenee of Pmax on r2
, the damping factor for the 

response of each individual factory. The higher this damping factor, the lower 
is Pmax i.e. the less is the underdamping of the whole system. Of course the 
factor f also influences the frequencies ofthe fluctuations in production. This 
is shown in Fig. 29. 

The influence of P1 and P2 is not shown. Between 0.2 and 0.8 the 
influence of Pt is weak; Pmax drops sharply for P1<0.2, above 0.8 it shows a 
strong increase. The dependenee of Pmax on P2 is strong: the higher fj2 , the 
stronger the variations in production and stocks. 

These simulation results have given some insight into the behaviour of 
compound industrial systenis and provide some support for the verbal 
reasoning of sections 8.3 and 9 .1. The model has sharpened our intuition and 
to some extent enabled us to understand formerly counter-intuitive behaviour 
of industrial systems. 
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9.4 The Damping of Cyclic Behaviour 

For production systems with inertia it is in principle impossible to avoid cyclic 
behaviour, if they face an uncertain demand. This is not serious if the 
amplitude of the cycles is small; if the amplitude is not small, it is very much 
worthwhile to try to dampen the internat business cycle. There are various 
measures, which can be used to this end. For instance, shortening the sensor 
and selector dead times by automation of information processing and 
sophisticated planning procedurescan help (see Fig. 27). Decreasing the total 
pipeline inventory by improved ordering and scheduling procedures and a 
limited use of dynamic stock norms also improves the overall behaviour (see 
again Fig. 27). lncreasing the damping of the response of factories to changes 
insales (a higher r2 , see Fig. 28) in principle also improves the behaviour, but 
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Fig. 28. Pmax as function of the damping factor ~ of the response of each factory. 

this is an example which shows that the damping of the internal business cycle 
cannot be isolated from other control problems: a higher damping may mean a 
lower accuracy of the system as a demand servo and hence higher and perhaps 
unacceptable disequilibrium costs (such as a lossof market share, which can 
have far-reaching consequences). Therefore an optimum value of r must be 
chosen. 
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Fig. 29. The response of the stocks of the ïrrst factory to random tluctuations in ïmal 
demand when r has the improbable low value of 17 months (cf. the topgraphof 
Fig. 24, for which r = 40 months). A lower damping gives higher frequencies 
(and also higher amplitudes) in the variations of production and stock levels. 

A more fundamental way of improving the overall behaviour of the system is 
the removal of the distortion of the local reference •als S* and I* which is 
caused by chain effects. If the lower-echelon factoties base their production 
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Fig. 30. The effect of direct transmission of information on ïmald demand. 
The response of the stocks of the frrst and last factory on random fluctuations 
in fmal demand is shown for the system of Fig. 24, but now with a direct 
transmission of information on final demand, whereas for Fig. 24 only local 
information on demand was used for production control. 
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control not only on the orders from their direct customers but also on directly 
transmitted information on final demand, the chain effects are largely 
eliminated: the pipeline effect is still present, but not nearly so harmful if one 
can discrimiDate inventory changes from changes in final demand (see e.g. 
Magee, 1958, who uses essentially the same idea in his 'base stock system'). 
The effect of a direct transmission of final demand is shown in Fig. 30, which 
plots as a function of time the stock levels in the first and last units of the 
chain for the case, that the production control of each unit is based not on the 
orders of its direct customers but on directly transmitted final demand. 
Because this removes the distortion and the peristaltic effect, the amplification 
of variations is eliminated. It may also be remarked that direct transmission of 
information on fmal demand gives a parallelization of the responses of the 
various units of the chain to changes in final demand instead of a series of 
successive responses (see section 7.4 on the parallelization of responses). 

Direct transmission of information on final demand in complex industrial 
organizations is more easily said than done. Therefore, we will discuss in 
chapter 16 the PROSPECT project, which developed a design for such a 
procedure for one of the Product Divisions of Philips Industries. 
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10. THE DYNAMICS OF A NETWORKOF SOCIAL SYSTEMS 

10.1 Transfer of Interference 

The previous chapters gave a rather dispassionate and sometimes rather 
abstract description of variations in production and sales levels: each 
conversion system simply tries to follow its demand and, after some 
amplification of variations, it transmits this demand to the conversion systems 
which supply it and which in their turn behave in the same way. 

The conversion systems were described as demand servos. Such a 
description gives some insight in the dynamics of an industrial network but it is 
a rather mechanistic approach to controL Industrial conversion systems can 
also be described as groups of people exploiting a technology or, in the terms 
of chapter 5, as occupied compound positions. Now the amplification of 
variations in production and sales levels causes serious intra-organizational 
stress and conflict, so the interactions between the conversion systems are not 
so cool and automatic as the preceding discussion might suggest. Some social 
aspects of these interacHons can be described by using De Sitter's concept of 
transfer of interference, as introduced insection 7 .4. 

An interf erenee generated somewhere in a compound system consisting of rigid 
subsystems with rigid connections, will be propagated throughout the whole 
system. In this case transfer of interference is an automatic process. For social 
systems, however, the situation is in general quite different. There are often 
buffered connections between the subsystems, which have drawbacks (as was 
seen in section 9.1) but which also have the capacity to absorb interference (to 
some extent). Furthermore, social systems may be able to use (to some extent) 
internat reduction of interference, which gives a further absorption. Transfer of 
interference in social systems is therefore not an automatic process but to 
some extent a matter of choice. 

The possible absorption of interference is extremely important for large 
organizations. Among other things it is this capacity that makes departmental
ization worthwhile. Thompson (1967) states that organizations tend toproteet 
their technical cores by establishing 'boundary spanning units'; this means that 
the latter units have the mission of absorbing many of the external 
disturbances in order to ensure undisturbed and hence efficient operation of 
the technica! core. 
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This argument can be extended to every compound position in an 
organization. In general such a subsystem (department, division, etc) is 
established to perform a certain task, which is of importance for the 
organization. This means that subsystem control has to proteet the execution 
of this task against interference, be it externally generated interterenee or 
interterenee from inside the organization (if the proteetion of this task was 
unimportant, it would not have been necessary to establish a separate 
subsystem to perform it). So each subsystem will try to use its power over its 
(intra- or extra-organizational) environment on the one hand to proteet itself 
against transfer of interference and on the other hand to obtain extemal 
reduction of interference (to the extent that this can decrease its own 
adaptation costs). 

From the viewpoint of the organization as a whole there will in general 
exist an optimum degree of transfer of interference. Full absorption of 
external interferences by the boundary spanning functions of a subsystem 
means that its technical core never adapts its operations, which is clearly 
impossible and undesirable if the organization operates in a dynamic 
environment. On the other hand, full transfer of interference harms the 
efficiency of the teehoical core of the subsystem. To fmd the optimum 
oompromise between these two extremesin a complex organization, however, 
is extremely difficult. One reason is the fact that the trade-ofrs between 
internat and extemal reduction are usually unclear. The transfer of interference 
in complex organizations thus poses a true dilemma; using a classical figure of 
speech, it may be called the pars pro toto dilemma. On the one hand an 
organizational subsystem has to proteet its own technical core (it should serve 
the 'pars'); on the other it should serve the organization as a whole because its 
task is not an end in itself (it should operate 'pro toto'). As long as the 
trade-ofrs between the proteetion of the 'pars' respectively of the 'totum' are 
unclear, each subsystem may defend its own interests by equating them with 
the interests of the organization as a whole (like 'what is good for General 
Motors is good for the country').1 

The discussions around transfer of interference within an organization are 
the more difficult, because the actors often have a tendency to identify 
themselves with the subsystem they belong to and because their personal 
interests may coincide with subsystem interests. 

1 In the literature on organizations the problems associated with the pars pro toto dilemma 
are often referred to as the problem of suboptimallzation. We will not use this term, 
because it suggests that the suborganizations pursue the wrong objectives and should know 
better, whereas we feel that in many cases these problems pose true dilemmas. 
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Of course it is one of the objectives of coordination to overcome the 'pars pro 
toto dilemma' as well as is possible (see chapter 12). Intra-organizational 
conflict generally takes place in a 'triangular setting', consisting of the two 
conflicting subsystems and a coordinator. The coordinator usually has some 
degree of power over the coordinated subsystems and can use this power to 
settie the conflict. 

However, in complex and turbulent situations the control of many 
intra-organizational interactions has to be left to the selfcontrol of the 
subsystems concerned. Bargaining processes and the use of power thus play an 
important role in the transfer of interference. The power of coordinators is 
predominantly based on the official control structure, while the power 
relations between subsystems are more based on the technological structure, 
depending on the centrality and the substitutibility of the inputs to one 
another (see section 5.4 and 5.5). 

The organizational control system (in particular the accounting system 
and the reward system) also effects the 'pars pro toto dilemma'. In theory, the 
accounting system should be able to show (some of) the trade-off's between 
internal and external reduction of interference, while the reward system should 
motivate the actors to act 'pro toto'. Unfortunately organizational reward 
systems tend to judge the performance of an organizational subsystem more in 
local than in global terms, i.e. more in terros of the (fmancial) results of the 
subsystem itself (according to the accounting system), than in terros of its 
contribution to the rest of the organization ( one reason being that the latter 
results are often much more difficult to assess than the former). 

Section 10.3 wlll discuss some examples of transfer of interference within 
Philips Industries to give an impression of the problems the organizational 
control system (to be discussed in part IV of this book) has to solve. This 
section is based on 'participative observations', made in the course of the BIC 
projects (see section 1.2). It should thus be borne in mind that the argument 
may suffer from selective perception and selective retention. To prepare for 
this discussion, the next section will mention some of the major intra
organizational interfaces, across which transfer of interference can take place 
in Philips Industries. 

10.2 Some intra-organizltional interfaces of Philips Industries 

The control of sales, production and acquisition by the Product Divisions of 
Philips Industries is usually executed in a series of negotiations, during which 
the following intra-organizational interfaces are crossed in succession: 
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(i) Sales organizations end-product factories 
There is usually no direct contact between these two types of 
organizations; first the sales organizations negotiate with Divisional 
Headquarters (in which Divisional Management, Divisional Sales 
Department and Divisional Planning Department play the main role) and 
then Divisional Headquarters (in particular the Divisional Planning 
Department) negotiate with the factories in question. An iterative 
procedure between these two types of negotiations is sometimes 
necessary. 

(ii) End-product factorles - components factories 
The component factories may either be in the sarne Product Division as 
their customers or in another. Most of the latter cases are found in the 
ELCOMA Division, (see Table 1) but the internat Machine Works also 
belongs to this category. In the case of aggregate production planning, the 
negotiating parties are the factories concerned and the Divisional Planning 
Department (sometimes also Divisional Management). Ordering is often 
performed via direct contacts between the factories concerned. 

(iü) Factorles and other organizations - resource acquisition departments 
Manpower acquisition is predominantly a local affair. This means that the 
factories usually do it themselves; in areas, however, where there are 
several company organizations (as in Eindhoven), manpower acquisition is 
often centralized. The acquisition of material resources is in general 
performed at the factory level, but there is a corporate purchase 
department to support such activities. The acquisition of capitalis almost 
exclusively performed by the corporate fmance department (of course 
under close supervision of the corporate management). 

10.3 Examples of transfer of interference 

If there are strong cyclic vàriations in sales and production, the transfer of 
interf erenee across the boundary between sales organizations and the rest of a 
Product Division depends on the phase of the cycle. If demand exceeds 
production capacity, the sales organizations tend toproteet themselves against 
cuts in deliveries by majorating their sales plans or the orders to Divisional 
Headquarters (intentional or unintentional, see section 9.1) and by using their 
power in the negotiations with Divisional Headquarters (sources of power are 
size and profitability). Because of the parallel connections between the sales 
organizations, such actions cause transfer of interference among these 
organizations. 
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If production capacity exceeds sales, Divisional Headquarters may on the one 
hand try to induce the sales organizations to increase their sales and on the 
other to obtain an optimum distribution of production decreases (optimum 
from a divisional standpoint). 

A sales drive (additional sales promotion, price cuts, etc.) often only 
influences the content of the sales buffer: it shifts some demand forward in 
time, but does not create new demand. In the case oftoo low sales levels, this 
can nevertheless be important for the Production Division, which thus gains 
some time to adapt its production level to the sales level. However, this 
internat reduction by the sales organizations of the interferences caused by 
disappointing sales is expensive for them, so they are reluctant to use it. They 
are the more reluctant, because these problems arise in slack times, which are 
the very periods in which the sales organizations are under pressure from 
corporate management to maintain profit levels. 

The actions of Divisional Headquarters in the other direction (the 
end-product factories) also meet opposition. Production decreases confront the 
factories concerned with serious problems, so such questions often have to be 
resolved in a difficult bargaining process between Divisional Management and 
the National Organization Managements concerned. The triangular setting in 
this case is completed by the corporate management, but the latter is rather 
reluctant to play the role of arbiter regularly in such conflicts (see also the 
discussion on internat international relations in section 3.4). The re sult of the 
bargaining process may thus be a compromise, which is not always optimum 
from a corporate standpoint (another important consequence of such 
bargaining processes can be a considerable increase in the dead time between 
the aceurenee of the interference and its reduction, which amplifies the 
variations in production levels, see chapter 9). 

As already mentioned in section 3.2, most Product Divisions have a dual 
management: they have a commercial and a technical manager. One of the 
consequences of this is that the benefits of the triangular setting of conflicts 
between commercial and technica! subsystems are not fully reaped: the very 
conflict in which the coordinating subsystem should arbitrate is also operative 
within this subsystem. 

The core of the conflict between the commercial and technica! sectors 
(consisting of the sales organizations and commercial oriented divisional 
departments on the one hand and of the factories and technically oriented 
divisional departments on the other) is the question of who has to bear the 
burden of entrepreneurial uncertainty, or in other words, how much of the 
interf erenee from the market should be internally red uced by the commercial 
sector (by e.g. sales drives and variations in the stocks.of end products) and 
how much should be transferred to the technical sector (to be reduced by 
adaptation of production). 
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The in te mal reduction of interference by the commercial sector costs money. 
Furthermore, the commercial sector is not too happy about using marketing 
instruments to adapt sales to production; they would prefer to use them to 
promote commercial objectives, which are expressed in terms of growth of 
turnover, market share and profit rather than in termsof output equilibrium. 
The commercial sector will thus often try to transfer interferences from the 
market to the technica! sector. 

On the other hand, adaptation of production can be painful to imptement 
and tends to decrease efficiency, while the technica! sector is already under 
constant pressure from the same commercial sector to increase efficiency so 
that the company can stand up to intercontinental competition. 

Another way of descrihing the conflict between the commercial and 
technica! sectors was mentioned in section 9.4, during the discussion of the 
damping factor r: the teehoical sector wants a high value of r to stabilize 
employment and rnaintaio efficiency, whereas the commercial sector wants a 
low value, so that it can follow changes in demand quickly. These conflicts 
constitute a good example of the 'pars pro toto dilemma': both parties pursue 
their own objectives, which areinsome way connected with overall objectives, 
but these connections are not sufficiently clear to settie the argument (an 
interesting discussion on conflicts between marketing and production, 
including some of the above-mentioned problems, is given by Shapiro, 1977). 

If component factories are in the same Division as their customers, the 
bargaining accompanying transfer of interference is usually not too trenchant. 
One reason for this is that the triangular setting works relatively well, due to 
the Iower uncertainty and Iower complexity of the problems involved. 

If component factories are in another Product Division, the situation is 
different. The triangular setting functions less well, because it is completedat 
corporate level instead of at divisional level, so the 'distance' of the 
coordinating subsystem to the conflicting parties is greater. Furthermore, in 
such cases the components are often also sold to some outside parties, which 
does not only increase the uncertainty for the supplier, but which can also 
produce very difficult 'pars pro toto dilemmas' in case of shortages during 
boom periods: if one cuts external deliveries to deal with these shortages, the 
component division must do without the related profit and may lose some of 
its market share; if internat deliveries are cut this may cause costly production 
stops in the factories supplied. This dilemma is the more difficult to solve, as 
the corporate accounting system gives distorted information on this issue: the 
transfer prices for intercompany deliveries do not contain a profit margin, so 
the accounting system shows a higher income to internal suppliers for external 
deliveries than for the same deliveries to internal customers. This can produce a 
tendency to promote extemal deliveries rather than intemal ones. 
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With relation to the acq uisition of resources, only the capital acquisition aspect 
will be discussed here. The disequilibria between sales and production, shown 
in Fig. 20 cause strong interferences to the corporate finance department. 
When production exceeds sales, this department has to acquire the capital 
needed for financing the resulting higher stocks (Table 2 of section 3.2 shows 
that stocks amount to about one third of total company assets, so the 
variations in stocks shown in Fig. 20 have a considerable influence on the 
oompany's need for capital). Especially if the extra capital has to be acquired 
at short notice, a positive feedback mechanism can come into action, as this 
signal may induce the corporate management to increase the pressure on the 
divisions to decrease their production levels rapidly. Intheshort run this only 
increases costs, so still more money has to be acquired. The decrease in 
production will eventually be sufficient to reach an equilibrium in stock levels, 
but the extra pressure from the above mentioned process tends to amplify the 
down swing of production. 

An interesting aspect of the conflicts discussed above is that they tend to be 
regarded as 'taboo' within the organization. The 'pars pro toto dilemma' is not 
considered as a true dilemma, in principle present in any organization which 
uses some degree of decentralization of control to cope with complexity and 
uncertainty. One of the results of this taboo is that th~ development of control 
systems tends to underestirnate the consequences of the pursuit of self interest. 
For instance, one proceeds from the idea that materials managers do not 
majorate, because they know the highly adverse effects this has on the 
company as a whole. In our viewhefaces a true dilemma: it is difficult for hirn 
to choose between proteetion of the interests of his own factory and of the 
interests of many other factories within the company. 
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PART IV 

CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR COMPLEX INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZA TI ONS 



SUMMARY OF PART IV 

Here we discuss some aspects of control systems for complex industrial 
organizations. The central theme will be integration of control, by which we 
mean the mutual adjustment of the control interventions in the various parts 
of an organization to get satisfactory overall behaviour. 

First we describe the view of organizations which forrns the background of this 
book. Since control is seen here as the basic organizational problem, this view 
may be called a control paradigm. In line with this control paradigm, the 
optimalization of the integral controllability of the organization (i.e. the 
controllabllity of the organization as a whole) is put forward as a major 
objective for control-system design. 

The structure of an organizational control system is derived by way of a 
discussion on decomposition and integration. To cope with the complexity of 
the overall control problem, this problem is decomposed into small 
homogeneous subproblems. This conjures up an integration problem, viz. that 
of combining the solutions of the subproblems to a satisfactory solution for 
the overall control problem. Homogeneous control subproblems can be 
obtained by pursuing unity of time, place and action in decomposition. The 
first operation creates a control Ablaut with various control levels, while the 
search for unity of place and action creates the Aujbau. Both structures 
combined give an Aujbau-Ablauf framework, which usually has a specific 
structure in order to facilitate integration of controL 

Integration can be obtained through the selfcontrol of the actors assigned to 
the various (compound) positions of the Aufbau. However, complexity and 
conflict necessitate complementation of selfcontrol with coordination in order 
to ensure satisfactory overall behaviour. 

In chapter 12 we discuss four coordination modes. Coordination can be 
direct, modifying actual selfcontrol in suborganizations directly, or indirect, 
preparing actual selfcontrol. It can also be stratiFred, if the coordinator has 
power over the coordinated groups, or non-stratified, if he has only influence. 
The combination of these criteria produces four coordination modes. These 
modes are dealt with in some detail and the chapter is concluded with a 
discussion on the coordination mix, i.e. the combination of selfcontrol and the 
four coordination modes to be used in specific situations. 
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Chapter 13 discusses some design considerations related to the Autbau, in 
particular the use of various specialization principles and of the two defining 
characteristics of a line-organization, hierarchy and stratification. 

The decomposition of the control Ablauf is treated in chapter 14: vertical 
decomposition, creating the above-mentioned control levels and horizontal 
decomposition, determining the extent to which the boundaries between 
compound positions play a role in control procedures. Aftera discussion of the 
concepts of futurity, decision horizon and control period, the control levels 
and their interactions are discussed. The chapter is concluded with a discussion 
on horizontal decomposition: the relations between control procedures in 
different compound positions can show various degrees of connectiveness; they 
can be disjoint, adjoining, coupled or fused. 

In chapter 15 we discuss some aspectsof control-system design. This indirect 
mode of control is driven by the dissatisfaction of influential memhers of the 
organization with the existing control system, in particular with respect to the 
controllability it produces. After a plea for a holistic approach to 
control-system design, we discuss various ways in which this activity can create 
favourable conditions for integration of controL 

Finally, chapter 16 discusses the application of various concepts dealt with in 
this hook in a project, aimed at developing a blueprint for a part of the control 
system for one of the Product Divisions of Philips Industries. 
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11 CONTROL-SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

11.1 A control paradigm 

In part ll we described the structure of an industrial organization as a 
hierarchic system of conversion systems, completed by non-conversion 
systems. Some dynamic aspects of the behaviour of such a system, in particular 
the consequences of complexity, were discussed. In this context, complexity 
means that the organization consists of suborganizatîons with interdependence 
of operations, due to technological connections, but with some degree of 
independenee of control. 

In part lil we also described the control process, i.e. the use of 
interventions by a controller to promote preferred behaviour of a system
being-controlled. Control has to maintain steady-state operation and to ensure 
the proper response of the organizational activities to interferences, i.e. threats 
and opportunities. 

In the present part we wUI discuss some aspects of the organizational 
control system used by the actors of the organization to provide the 
above-mentioned control interventions. We will first describe the view on 
organizations and on organizational control that forms the background of our 
considerations. 

A discussion on organizational issues usually proceeds from an irnplicit or 
explicit paradigm1 of the phenomenon of 'organization'. The organization 
may, for example, beseen as a device for attaining certain given goals (such as 
the maximization of profits on behalf of shareholders or getting a man on the 
moon), as an institution providing goods and services for society, as a 
marketplace where people exchange contributions and incentives, as a set of 
people exploiting a certain technology, as a legal corporation acting as a 
contracting party etc., etc. 

The paradigm used in this book takes the organization itself as the main 
frame of reference (and not for example its function with respect to society or 
its contribution to certain outside stakeholders). Furthermore, it will take the 

1See Hofstede and Kassem (1976, p.41): 'the word paradigm (, ... ) stands for a set of 
concepts used to build a theory. The same paradigm may be found in different theories. A 
paradigm is not a theory itself, but a basic way of ordering reality, which inevitably has to 
preeede any theory formation'. 
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control process as the central organizational problem and will use control 
concepts to order reality. Hence we may · call it a control paradigm.1 As we 
have seen above, it is far from the only paradigm possible; however, it is used 
here because it gives a useful perspective on control-system design issues. 

In this hook the organization is conceptualized as a set of human beings who 
combine their efforts in a relatively stabie network of social relations. 
According to definition 18 (section 5.1) an organization is a system of 
occupied positions with their physical means of operation. The positions, or 
the roles of the actors in the organization, thus constitute its defming 
characteristics. 

An organization has a 'Gestalt' of its own. Paraphrasing the French saying 
'un journat est un monsieur', we can say 'une organisation est un monsieur'. lt 
is a 'monsieur' not only through various identification processes on the part of 
its memhers (see e.g. Simon, 1957), but also through the expectations of its 
social environment (this can be seen most clearly for incorporated 
organizations; for instance, a banker does not loan money to some set of 
individuals but to the organization as such, and he is acutely aware of the fact 
that once the 'monsieur' is gone his money is gone). 

While the organization can be seen as a 'monsieur', it still consistsof individual 
actors. The behaviour of these actors can be described at various levels of 
aggregation. At higher levels the interactions between suborganizations are 
discussed, often without explicit reference to individual behaviour (the 
suborganizations are more or less treated as black boxes; the analysis of 
interdepartmental conflict in chapter 10 is an example ). 

However, when using such a 'higher level approach' we should bear in 
mind Thompson's warning: 'there is obvious danger in reifying the abstraction 
'organization' by asserting that it, the abstraction, has goals and desires' 
(Thompson, 1967, p.127). We interpret this statement as a warning against the 
use of concepts applicable at the level of individual behaviour (such as thought 
and action, see Silverman, 1970) in higher-level discussions, not as a claim that 
higher-level discussions are impossible: the choîce of the level of aggregation 
depends on the problem on hand. For some problems the level of the 
individual is best but for others higher levels of analysis may give better insîght. 
No level gives a complete picture of all phenomena. 2 

1 Another type of control paradigm is presented by De Leeuw (1974, p.l7l). 
20ne can compare this position with physics, where some phenomena are treated at the 
atomie level, others at higher levels (e.g. mechanics, thermodynamics) and stillothers at 
lower levels (e.g. nuclear physics). I therefore disagree with authors (see e.g. Silverman, 
1970), who claim that the analysis of organizational behaviour can only adequately be 
performed at the level of individual actors. 
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As mentioned above, the organization as such is the focus of interest here. An 
organization is an open system. A viabie organization must be able to acquire 
resources, such as manpower, matenals and money, from its environment. In 
chapter 7 this demand was described by stating that the organization must 
maintain various resource equilibria. These resources are often acquired in 
exchange for a certain output to the organization's environment, in which case 
the organization must also maintain an output equilibrium. 1 

These equilibria are dynamic, they are continually threatened by 
interferences, so the actors in the organization must control the organization's 
activities in order to reduce these interferences (section 7.1). Reduction of 
interference usually involves the consumption of resources by the organization 
(adaptation costs, section 7 .2). A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for 
an organization's survival is that it should have sufficient resources for the 
reduction of interference; this is expressed in section 7.2 in the demand that 
the interference reduction capacity of the organization as a whole should 
remain above unity? 

It is of crucial importance for the organization to have a technology and a 
control system which give it sufficient contro/lability (section 7.3). An 
organization with an insufficient controllability is not able to keep its 
interference reduction capacity above unity. 

It is the task of 'Control in the Large' to create a technology and a control 
system with at least a sufficient, but preferably an optimum, controllability: it 
should try to decrease the average adaptation costs as long as the possible 
resultant increase in operating costs (e.g. due to a more flexible but more 
expensive technology, or to a more sophisticated control system) is less than 
this reduction.3 

Because of the connections between the various technological processes in an 
organization (see chapter 6), the reduction of an interference somewhere in the 

1This discussion of the organization as an open system, which has to secure its resources 
from its environment, is inspired by Thompson (1967). See also Yuchtman and Seashore 
(1967, p.898), who see as the organization's basic objective the optimalization of its 
'bargaining position' as reflected in its ability to exploit its environment in the acquisition 
of scarce and valued resources. 
2 The condition IRC> 1 is not a suftictent condition for survival as, among other things, it 
does not exclude the possibility that the organization does not recognize some essential 
threats and hence fails to cope adequately with them. 

3Whenever we speak of an optimum controllability, we only mean that in control-system 
design the costs of the control system should be weighed against its advantages, not that 
one should always use an explicit quantitative optimalization; a satisfycing approach to 
the above-mentioned weighing may be quite acceptable in many cases. 
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organization often bas effects on other processes (discussed as transfer of 
interference in chapter 10). The demand for satisfactory controllability of the 
organization thus bas both local and overall aspects: the maintenance oflocal 
output equilibrium and local resource equilibria should not aim exclusively at 
minimization of local adaptation costs, but should at the same time try to 
optimalize the transfer of interference. Control-system design should thus be 
aimed at optimalizing not local controllability but rather the controllability of 
the organization as a whole, the integral controllability. 

Our control paradigm may be summarized as follows: the organization is a set 
of human actars in a stabie networkof social relations with a 'Gestalt' of its 
own. ft is an open system which must maintain various resource equilibria and 
usually an output equilibrium in order to survive. These equilibria are 
threatened by interferences, which must be reduced by Control in the Smal/. 
Control in the Large must create a technology and a control system with an 
optimum, ar at least sufficient integral controllability to enable Control in the 
Smal! to carry out this task. 1 

11.2 The integral control system 

As discussed in part 11, the technology of an industrial organization consistsof 
various physical conversion functions (such as the acquisition of physical 
resources, production and sales) and support functions (such as research and 
development, engineering and training). These technological functions must be 
controlled so that the organization can respond to extemally and internally 
generated interferences. Thus throughout the whole organization interventions 
are continually chosen and applied, ranging from e.g. the interventions of a 
worker at an assembly line controlling his own programme to the de cision of 
top management to issue a large debenture loan. 

lt is the task of the organizational control system to enable the actors of 
the organization to select and apply the interventions through which they 
control their technology. (see Fig. 8). It should provide them with information 
on the state of the system being controlled and its environment, on the 
expected evolution of this state in the absence of intervention, on the 

10ne can make several other demands on organizational control systems apart from 
optimum integral controllabllity (which may also depend on one's value-system), such as 
the promotion of motivation, the use of participative decision-making, the inclusion of 
external societal effects in decision-making, etc. However, sufficient controllabllity will 
always be a necessary condition for survival. The controllability will therefore receive most 
attention in our subsequent arguments. 
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consequences of possible interventions (local consequences and consequences 
for connected subsystems) and it should provide them with the means to apply 
interventions ( directly on the technology or indirectly through other actors). 
The control system can also provide or influence the criteria or preferences 
used in control. 

In section 5.2 an organizational control system was defined as 'the system of 
format and informal rules of behaviour, information systems and physical 
expedients, used by the actors of an organization to control the technology of 
that organization'. These rules of behaviour include the specification of the 
programmes of the various positions within the organization and of their 
mutual relations (the Autbau of the organization) as well as the control 
procedures (the Ablauf structure of control). They are partly routine-official 
and partly non-routine and/or unofficial (see section 5.1 on the formalization 
mix). 

An organizational control system usually has various subsystems and 
aspect systems, such as the accounting system, the budget system, the planning 
system, the materials management system, the cash management system, the 
personnet system (including the reward system), etc. It contaffis a vast number 
of information systems, some of which may be automated, while many are 
manually operated. 

If the control system is to contribute to the integral controllability of the 
organization, it should be an 'integral control system'. 

Definition 4 7 
An integral organizational control system is a control system that enables 
and stimulates all actors in the organization to promote the minirnization 
of both local and integral adaptation costs. 

The separate mention of minirnization of local adaptation costs1 in the above 
defmition might seem superfluous: minirnization of integral costs implies the 
minirnization of local costs under i:he constraint that the reduction of local 
costs is not carried on at the expense of larger increases of costs elsewhere in 
the organization. However, the majority of the control interventions are to be 
selected by actors with a prime responsibility for only a part of the 
organization. Owing to cognitive limits the trade-off between local and integral 
costs is often unclear to them, so the weighing of local against integral interests 

1 Note that 'costs' refer to any scarce and valued resource consumed by the organization; 
they are thus not restricted to purely monetary resources (see section 7.2). 
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is a major issue in control (see the discussion on the pars-pro-toto dilemma in 
section lO.l ). Now definition 47 stat es that the more the control system 
contributes to a proper balancing of local and integral costs the more it can he 
said to he an integral control system. 

The main objective of the present part is to contribute some ideas to the design 
of integral control systems, in particular by developing a holistic approach to 
organizational control systems. To this end we will discuss a framework for 
analysis and design of organizational control systems (the Afbau-Ablauf 
framework) together with some of its essential structural traits (such as 
hierarchy and stratification) and the basic coordination mechanisms that are 
embedded in it. Such a framework enables the designer to describe the place of 
the various control subsystems within the overall control system and their 
mutual relations and interfaces. 

In our opinion an overall view of the essentials of control systems for industrial 
organizations is needed because of a number of socio-economie trends as well 
as because of trends in information-processing technology. 

Higher demands are being made on control systems because of the 
increasing complexity of control (increasing size, diversification and 
internationalization of operations) and because of a decreasing profit margin in 
many industries (necessitating among other things better controllability of the 
organization). Another trend which may threaten the controllability is the 
tendency for the power ratio (see section 5.4) todrop in organizations in many 
(Western) countries: middle managementand specialistsas wellas workers, e.g. 
through work councils, claim more influence on company decisions1 (see 
chapter 12 for the functions of power in coordination). 

On the other hand there are ever increasing technicieconomie possibilities 
of electronic data-processing and communication, which provide some of the 
tools to meet the above mentioned demands. Computers can perform complex 
manipulations on vast amounts of data on a routine basis at very high speeds; 
the control systems of the various parts of the organization can he linked 
through computer networks, which can nowadays he extended practically 
down to the level of the individual thanks to the drastic decrease in hardware 
costs. 

However, organizational control is much more than data handling, so 
insight into the essentials of control systems is needed to decide what has 
become obsolete in the existing control system and which new solutions 

1 A decreasing power ratio does not always re sult in a lower organizational controllability, 
see section 12.5. 
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should be implemented. Such insight is also needed because the diffusion of 
automated infonnation processing often implies more routine-official control 
(sub) systems (more use of field 1 of the fonnalization mix as shown in Fig. 5, 
section 5.1) and more explicit design of control systems, which may decrease 
the flexibility of both Control in the Small and Control in the Large. Control 
in the Small can become less flexible because non-routine and non-official 
control procedures used to handle exceptions and emergencies tend to be 
driven out by automated official-routine procedures; Control in the Large can 
beoome less flexible because changes in control systems (both Aufbau and 
Ablauf structure) now often involve high investments in adapted or new 
automated information systems. 

It is for these reasoos that the following discussions will not take the well 
known control structures of existing organizations for granted, but will probe 
for their essential functions in the control process. 

11.3 Decomposition and integration 

As. discussed in chapter 7, Control in the Small follows in principle a 
three-phase cycle (the sensor, selector and effector phases). The core of this 
cycle is the choice of intervention, made during the selector phase. Control in 
the Small consists essentially of a sequence of a vast number of choices, or 
decisions, made everywhere in the organization.1 Control system design is 
therefore essentially the design of the decision-making system, defining the 
types of decisions to be made, the conditions for each type of decision and the 
relations between the various types. 

To solve the overall control problem, Control in the Small should ideally be 
able to survey all possible interventions at any given moment and to evaluate 
their effects (both local and elSewhere through transfer of interference), so 
that the best one can be chosen. Of course cognitive limits of human 
decision-makers make it impossible for them to carry out this task, even with 
the most sophisticated information processing tools. Therefore, in coping with 
the complexity of the overall control problem, Control in the Smalt is 
preceded by Control in the Large, which structures (or 'organizes') the fonner 
to make it manageable for human decision-makers. Decomposition techniques 
play an essential role in this. 

1Focussing the attention on decision-making does not imply that a deelsion is always a 
well defined event, a clear-cut choice made by someone at a specific moment of time. 
Decision-making in complex organizations is often more like a condensation process, 
taking much time, with many actors contributing to it, while afterwards it is not always 
clear when the choice was actually made. 
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Definition 48A 
Decomposition of the overall control problem by Control in the Large is 
the partitioning of the problem into subproblems involving the control of 
technological subsystems or aspect systems. 

Decomposition thus aims at the creation of subproblems which are smaller and 
more homogeneaus than the overall problem and therefore easier to solve by 
Control in the Smal1.1 

However, decomposition conjures up an integration problem. Asthere are 
usually technological connections between the subsystems or aspect systems 
mentioned in defmition 48A, the solution of one subproblem depends on the 
solutions of related subproblems and vice versa. Thus Control in the Small has 
not only to solve the subproblems, but also to integrate the partial solutions of 
these subproblems in one way or another. 

Definition 48B 
Integration by Control in the Smalt is the combination and subsequent 
mutual adjustment of the partial solutions of control subproblems in order 
to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the overall control problem. 

When solving one subproblem, one has to use estimates of the influence 
exercised on it by the solutions of the related subproblems. The subsequent 
integration can be direct or indirect. Direct integration means that the partial 
solutions are combined to a solution of the overall problem and then adjusted 
to arrive at a better overall solution (possibly following an iterative procedure: 
if the overall solution is still unsatisfactory the partial solutions are changed 
once more, a procedure which is repeated until the overall solution is 
satisfactory). Indirect integration means that the control of the subsystems is 
based on the partial solutions, which are only adapted when the difference 
between the estimated and actual solutions of the related subproblems 
produces alocal interference. 

Different actors can be assigned to solve different control subproblems. The 
integration of control, i.e. the mutual adjustment of the various local control 
interventions in order to arrive at satisfactory overall control, can in principle 
be left to their selfcontrol. However, as will be discussed in section 12.1, 
selfcontrol is often not sufficient, in which case there is also a need for 
coordination to solve the integration problem. 

1Decomposition is used in several fields to handle complex large-scale problems. The 
standard example is the decomposition of linear programming problems (Dantzig, 1963, 
chapter 23). 
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Control in the Large has the task not only of decomposing the overall control 
problem into manageable subproblems, but also of creating the conditions for 
integration (this interdependency of decomposition and integration is well 
reflected by Kosiol's term 'integratieve Strukturierung'; Kosiol, 1962, p.23). 
Thus the creation of subproblems should not only satisfy a decomposition 
requirement, i.e. the subproblems should be small and homogeneous, but at 
the same time also an inlegration requirement, i.e. the subproblems should 
have few, stabie and homogeneous mutual relations ( another formulation of 
this integration requirement is that the creation of the control subproblems 
should as wellas is possible follow the near-decomposability, see section 4.2, 
of the organization's technology). These two requirements may impose 
conflicting requirements on control-system design, see e.g. section 13 .2. 
Furthermore, Control in the Large should create a control system, which 
enables selfcontrol and coordination to solve the integration problem. 

11.4 The Aufbau-Ablauf framework 

One of the objectives of decomposition is the creation of small and 
homogeneous control subproblems. Homogeneity can be achieved by making 
the same demands for decomposition as for a classical drama: the subproblems 
should deal with activities with unity of time, place and action. Unity of place 
means that the subproblems involve the control of technological functions 
with an as smal/ as possible geographica/ dispersion. Unity of action means an 
as smal/ as possible diversity of these technological functions. Unity of time 
means that the subproblems should deal with interventions which have as 
much as possible the same 'futurity' (see below). 

Decomposition creating subproblems with unity of place and action is in fact 
the well known process of departmentalization, the creation of the Aufbau, 
the system of positions. Departmentalization decomposes both technology and 
control (see also chapter 13). In the present section we shall be considering 
mainly control decomposition; the (compound) position is used tolabel a set 
of mutually related control problems (in section 13.2 we shall discuss 
decomposition from the viewpoint of technology). 

As will be discussed in chapter 12, control-system design usually arranges 
the positions of the Aufbau in a specific way in order to help coordination to 
solve the integration problem: the positions form a stratified hierarchy, viz. a 
hierarcbic system of (compound) positions with at each level at least one 
coordinating (compound) position, which has official power over the 
(compound) positions it has to coordinate. 
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The creation of the Aujbau decomposes the overall control problem into 
subproblems, which are (to a certain extent) homogeneous with respect to 
place and action. Decomposition of the control Ablauf (the control 
procedures) can produce a further homogenization of controL With respect to 
this decomposition, the criterion of 'futurity' can be used. 

'Futurity' is a concept taken from Drucker (1974-a, chapter 43). In hls 
terminology the 'degree of futurity' of a de cision indicates the time over which 
it commits organizational resources. This interpretation is sufficient for our 
present purposes (in section 14.2 we will give a different defmition, one that 
still has the same tenor as Drucker's interpretation). Thus the ordering of a 
batch of re sistors has a lower futurity than the acquisition of new production 
machines, which in its turn has a lower futurity than the take-over of a 
company. 

Now Ablauf decomposition with respect to time means that interventions 
with diverging futurities should be chosen in different decision procedures. 

These decision procedures can also be arranged in a specific way in order 
to facilitate integration. As will be discussed in chapter 14, it is advantageous 
to arrange them in a stratified system of procedures with the futurity of the 
interventions as priority criterion, decisions with higher futurities being 
dominant over ones with lower futurities. 

Decomposition of the control Ablauf thus clusters decision procedures 
according to the futurity of the interventions concerned. This creates various 
levels of control. Such levels may be labelled as: long-term control, 
medium-term control and short-term control (if a three level decomposition is 
used). Other labels are strategie planning, managerial control and operational 
control (see Anthony, 1965 1). 

Just as the concept of hierarchy has already been used for centuries in 
military organizations, so has the idea of a stratified system of control levels 
been used there fora very long time. Military decision-making distinguishes the 
levels of strategy and tactics, strategie decisions taking preeedenee over tactical 
ones (see e.g. Uddell Hart, 1954, who uses a three-level decomposition: grand 
strategy, military strategy and tactics; or Van der Laan, 1967, who decomposes 
the third level further into grand tactics, tactics and minor tactics). 

1 Anthony's levels do not necessarily correspond with those used in this book, because the 
Ablauf levels are used here as a level-independent concept: 'long-term control' for a 
production department does not have the same meaning as 'long-term control' at 
corporate level. Anthony's concepts are level-dependent; his strategie planning level, for 
example, has the same empirical content for every orga.ttization or every part of an 
organization. 
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Through the decomposition of the overall control problem and the creation of 
suitable conditions for integration, Control in the Large creates the structure 
of the organizational control system: the Aujbau-Ablauf framework, a 
stratified hierarchic system of (compound) positions, combined with a 
stratified system of control levels. This framework constitutes the skeleton of 
the overall control system. 

A further discussion of the Aufbau-Ablauf framework will be given in chapters 
13 and 14. Here we will confme ourselves to an illustration. Fig. 31 shows the 
Aufbau-Ablauf framework of the infantry brigade discussed in section 4.3. 

General 
with steft 

batallion batallion batallion batallion batallion batallion 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Military 
Strategy 

1 Grand 
Tactics 

Tactics 

Minor 
Tactics 

Fig.31. The Aufbau-Ablauf framework for an infantry brigade. The figure shows the 
control structure at the batallion level of the Aufbau (containing one 
coordinating compound position: general with staff). It may give sufficient 
detail to 'fill in' the boxes at the higher Ablauf levels with control subsystems, 
but possibly not at the lower levels: to design control systems at lower Ablauf 
levels one may need a further partitioning of the box es shown here, e.g. to show 
companies or platoons (cf. section 14.4). 

This framework is essentially an array of empty, labelled boxes. The label of 
each box gives the (compound) position and Ablauflevel in question and thus 
defines roughly the types of decisions to be made and the place of these 
decisions in the overall control structure. Subsequent Control in the Large 
activities have to 'fill' these boxes with control procedures (format and/or 
informal), information systems and physical expedients and they have to 
create the interfaces between the boxes. 
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So far, we have introduced the Aufbau-Ablauf framework in a descriptive 
manner: nearly every organization uses decomposition of the overall control 
problem according to place and action (i.e. departmentalization) and uses 
stratified hierarcbies for its line management. It is also nearly always possible 
to distinguish various levels of controL 

However, the Aufbau-Ablauf framework also bas a prescriptive element. 
Decomposition and integration, hierarchy and stratification, the Aufbau and 
Ablauf of control are not always used explicitly in control-system design, but 
are often only implicitly present in long established structures. We would 
suggest to use these elements more explicitly in control-system design, in order 
to make optimum use of their control functions. 
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12 COORDINATION 

12.1 lntegration through coordination 

Decomposition of the overall control problem in order to get manageable 
subproblems is in principle a straightforward activity. It is the creation of 
satisfactory conditions for integration, which forms the core of the 
organization problem. 

Different actors are usually assigned to the task of solving different 
control subproblems. In the first instance, one could leave the solution of the 
integration problem to selfcontrol. In that case integration is obtained through 
direct consultations among the actors, assigned to the various subproblems. 
Now se Ifcontrol is essentially a local activity, based on the (limited) 
information locally available to the actors involved and on their preferences, 
which are often predorninantly expressed in terros of local behaviour. 
Therefore the free play of selfcontrol cannot guarantee satisfactory overall 
behaviour: local selfcontrol has to be supplemented by an overall mode of 
control, i.e. coordination. 

As already implied above, there are two basic sourees of a need for 
coordination to supplement selfcontrol, viz. complexity and conflict. 

A need for coordination due to complexity arises if the suborganizations 
are quite willing to cooperate in such a way that overall behaviour is 
satisfactory, but are not able to do so because their local information is 
insufficient (an example of this is the suboptimum behaviour of the chain 
factories, discussed in chapter 9, due to a distartion of information on fmal 
demand and pipeline inventory). 

A need for coordination due to conflict can arise if local interests do not 
coincide (sufficiently) with overall interests. When there is no coordination, 
possible conflicts among suborganizations ( often caused by transfer of 
interfere nee) are solved in a free power play between the conflicting parties, 
which does not guarantee satisfactory overall behaviour if local interests differ 
from overall ones. This phenomenon was discussed as the pars-pro-toto 
dilemma in chapter 10 and is the direct consequence of departmentalization 
(which is essentially the formation of suborganizations, each with the task of 
exploitîng and protecting its own technology). Such conflicts can arise along 
physical connections (chapter 6). A series conneetion demands a mutual 
balancing of physical flows and capacities; conflicts can e.g. arise with regard 
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to the speed of this mutual adaptation or with respect to the risks to be taken 
for an expansion. Parallel connections can lead to conflicts with respect to 
distribution questions: the suborganizations can compete for certain scarce 
resources (such as investment funds or certain components, which are in short 
supply) or they can compete with respect to output diposal (if they have 
overlapping missions). 

Coordination is the control of the execution of the programmes of specified 
(compound) positions by actors in coordinating (compound) positions, see 
section 5.3; it is the control of the behaviour of people (or groups of people) 
by other people, using influence and/or power, see section 5.4 (remember, 
according to our definition control does not mean complete determination of 
behaviour; it only promotes certain preferred behaviour). 

The objective of coordination is to modify local selfcontrol in order to 
promote satisfactory (according to the preferences of the coordinators) overall 
behaviour: the organization as a whole should be able to respond well to 
threats and opportunities, output and resource equilibria should be maintained 
for the whole and not only for some parts and control interventions should 
lead to an optimum or at least satisfactory amount of transfer of 
interference. In short, the 'raison d'être' of coordination is its contribution to 
the salution of the integration problem. 

12.2 Four coordination modes 

Coordination activities can be classified according to two criteria. In the first 
place coordination can be direct or indirecL 

Definition 49 
Direct coordination promotes preferred behaviour of coordinated groups 
by intervening directly in the ongoing process of local selfcontrol; indirect 
coordination promotes preferred behaviour by conditioning local 
selfcontrol before actual decision-making takes place. 

In the case of direct coordination the interventions are chosen in a processof 
interaction between selfcontrol and coordination; the coordination activities 
are based on the current situation. In the case of indirect coordination, 
coordination activities have rather the format: if (situation i occurs), then (act 
according to instruction set j). In this way coordination controls selfcontrol 
without directly participating in its decision making. For instance, traffic 
regwation can be seen as a kind of coordination, modifying the selfcontrol of 
individual cardrivers. Traffic regulation by polleemen or by traffic lights is an 
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exarnple of direct coordination, whereas the modification of selfcontrol by the 
highway code is an exarnple of indirect coordination. 

In the second place, coordination can be stratified or non-stratified. 

Definition 50 
Stratified coordination is coordination by coordinators who have official 
power over the coordinated groups; non-stratified coordination is 
coordination by coordinators who officially have only influence over the 
coordinated groups. 

Stratified coordination can use its power to modify the local selfcontrol to 
such extent that local behaviour is in conflict with local preferences.1 

Non-stratified coordination is in principle not able to do this, as it only uses 
influence. 

The two classification criteria introduced above are independent of one 
another. They can be combined to give four coordination modes (see 
Figure 32): 

mode I, stratified direct coordination 
mode 2, non-stratified direct coordination 
mode 3, stratified indirect coordination 
mode 4, non-stratified indirect coordination 

stratified non-stratified 

mode 1 mode2 

mode 3 mode4 

Fig. 32. The four coordination modes. 

direct 

indirect 

1 The fact that social system Si bas power over social system Sj does not mean that Si can 
induce any behaviour of Si; it only means that Si is able to induce some degree of conflict 
within Sj. This capacity can be used by Sj to promote preferred behaviour of Sj- The 
amount of power Si has over ~ can be satd to be equal to the degree of conflict it can 
induce in Sj (see also section 5.4 on power). . 
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Mode -1 is in fact the traditional, powerful and well tested mode of 
coordination by line management, almost as old as the phenomenon of 
organization itself. This mode is the backbone of the whole coordination 
process in virtually every industrial organization. However, as we will see, in 
complex and turbulent situations the use of this mode is not sufficient to 
guarantee satisfactory overall behaviour and it has to be supplemented by 
other measures. 

Mode-2 coordinators have no official power over the coordinated groups, 
although they may have some amount of expert power (i.e. power based on 
having expertise). They influence behaviour by providing additional 
information to decision-makers and by participating in the process of 
decision-making. Examples are planning departments, liaison officers and 
coordination committees consisting of managers from the same level. 

Mode-3 coordination is indirect; it uses regulations, instructions, standards, etc. 
to constrain the local selfcontrol before actual decision-making takes place. It 
is not based on information on the current control situation, but on the image 
the coordinator has of the repetitive elements of that situation. Mode 3 is also 
a stratified type of coordination; this means that the instructions are issued (or 
at least supported) by a coordinator which has the power to irnpose them; this 
also means that it can, in principle, induce behaviour which is in conflict with 
the preferences of selfcontrol. 

Mode-4 coordination is indirect too, thus it does not intervene directly in 
decision-making. lt is also non-stratified, so the interventions chosen by 
selfcontrol are in principle always in agreement with the latter's preferences. 
Mode-4 coordination tries to create such conditions for selfcontrol that the 
decisions of the latter are 'automatically' in agreement with the preferences of 
the coordinator. The classical example of mode-4 coordination is Adam 
Smith's 'invisible hand', i.e. the coordination of the activities of independent 
economie agents by the price mechanism. This 'invisible hand' can be 
sirnulated in organizations e.g. by using the concept of 'profit centres' (see 
Anthony, 1964). However, there are various other mechanisms for 
conditioning selfcontrol on behalf of the organization as a whole, for example 
intra-company management training. 

The four coordination modes will be discussed in greater detail in the next two 
sections. To conclude this introduction, we will discuss by way of mustration 
various ways in which the government can control industrial pollution, which 
can be seen as a modification of the selfcontrol of in dustrial companies. 

Mode-l coordination here would mean the use of a permit system: for 
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each discharge a company would have to apply fora permit, which a pollution 
agency can decide to grant or not. Mode-2 coordination would mean e.g. that 
companies would have to report intended discharges to the pollution agency, 
which could advise them on the environmental consequences, on the timing of 
the discharge and on teehoical possibilities for purification of waste. Mode-3 
coordinatiop could be a general prohibition of discharge above a certain 
amount per period and Mode-4 a tax on discharges. In the latter case the 
companies are still free to exercise their selfcontrol to decide on whether to 
discharge waste, but the tax provides a pressure on them to decrease the 
amount of such discharge. 

12.3 Mode-l coordination 

As we mentioned above, mode-l coordination (i.e. stratified direct 
coordination) is in many cases the backbone of the whole organizational 
coordination structure; it provides the basis for integration of controL 

The modification of selfcontrol by mode-l coordination is direct and thus 
based on the (limited) information on the current situation available to the 
coordinator. It is also stratified; this means that mode-l coordination can 
induce a choice of intervention which is contrary to the discretion of 
selfcontrol. 

The essential function of mode-l coordination is its capacity to settie 
conflicts among the coordinated groups on behalf of the whole. Without 
stratified coordination, the conflicts among coordinated groups are settled by a 
power play among the conflicting parties and hence usually to the advantage of 
the most powerful (which will in general not produce minimum total 
adaptation costs). The use of mode-l coordination to settie conflicts can 
increase the integral controllability of the organization in two ways, viz. by 
promoting optimum transfer of inter/erenee and by decreasing control dead 
times. As discussed in Chapter 10, too little transfer of interference produces a 
sluggish response to changing external circumstances, but too much transfer 
threatens the efficiency of technology. The selfcontrol of a suborganization 
will tend to proteet its own technical core too much (the pars-pro-toto 
dilemma); it is therefore the taskof mode-l coordination to promote optimum 
transfer. Furthermore, a free play of power between conflicting parties will 
also tend to increase control dead times, because then the settling of conflicts 
often needs prolonged bargaining, especially if some parties do not need a 
quick decision. Long control dead tirnes can strongly increase the adaptation 
costs as is well known in control theory (see also chapter 9), thus if mode-l 
coordinators use their power to accelerate decision procedures, they increase 
the organization's controllability. 
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Mode-l coordination can on the one hand induce conflicts in coordinated 
groups, if overall interests do not coincide with local ones. On the other hand 
it can also help a coordinated group to reduce certain interferences, which 
would otherwise cause difficult problems, e.g. by settling a conflict with a 
more powerful group or by allotting resources to it which it cannot acquire by 
itself (an example is a temporary non-profit situation for a suborganization, 
which would lead to bankruptcy for an independent company, but which can 
be survived by a suborganization if it is temporarily 'subsidized' by the overall 
organization). This means that mode~t coordination can produce 'ultra
stability' for the coordinated groups 'Ultrastability' is a concept introduced by 
Ashby (1952), which in the termsof this hook can be defmed as follows: 

Defmition 51 
A system is ultrastabie if it · can reach an equilibrium state even after the 
occurrence of in interference which its normal mode of control cannot 
reduce. 

Ultrastability thus implies that the system is able to switch to a different mode 
of control in special circumstances, or to obtain support from outside (as in 
the above-mentioned case). 

Next to the internal role of mode-l coordinators discussed so far, they usually 
also perform an important external role: they can represent the coordinated 
groups to their (intra- and extra-organizational) environment. For instance, 
when the general of Fig. 4, coordinates the actionsof batallions, he does not 
interact with the batallions as such, but with the Iieutenant-colonels 
representing them. lt greatly facilitates control if such representatives are 
mode-l coordinators, because in that case they are in a better position to 
implement internally the agreements made with external parties. 

If a mode-l coordinator bas to coordinate many actors, he faces a very 
complex coordination problem. A specific arrangement of coordination 
relations is therefore almost always used to cope with this complexity, viz. a 
hierarchic one. 

In the case of analysis it is the black-box property through which a 
hierarchy reduces complexity: at any level of detail the intricacies present at 
Iower levels are veiled under the cover of the black-box, so the analysis can be 
confined to the properties of the black-boxes as a whole and to their 
interactions. In the case of coordination of activities in an organization, the 
same function is performed by selfcontrol. At any level of the hierarchy the 
complexity of coordination is reduced, if the control of interactions within the 
suborganizations at that level is left to their selfcontrol so that the coordinator 
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can concentrate on the interactions among suborganizations. The 
suborganizations are thus treated more or lessas black-boxes and coordinators 
deal predominantly with inputs and outputs, i.e. the contributions of the 
suborganizations to the whole, the resources needed to produce these 
contribution and the interactions among suborganizations (this is what Milier 
and Rice discussas •boundary control', see e.g. Miller, 1976). Without proper 
use of selfcontrol one cannot reap the benefits of hierarchy1 • 

Not only hierarchy but also the decomposition of control itself becomes 
powerless if no adequate use is made of selfcontrol. The creation of the 
boundaries between selfcontrol and mode-l coordination is thus a key issue in 
controL This boundary is defined by the issues which are left to selfcontrol 
respectively subjected to coordination, and with respect to the latter category 
to what extent selfcontrol is constrained. Decisions by mode-l coordinators 
can still leave a fair amount of variety to selfcontrol, e.g. if they are expressed 
as aggregate plans or budgets, which have to be detailed by selfcontrol, or if 
they use controllimits. 

Another aspect of the constraining ·of selfcontrol by mode-l coordination 
is the power ratio, the ratio of the power of the coordinator over the 
coordinated groups to the power of the latter over the coordinator (see 
section 5.4). In particular because the boundary between selfcontrol and 
coordination is not statie, but often subjected to ad-hoc changes due to 
changing circumstances, it is the power ratio which in many cases determines 
the extent to which selfcontrol is constrained. 

When introducing the Aufbau-Ablauf framework in section 11.4, we stated 
that the Aufbau is usually a stratified hierarchic system of positions. We have 
now seen that this statement refers essentially to the mode-l coordination 
structure. There are many other relations between the various positions in an 
organization, so the mode-l coordination structure is only an aspect system of 
the organizational structure. However, as will be seen in Sec ti on 13.1, this 

1This point is welt illustrated by the history of army organizations. After the 
reorganizations by Marius, the Roman army had the following hierarcbic structure. It 
consisted of 20 to 30 legionsof about 6000 men, each having 10 cohorts, in their turn 
divided in 3 manipels. Each legion had a high degree of selfcontrol at strategie and tactical 
levels; the cohorts and tosome extent themanipels had selfcontrol at the tacti~llevel (see 
e.g. Encyclopaedia Britannica, volume 19, p.575, 1974). 

After the fall of the Roman Empire, armies still frequently used hierarcbic structures, 
but the essential supplement, selfcontrol of the parts, was lost. It took 10 centuries before 
selfcontrol regained its proper place next to hierarchy in the pre-Napoleontic 
reorganization of the French army, which created independently operating divisions 
(Lidell Hart, 1954). Since then the question of what is the appropriate degree of 
selfcontrol at each level of any army's Aufbau has remained a key organization issue (see 
e.g. Van der Laan, 1967). 
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aspect system is so important and so many other relations coincide with it, 
that it is understandable that in practice the mode-l coordination structure (as 
represented e.g. in an organigram) is often regarded as the organization 
structure. 

We have also seen that hierarchy is used to cope with complexity, and 
stratification is used to cope with conflict (in order to promote optimum 
transfer of interference and short control dead times). 

12.4 Mode-2, -3 and -4 coordination 

Coordinators using mode-2 coordination modify local decision-making by 
providing the coordinated groups with information, by stimulating information 
exchange and direct consultations among them and/or by directly participating 
in the decision-making process. They may play a role comparable to a barrister, 
promoting certain specific interests, or comparable to a reai-estate agent, 
bringing together demand and supply. Mode-2 coordination usually pertains to 
one or more aspects of control (e.g. cost control, control of the flows of 
materials), not to the total control problem of a suborganization. 

Mode-2 coordinators have by definition no official power over the 
coordinated groups; they use officially only influence to modify selfcontrol. 
Their constraining effect on selfcontrol is thus much less than that of mode-l 
coordination: the interventions are ultimately chosen according to the 
discretion of selfcontrol. Mode-2 coordinators may still have some power, e.g. 
expert power based on the fact that they have more information on a certain 
subject or power because responsible line managers need their approval on 
certain issues (e.g. the mode-2 coordinator could be a product manager who 
has to sign certain investment proposals before they can be submitted to top 
management). However, this kind of power differs greatly from the power of a 
mode-l coordinator, because in the latter case all parties involved in a conflict 
expect the coordinator to prevail (at least officially), whereas a mode-2 
coordinator sometimes has his way and sometimes not. 

Planning and budgeting often involve a great deal of mode-2 coordination. 
Although plans and budgets may need approval of mode-l coordinators, the 
major part of the efforts involved often consists of discussions of planning or 
accounting departments with the suborganizations concerned 1 

• hl such cases it 

1However, if plans or budgets are drawn up by the planning or accounting departments 
themselves and submitted to management for approval after only a minor degree of 
participation of the suborganizations concerned, one should regard this process rather as 
mode-l than mode-2 coordination. 
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can he the task of the coordinator to ensure the mutual balancing of plans of 
budgets by providing informatiort to the parties concerned on possible misfits. 

Examples ofmode-2 coordinators are: 
liaison officers with the task of promoting communication among 
suborganizations 
committees comprising memhers from various suborganizations at the 
same Aufbau level, with a coordinating role with respect to a specific 
problem 
planning departments 
accounting departments 
material managers, who use mode-2 coordination with respect to 
production control, supplementing the mode-l coordination by the 
managers of production departments (with respect to the purchase 
department and the warehouse of the factory they are usually mode-l 
coordinators) 
officers with integrating roles (Galbraith, 1973), with the task of 
coordinating suborganizations at the same Aufbau level with respect to a 
specified issue; they may carry labels such as product rnanagers or program 
managers (project managers may also fall into this category, if they only 
have the task of guarding the schedule and/or the specification of the 
results of the project; if they have full albeit temporary - authority 
over the deptoyment of the resources put at the disposal of the project, 
they are rather to he considered as mode-l coordinators; see also section 
13.2). 

The examples given above of the product manager with some power, the 
material manager (combination of mode mode-l and 2) and the project 
manager show that the boundary between mode-l and -2 coordination can he 
complicated. The criterion for classification is always the stratification: who 
has the final say in case of conflict, according to the official power structure. 

Mode-3 coordination modifles selfcontrol through rules, regulations, standards 
etc. It is a stratified mode, i.e. it can induce control interventions which are 
contrary to the discretion of selfcontrol. It is also an indirect mode, i.e. the 
modifications it brings about are not based on information on the current 
situation but on a priori information available to the coordinator. These two 
points limit the applicability of mode-3 coordination; it usually concerns only 
specific aspects of a situation. 

As is the case with the direct version of stratified coordination (mode-l) 
the variety remaining to selfcontrol after the modification by mode-3 
coordination can vary widely. For instance, the constraining of selfcontrol of 
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citizens by legislation is less than the constraining of the behaviour of memhers 
of military forces by military instructions (which may even try to control their 
social behaviour outside the organization, see e.g. VVKM 229, 1963). 

Mode-4 coordination is non-stratified, so it constrams the exercise of discretion 
by selfcontrol much less than the stratified modes-I and 3. It tries to modify 
selfcontrol in such a way that the latter 'automatically' chooses its 
interventions in the best interest of the organization as a whole. 

In principle the budget/accounting system combined with a system of 
transfer prices, making lower-level managers responsible for the costs and 
benefits of their suborganizations within the constraints of an approved 
budget, tries to do this. But as accounting systems usually show only local 
costs and benefits and not the costs of transfer of interference, this only works 
well if the suborganizations are independent. If there are no, or only weak, 
dependences between suborganizations the optimalization of local fmancial 
results also produces optimum overall results; but if there are dependences this 
is in general not true. In the latter case it depends to a great extent on the 
reward system whether the budget/accounting system promotes satisfactory 
overall behaviour. If the reward system stresses local results, it intensifies a 
'chacun pour soi et dieu pour nous tous' attitude and thus promotes 
suboptimum transfer of interference. If the reward system stresses the 
contribution to the organization as a whole this effect will be much less. This 
might be attained if the reward system were to be based not only on the 
opinion of superiors, but also on that of officers from related 
suborganizations1 • 

There are several other, albeit less formalized, examples of mode4 
coordination. 'Automatic' behaviour inthebest interestsof the whole can also 
be obtained by consistent decision-making by mode-l coordinators, since in 
that case the coordinated groups can anticipate the interventions from the 
coordinator and will tend to solve their problems without needing explicit 
interventions. The French call this phenomenon 'penser patron' (Mayntz, 
1976, gives an interesting example of this for the administration of Western 
Germany, where a change of political leadership produces a change in the 
behaviour of civil servants after a eertaio time, without many explicit 
interventions from the new ministers). In legal matters, case law is an example 
of mode4 coordination of lower-level judges, because it coordinates without 

1Hofstede (1967) gives an example of this with respect to the reward system for 
accountants. When the opinions of line management on the contribution of their 
accountant played a role in determining rewards, the relations between line management 
and their accountant were indeed much better than when only corporate accountants 
appraised the performance of these accounting managers. 
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stating explicit rules (which would be mode-3) and without overruling specific 
lower-level sentences (which would be mode-l). In complex organizations, 
years of management practice yield the same results (see e.g. Gloor, 1972). 

lntra-company training programmes and 'organization development' activities 
can also be regarded as mode-4 coordination; another example is the training 
of soldiers. A very elaborate version of mode-4 coordination can be found in 
Chinese organizations, where some 6 to 12 hours a week are spent on 
'ideological training' (Laaksonen, 1975). 

12.5 The coordination mix 

The four coordination modes do not exclude one another but are usually used 
in combination. The combination practically always includes mode-l 
coordination, while the other modes are added in appropriate amounts. We will 
call the ex tent to which the activities of a suborganization are controlled by its 
own selfcontrol and by a combination of coordination roodels the 
coordination mix. This concept is illustrated with reference to three irnaginary 
examples in Fig. 33 (one should see this figure only as a mental exercise, as we 
do not have yet a measure for the contribution of each mode of control). 

A B c 

D s s 

1 1 

EB 2 3 

4 4 

Fig. 33. The coordination mix for three imaginary examples. 

The figures stand for the various coordination modes, the S for selfcontrol. 
A: a research department 
B: a commercial department 
C: an accounting department 
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The benefits of coordination should come from improved overall behaviour, 
teading to lower integral adaptation costs. On the other hand coordination 
involves operating costs, i.e. the costs of manpower and physical resources used 
by coordinating agencies, which can be quite substantial. Another kind of 
coordination costs are the costs of imperfect decisions due to incorrect 
prediction of the local adaptation costs resulting from coordination 
interventions ( due to the limitations of the coordinator's knowledge of the 
local situation). 

In principle, selfcontrol is in a better position to judge the local 
consequences of decisions, but may have little information on the 
consequences elsewhere and may thus tend to pursue predominantly local 
interests. The proper mix of selfcontrol and one or more coordination modes 
will depend on the situation. We will close this section with some tentative 
remarks on the right choice of this mix. 

Among the factors which influence the desired coordination mix are the 
complexity and predictability of the technology of the coordinated groups, the 
complexity (especially the heterogeneity) of the technological dependences 
between the coordinated groups and the degree of conflict involved in their 
interactions, the complexity of the relations with the organizational 
environment and the rate of change in this environment, the quality of the 
communications between coordinator and coordinated groups, the operating 
costs of coordination and the properties of the actors in the coordinated 
groups. The various factors may impose conflicting demands on the 
coordination mix, in which case the choice of this mix will be based on a 
compromise. 

Low predictability and high complexity of technology will lead to a 
tendency to use a coordination mix with much selfcontrol, because of the high 
risk of imperfect coordination interventions in this case (examples are research 
departments and development departments, although the latter may need 
somewhat more mode-l coordination because of the stronger links with other 
departments, giving more transfer of interference). 

One may cope with complexity of interactions among coordinated groups 
and with the environment by using non-stratified coordination modes (in 
particular mode-2). The advantage of these modes is their limited constraining 
effect on the exercise of discretion by selfcontrol. Disadvantages are the Iow 
conflict-resolving capacity and possibly long control dead times (one example 
is the mode-2 coordination by planning departments; another is the direct 
transmission of information on final demand and pipeline inventory, 
mentioned insection 9.4 and elaborated in chapter 16). 

If the need for coordination is due to conflict one may want a high amount of 
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stratified coordination ( especially mode-l) in the coordination mix to promo te 
optimum transfer of interference and short control dead times.1 The higher 
the degree of conflict and the higher the need forshort control dead times (e.g. 
in crisis situations), the higher the power ratio one may need. A disadvantage 
of mode-l is the risk of imperfect coordination interventions due to the 
constraining of selfcontrol, while excessive use of mode-l may also have 
motivational disadvantages (an example of a suborganization using in general 
relatively much mode-l coordination is a commercial one, because it is 
subjected to frequent interferences from the market and needs a high speed of 
response). 

If the communication between coordinators and coordinated groups is poor, 
one may tend to use much indirect coordination, combined with relatively 
much selfcontrol. 

Indirect coordination is especially powerfut in placid situations (as for 
example often found in accounting departments), because in that case the fact 
that coordination is not based on up-to-date information on the current 
situation doesnotmatter too much. Insome cases, where mode-3 coordination 
is used very extensively and has a very constraining effect on selfcontrol, one 
may get the impression that the driving force behind this is not only a desire 
for an efficient use of organizational resources but also a strong distrust of 
selfcontrol (and of human nature) or a fear of the uncertainty selfcontrol 
causes the coordinator (see Van Gunsteren, 1976, chapter 5, on the 
psychological basis of the quest for tight coordination). 

The operating costs of mode-3 coordination are often relatively low, usually 
much lower than mode-l. The costs of mode-2 and 4 coordination can vary 
widely, because one can apply them to practically any desired extent. In 
complex organizations mode-l coordination is often largely supplemented by 
mode-2, in which case the operating costs of the latter mode can be much 
higher than those of mode-l. 

Finally, one may mention cultural influences on the coordination mix. One 
gets the impression that there is a tendency in China and Japan to use more 
non-stratified coordination than in the West (Laaksonen, 1975, Sasaki, 1973), 
whereas the differences among countries in the West with respect to the power 
ratio in organizations (Hofstede, 1976), may indicate differences in the 

1Mode-l does not always give a short control dead time. If tbe mode-l ooordination 
structure uses a 'tall' hierarchy (due toa small span of the hierarchy) or a matrix structure 
(see chapter 13), control dead times may be quite long; in those cases a larger span of the 
hierarchy or a one-dimensional structure, combined with mode-2 ooordination might give 
shorter control dead times. 
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amount of mode-l coordination in the coordination mix (more mode-l in 
Latin countries than in Germanic ones). In this context we can remark that the 
decreasing power ratio in many organizations in the West, mentioned in section 
11.2, does not of necessity result in a lower organizational controllability. If 
the coordination mix is sufficiently adapted to the lower power ratio (i.e. more 
use of non-stratified modes), it is in several situations possible to maintain the 
controllability or even to increase it through a possible higher motivation and a 
better utilization of selfcontrol. 
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13. mE AUFBAU 

13.1 The nature ofthe Aufbau 

The Autbau of an organization was defined in section 5.1 as its system of 
positions. lt can be seen as the static anatomy of the organization, determining 
its task: and control structure. The programmes and relationships as defmed by 
the Autbau have a strong influence on the behaviour of the actors in the 
organization. As March and Sirnon (1958, p.143) put it: 'knowledge of the 
programmes of an organization permits one to predict in considerable detail 
the behaviour of the merobers of the organization'. The Autbau is thus an 
essential part of the organizational control system. 

The Autbau provides not only a division of control task:s (as discussed in 
sections 11.3 and 11.4} but also a division of Iabour. Hence Autbau design is 
not only control-system design, but at the same time technology design; it 
must thus be based on both control considerations and technological 
considerations. 

Many technological considerations boil down to the demand of low 
operating costs, i.e. high stead y-state efficiency. Low operating costs can be 
obtained by task specialization and by combination of tasks, which can give 
synergy (see Ansoff, 1965, chapter 5}, economies of scale, efficient use of 
common resources, etc. 

The main cmitrol consideration is the above-mentioned integral 
controllability, or in the terros of Ansoff and Brandenburg (1971) the 
'operational and strategie responsiveness' of the organization as a whole (the 
first property refers to its ability to adapt the mix and volume of the output to 
changes in demand, the second to its ability to adapt the nature of the output). 

Autbau design pertains to the defmition of individual positions and to the 
defmition of their mutual relations. 1n part II we introduced the concept of 
the clustering of individual positions to a hierarcbic system of compound 
positions, such as departments and divisions (see Fig. 14 for an example of 
such a system). With the concepts introduced in chapter 12 we can now define 
the clustering criterion: a set of positions belongs to the same compound 
position if and only if they are coordinated by the same mode· I coordinator. 
As compound positions can be defined at various levels of aggregation, we can 
make for them an analogous statement: a set of compound positions belongs 
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to the same 'higher level compound position' if and only if they are 
coordinated by the samemode-l coordinator. 

There are many relations between positions both technological (physical 
and information support connections) and control relations. However, it is the 
system of mode-l coordination relations (a subset of the latter category) that 
constitute the core of the Aufbau not only because these relations are so 
important in themselves, but also because many other relations coincide with 
them. The mode-l coordination structure, i.e. the structure of line 
management, is usually designed in such a way that the resulting compound 
positions have a homogeneaus technology, while the technological relations 
within such compound positions are more numerous and stronger than those 
with positions from different compound positions. These technological 
relations also involve control relations, not only in conneetion with the 
above-mentioned mode-l coordination, but also in conneetion with selfcontrol 
('horizontal relations') and possibly other coordination modes (and this applies 
not only to the official-routine relations, but also to the unofficial and/or 
non-routine relations). Thus the mode-l coordination structure coincides with 
the near-decomposability of both technology and format and informal controL 

13.2 Some design considerations 

Because the core of the Aufbau is the mode-l or line management structure, 
Aufbau design usually starts with this aspect system of the Aufbau. Af ter that 
other coordination and control structures can be ftlled in. 

Of course the choice of an Aufbau configuration depends on the organization's 
situation, i.e. its technology and environment. But even in a given situation 
there is usually no 'one best way of organizing'. A situation usually has a 
certain degree of 'indifference', i.e. there are several feasible solutions to the 
problem of designing a mode-l coordination structure. As will for example be 
seen below, the complete control system contains a combination of control 
and coordination mechanisms, so the shortcomings of each of the above
mentioned mode-l coordination structures can often be compensated by 
combining it with other control elements. 

Another point is that the situation itself is usually not immutable, but is 
also subject to design and controL Technology is artificial (although by no 
means having dispensation from natural laws), so its design can use control 
considerations (such as flexibility) in addition to technological ones (such as 
effectivity and steady-state efficiency). The organization's environment can be 
chosen, within limits (for instance, manufacturing sites can be situated in 
politically stabie countries), or controlled (e.g. by seeking support from 
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governrnent agencies, by making coalitions or cartels or by negotiating 
long-term delivery contracts). 

The design of the mode-l coordination structure has a dual objective. On the 
one hand it should satisfy the decomposition demand (see section 11.3), i.e. it 
should create compound positions with a homogeneaus technological core, 
which can be protected by its boundary spanning functions. On the other hand 
it should at the sametime satisfy the inlegration demand, i.e. it should create 
compound positions with few, stabie and homogeneaus technological relations 
with other compound positions. Satisfaction of the decomposition demand 
promotes steady-state efficiency and local controllability, while satisfaction of 
the. integration demand promotes integral controllability (or overall 
responsiveness ). 

Compound positions with homogeneaus technologies and/or technological 
relations with their environment can be obtained by using one or more of the 
following specialization principles (already discussed in various versions by the 
'classics' such as Gullek and Urwick, 1937): 

transformation specialization: combination of positions occupied with the 
same physical transformation or function 
object specialization: combination of positions occupied with different 
transformations on the same object (product or service) 
geographical specialization: combination of positions located in the same 
geographical area 
environment specialization: combination of positions obtaining their 
inputs from the same type of suppliers or disposing of their outputs to the 
same type of customers. 

Unfortunately, a technology which is homogeneaus with respect to one of 
these principles often gives heterogeneaus relations with respect to others and 
hence a difficult control and coordination problem, because every relation can 
give rise to interference. For example, one can organize a multinational 
company according to the countries in which it operates (geographical 
specialization), or use the classical functional organization in sales, 
manufacturing, R&D, etc. (transformation specialization) or use a divisional 
organization (object specialization). In each case homogenization according to 
one principle gives heterogeneity according to the others. 

This problem can be solved partly by efficient use of the hierarchy and the 
stratification of the mode-l coordination structure; it can also be solved partly 
by complementing this structure with other coordination and control 
mechanisms. 
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The homogenization problem exists at every level of the hierarchy, but one can 
use different specialization principles at different levels. For example, Product 
Divisions (the result of object specialization) have often a functional internat 
structure, which means that on the level below the divisional level they are 
organized according to the transformation specialization principle. At the next 
level down one has a choice again: should one for example organize the 
divisional sales department according to the countries where the products are 
sold or according to types of clients (two versions of environrnental 
specialization) or according to the different types of products made by the 
di vision (object specialization )? Thus heterogeneity at one level can he tackled 
by using the appropriate specialization principle at the next level down. 

Of course, this usually does not solve the problem of heterogencity with 
respect to different principles completely. Another possibility is to use a 
specifïc type of stratification, viz. a multidimensional stratification, usually 
called a matrix organization. In this case there are at least two types of mode-l 
coordinators at a given level of the Aufbau, each type having the mission of 
cantrolling interferences connected with one type of technological relations. 
Thus, instead of solving the heterogeneity problem at different Aufbau levels, 
one tries to solve it at the same level. 

Multidimensional stratifications, or matrix organizations, can he of a static 
or a dynamic nature. A static version is the structure of Philips Industries, 
discussed in section 6.5, which uses both geographical and object specialization 
at the sarne time: each (compound) position is always coordinated both by a 
National Organization Management and by a Divisional Management (see 
Fig. 13). Another example of a static matrix organization is the system of 
functional bosses proposed by Taylor (1911). 

The project organization is a dynamic version: positions are combined in 
competence or functional groups, while the actors occupying these positions 
are temporarily assigned to projects and then coordinated by a project 
manager. 

Matrix organizations are increasingly popular as devices to cope with 
heterogeneity of interaction (see e.g. Knight, 1976, Sayles, 1976 and also 
Goggin, 1974), but have of course one major shortcoming: the possible 
conflicts between the various types of mode-l coordinators (the more vexing, 
because the very mission of mode-l coordination is to cope with conflict). 

The mode-l coordination structure does not need to provide a complete 
salution to the control/coordination problem. If, for example, the 
interterences involved in a certain type of technological relation do not cause 
acute conflicts, they can often very well he dealt with by mode-2 coordination. 
As discussed in section 12.4, there is a great variety of mode-2 coordinators, 
such as planning groups, liaison officers, product managers etc. The use of 
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mode-2 coordination to deal with certain complex interactions has the 
advantage that it hardly affects the clarity and conflict solving power of 
mode-l coordination (as opposed to solutions which use a complex mode-l 
structure such as matrix organizations). 

Heterogeneous relations can also be controlled by mode-3 coordination. 
An example is the coordination of accounting or EDP departments through 
standardization of systems and procedures. Another example is the 
organizational personnet policy, which is often largely coordinated through 
mode-3 coordination too. 

There are also scores of possibilities of using the Ablauf organization to 
cope with some of the possible shortcomings of a particular mode-l 
coordination structure. An example is the introduetion of the PPB-System 
(Planning Programming Budgeting System, see e.g. Lyden and Miller, 1967) in 
the United States Department of Defence. This can be seen as the introduetion 
of object specialization (the PPB-System prepares budgets for missions rather 
than for departments) by means of the Ablauf organization, while teaving the 
Aufbau, predominantly organized according to transformation specialization 
(i.e. functionally) unaltered. Another example is the use of integrated or fused 
(or 'vertical', see Galbraith, 1974) control systems to be discussed insection 
14.4. A fmal example is the separation of decision-making on policy from 
decision-making on operations (centralizing the former, decentralizing the 
latter), mentioned by Ansoff and Brandenburg, 1971 (see section 14.3). 
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14. THE ABLAUF STRUCTURE 

14.1 Ablauf decomposition 

Decomposition and integration of control and technology in order to create an 
Aufbau, i.e. departmentalization, is performed in every organization and 
studied by practically every student of organizations (in fact we used the 
Aufbau, the system of positions, as the defming characteristic of an 
organization in definition 18). 

The explicit use of decomposition (and integration) of the control Ablauf 
as an element of organization design, is somewhat less common but still well 
known in the literature. For example, the following authors have described a 
multilevel structure for organizational control procedures (apart from the 
mfiitary use of this concept mentioned in section 11.4 ): 

Parsons (1960): technicallevel, management level, institutionallevel 
Ansoff (1965): operational decisions, administrative decisions, strategie 
decisions 
Anthony (1965): operational control, management control, strategie 
planning 
Mesarovic et al (1970): control, learning and adaptation, self-organization 
Sagasti (1973): short-range planning, medium-range planning, long-range 
planning 
De Leeuw (1974): routine control, adaptive control, strategie control 

These authors introduce their multilevel control structure predominantly to 
discuss the differences between the various levels in the nature of 
decision-making itself and in the norms or goals used. They use these 
differences as criteria for clustering different types of decisions. Furthermore, 
the levels of Parsons, Ansoff, Anthony and Sagasti are level-dependent 
concepts (see section 1.1), i.e. they have a fixed empirica! content. 

The Ablauf levels discussed here are level-independent concepts: the 
control Ablauf is decomposed according to a single criterion, the futurity of 
the decisions concerned; the empirical meaning of these levels (and the number 
of levels used) depends on the situation (see the next sections). This 
decomposition is not proposed as a descriptive classification scheme, but as a 
design method; it can help the designer to create homogeneaus classes of 
decisions, each class having a specific place in the overall control structure, 
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which makes it possible to design the proper relations among these classes of 
decisions from the viewpoint of this overall control structure. 

This decomposition of the control Ablauf in order to create various control 
levels can be called vertical Ablauf decomposition (if we take the 
Aufbau-Ablauf framework as shown in Figs. 31 and 34, as our frame of 
reference for determing what is vertical and what is horizontal). A second way 
of decomposing the Ablauf is horizontal decomposition, which partitions 
control procedures according to the bmmdaries of (compotmd) positions, see 
Fig. 34. 
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Fig. 34. Vertical and horizontal Ablauf decomposition. 
The figure shows an Aufbau-Ablauf framework. Vertical Ablauf decomposition 
creates the interfaces a and b, horizontal decomposition creates the interfaces 
A,B,C,etc. 

14.2 Futurity 

A discussion of the vertical Ablauf decomposition requires more insight in the 
concept of futurity, introduced in section 11.4. In chapter 5 we defined 
control as a continuons process, promoting preferred behaviour of a 
system-being-controlled. Control thus implies a sequence of control 
interventions (decision-making for tmique situations is not regardedas control 
here ). In chapter 7 the control process was discussed as interference reduction; 
the sequence of interventions produces an equilibrium-seeking process (where 
the equilibrium in question may be static or dynamic). The system· 
being-controlled was defined as being in equilibrium if the controller refrained 
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from control interventions (definition 34). Now we need to defme two types 
of equilibria (unlike definition 34 this definition requires knowledge of the 
criteria or preferences of the controller). 

Defmition 52 
A system-being-controlled 1s m ultimate equilibrium if its state is in 
accordance with the preferences of its controller; it is in provisional 
equilibrium if its state is not in accordance with the preferences of its 
controller, but the latter nevertheless refrains from control interventions. 

For example, in production-level control the system-being-controlled may be 
in ultimate equilibrium if the production level equals the sales level and the 
stock level equals the stock nonn. If stocks exceed the norm, the production 
level can be decreased, whereupon the system is in provisional equilibrium: no 
forther control intervention is applied, althougil the stocks are of course not 
immediately in equilibrium again. 

The application of a control intervention will usually aim at some ultimate 
equilibrium. Owing to the inertia of technology it takes some time to reach 
this ultimate equilibrium. We will call this time the futurity of that 
intervention. 

Defmition 53 
The futurity of a control intervention is the expected period of time 
between the moment it is implemented and the attainment of the ultimate 
equilibrium state aimed at. 

For example, the futurity of a decision to invest in new production equipment 
covers the time needed to acquire the equipment plus the period it is used in 
production during its (economie) life. The system is in provisional equilibrium 
as soon as the equipment is ordered (until the time has come to hire or train 
personnet for it, which necessitates control actions). The futurity of a decision 
to start a project is the expected time needed to complete the project plus the 
time during which the benefits of the project are reaped. 1 

The fact that it takes time to reach ultimate equilibrium after an intervention 
is selected, often has the important consequence that the decision in question 
is not irrevocable, but can be reversed or adapted after some time. We will call 
this time the control period. 

1The futurity of a control intervention should not be confused with Jacques' concept 
'time span of discretion' (Jacques, 1956}. The latter concept is rather to be compared with 
our 'control period', to be defined in definition 54. 
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Definition 54 
The control period of an intervention is the time that has to elapse after it 
is implemented before a new or adapted intervention can be implemented. 

One can oompare the control period with the refractory period of a nerve 
(after a nerve has transmitted a pulse it needs some time, the refractory period, 
before a new pul se can be triggered). The length of the control period depends 
both on the technology and on the control system. Short control periods 
decrease control dead times but increase the operating costs of the control 
system and may lead to too many interventions in the system-being-controlled, 
which threatens its efficiency. Finally, in complex organizations the time 
needed for negotiations to adapt current plans sets a lower bound for the 
control period (for example, in several divisions of Philips Industries the 
control period for divisional production level control is four months, which is 
practically equal to the time needed to prepare the plans: as soon as a set of 
production plans has come into force, the Divisional Planning Department 
starts a new planning cycle). 

The concept of control period applies to routine control activities. In 
special circumstances it is almost always possible to bypass the routine control 
procedures in order to arrive at a quick response. However, in complex 
organizations this bypassing can produce considerable transfer of interference, 
so it is often more profitable to design routine control procedures with short 
response times than to permit many exceptions. 

The horizon used in decision-making on a specific type of interventions will be 
called the decision horizon. In principle the decision horizon should be equal 
to the futurity of the interventions in question. A longer horizon would be 
superfluous, while a shorter one gives problems: ultimate equilibrium is 
reached via successive provisional equilibrium states, but if the state of 
ultimate equilibrium does not fall within the horizon it will be difficult to 
determine whether a state is a provisional equilibrium state or not. Too short 
decision horizons produce suboptimum control interventions, but in general 
the langer the decision horizon the higher the operating costs of the control 
system. An optimum value of the decision horizon should thus be sought. 

It follows from the above discussion that control consists in principle of a 
sequence of interventions (the intervals between interventions being the 
control period) aimed at reaching ultimate equilibrium through successive 
stages of provisional equilibrium. Now ultimate equilibrium is never actually 
reached, not only because new interferences continually cause new 
disequilibria, but also because the ultimate equilibrium state itself usually 
changes (cf. the discussion on the demand servo in chapter 8: it tries to follow 
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demand, but as the demand level changes the equilibrium state changes too). 
The pursuit of ultimate equilibrium in industrial organizations is therefore 
often performed via arevolving planning system (see Fig. 35). At time t 1 one 
aims at reaching ultimate equilibrium at time tT (or earlier}, at time t2 one 
aims at reaching a (possibly different) ultimate equilibrium at time tT + 1• 

Revolving planning combines feedforward with feedback; it contains 
feedforward because it anticipates the events expected until tT and feedback 
because the differences between the plan for the first period (t1 to t2 ) and the 
realization are fed back to the new plan through the new values of the initial 
state of the system-being-controlled at t2 • 

I. plan preparedat time t 1 

plan prepared at time t2 

t3 ..•... 

-time 

Fig. 35. Revolving planning. 

At time t 1 a plan with a decision horizon ofT control periods comes into force. 
One control period later, at time t2 , a new plan with the same decision horizon, 
Le. terminating one control period later, comes into force. 

Ceteris paribus, the higher the inertia of the system being controlled the higher 
the futurity of the interventions which control it, and usually also the longer 
the control period (a revision of an intervention is only meaningful, if the 
relevant variables have changed sufficiently, and for systems with a high inertia 
the rate of change of the relevant variables is usually low ). The higher the 
futurity of an intervention, the longer in general the time that organizational 
resources are committed. It is this property that Drucker used to describe the 
futurity of a decision (see section 11.4). We prefer definition 53, because it has 
somewhat less ambiguity. 

Decisions with high futurity (i.e. concerned with slow-moving subsystems 
or aspect systems) often apply to larger partsof the organization and can often 
be taken at higher aggregation levels (see also the next two sections). 

Some of the concepts discussed in this section can be illustrated with the linear 
control rule of section 8.2. This is an example of revolving planning: the rule 
only determines the production level for the first period, but this is done in 
anticipation of the development of the saleslevel (through the second term of 
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equation 4). The futurity of this decision cannot he detennined exactly, 
because the weighting factors Yr tend to zero but never reach this value. 
Nevertheless, the decision horizon T can he chosen in such a way that the 
remaining error is smaller than any arbitrary value (because the preilietion of 
St naturally becomes less accurate with increasing T, very high valnes ofT are 
senseless). 

The higher the inertia of the system being controlled the higher will the 
damping factor r2 he chosen. The rule shows that the higher r2 , the slower the 
factors g7 decrease, thus the longer the decision horizonT should he (other 
things being equal). 

14.3 Vertical Ablauf decomposition 

Vertical Ablauf decomposition clusters control procedures according to the 
futurity of the interventions to he chosen, thus creating various control levels. 
Fig. 36 gives an example of such a multilevel structure for one of the divisions 
of Philips Industries (taken from the PROSPECT-blueprint to he discussed in 
chapter 16). The higher the level of control the longer the control period and 
the decision horizon, and the higher the level of aggregation •. 

level control deelsion lowest level 
of control probieros period horizon of 

control (in months) (inyearsl aggregation 

long-term - i nnovation of technology 
- investment in fixed assets market control 

size and structure of 
12 4-10 

section (LTC! organization 

medium-term aggregate production and capacity 
control sales-level control 4-12 2·3 
(MTCJ budgeting 

group 

short term ordering 
control 1/30-1 1/12 1/4 item 
tSTCJ scheduling 

Fig. 36. An example of a multilevel Ablauf structure. 
(taken from the PROSPECT-blueprint, discussed in chapter 16). 
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At each level there may be a set of formalized (revolving) planning procedures, 
but it is also possible to have procedures which are only used when triggered 
by some event (e.g. procedures with respect to investrnent in fixed assets). 
Each level also has many non-routine and/or non-official control activities 
( which are of course less amenable to explicit design than routine-official 
procedures). Higher-level decisions are not restricted to issues in the more 
distant future: every procedure starts from the present situation (although 
control dead times may be longer for higher Ablauf levels). The number of 
levels depends on the situation and on the discretion of the control-system 
designer; of course the often used three-level structure has the appeal of 
simplicity. 

The empirica! content of the terros 'long-term control' (LTC), 
'medium-term control' (MTC) and 'short-term control' (STC) is not fixed, but 
depends on the context. lt often happens that the greater the distance to 
actual operations, the longer the control time constants. Por example, in 
Philips Industries STC at factory level may have a decision horizon of a week, 
for a divisional planning department one to four months and for fmancial 
planning at corpora te level a year. 

Every control level has its own impact on technica! operations. Por instance, 
the LTC of Fig. 36 determines the capacity of ftxed assets, MTC is used among 
other things to determine the size of the work force and to negotiate delivery 
contracts for parts and components and STC is used for ordering and 
scheduling (it is misteading to state, as e.g. Emery, 1969, section 5.5, does, that 
lower levels only have the task of spelling out higher-level decisions and that on 
the other hand organizational activities are only controlled at the lowest level). 
In Fig. 36 LTC provides strategie responsiveness (changes in the nature ofthe 
output) and MTC and STC operational responsiveness (MTC for changes in the 
volume of the output and STC for changes in the output mix). 

This also means that each level needs its own information systems, because 
the information needed at higher levels is not just the aggregate of lower level 
information. Higher levels need not only additional information on the 
expectations for the more distant future, but also information on other 
subjects (e.g. prediction of the growth of consumer income in a country may 
be needed for aggregate sales control, but not for ordering). Finally, it is often 
possible to prepare better predictions for aggregate variables than for the items 
separately; one may call this phenomenon the aggregaticm effect (the predicted 
sum is more accurate than the sum of the predictions; we once encountered a 
situation, where the sum of the salesplans for the individual items of a division 
showed an increase of 22% over the figure for the previous year which was, as 
all planners agreed, far too much; at the same time each planner was 
reasonably sure that his detailed plans were not too optimistic ). In view of the 
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fact that different Ablauf levels require different inforrnation systems, 
automation of the information processing for higher Ablauf levels need not 
always be postponed until much of the information processing for lower levels 
has been automated. 

An important task of higher Ablauf levels is to produce ultrastability (see 
section 12.3) for lower levels, i.e. they should control the slower-moving 
subSYstems of the organization in such a way that they do not constrain the 
lower-level control too much. In the example of Fig. 36, LTC has to ensure 
that the aggregate production control by MTC is not unduly hampered by 
insuftkient machine capacity and production space. 

Higher Ablauf levels control the slower-moving subSYstems of the 
organization over longer decision horizons. Decisions taken at higher levels 
must thus have priority over decisions taken at lower levels; lower levels should 
not be allowed to overrule higher-level decisions, because they cannot oversee 
the consequences of the Jatter. The interactions between levels thus often take 
the forrn that higher-level decisions set constraints for lower-level 
decision-making, while the lower levels have the taskof reporting to the higher 
levels when these constraints seem too tight (see Fig. 37). On receipt of such a 
report, the higher level may change the constraints, but may well not do so in 
view of the longer-term consequences. It is because of this priority of decisions 
from higher Ablauf levels that we introduced the Ablauf structure as a 
stratified system of controllevels insection 11.4. 

I Ablauf level i 

constraints 

I Ablaut level i-1 

I 
signa! that optimum 
may lie outside 
constraints 

I 
Fig. 37. Relations between Ablauflevels. 

Decisions, taken at level i have priority over decisions taken at level i-1; they set 
constraints for the latter. For instance, LTC determines the capacity with 
respect to manufacturing space and thus sets an upper bound on the aggregate 
production level to be controlled by MTC. MTC can report to LTC that this 
constraint will become too tight in next year view of the expected saleslevel for 
that year, whereupon LTC can decide whether a capacity expansion is worth
while in view of the expected sales and profit for perhaps the next ten years. 
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The decomposition of decision-making in such a way that some decisions have 
priority over others can have a strongly simplifying effect on decision-making, 
because it bounds iterations. Many planning problems in complex 
organizations are solved iteratively: a provisional solution is prepared for a 
particular suborganization and passed on to connected suborganizations, where 
it is adapted and passed on to further connected suborganizations, etc. The 
proposed plans are finally retumed to the first one and adapted again. In 
principle, this cycle continues until a satisfactory solution is found (an 
example is the divisional medium-term sales and production planning in Philips 
Industries, which involves sales organizations, divisional headquarters, 
end-product factories, component factories within the division and outside 
suppliers). Such procedurescan take an enormous amount of time, which leads 
to long control dead times and possible suboptimum solutions (because it is 
often impossible to use more than two iterations). If some decisions have 
priority over others, decision-making can be performed sequentially, which 
takes less time than iterative decision-making (all other things being equal). 

Vertical Ablauf decomposition creates homogeneous control subproblems 
(homogeneous with respect to the control period, decision horizon and 
aggregation level). This decreases the complexity of decision-making and 
permits specialization of people, procedures and information systems. 
Specialization with respect to people has the additional advantages of 
protecting higher level decision-making in turbulent situations. In such 
situations a version of Gresharn's law ('bad money drives out good money') is 
often applicable, which can be formulated: 'today drives out tomorrow'1 • If 
the same man has to solve both short-term and long-term problems, he will 
tend (especially in turbulent situations) to give most of hls attention to the 
short-term and to shelve long-term problems until they become so urgent that 
they have to be treated as short-term ones. 

Integration of control is also simplified by explicit vertical Ablauf 
decomposition; decisions from various levels are then integrated through the 
above-mentioned sequentia! decision-making (instead of through iterative 
procedures), while the homogeneity of the control period, decision horizon 
and aggregation level facilitates the coupling of control procedures from 
different suborganizations (see the next section). 

1We prefer this formulation to Simon's (1960, p.l2-13) 'Gresham's law of planning', 
which states that 'programmed activity drives out unprogrammed activity'. Simon's 
version of the law is violated if unprogrammed activities become urgent. For example, the 
unprogrammed actlvities of handling the consequences of a breakdown of the electric 
power generator of a plant, will drive out a plant manager's programmed actlvities of 
writing his monthly report to divisional management. 
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14.4 Horizontal Ablauf decomposition 

There appear only a few Aujbau levels at each level of the Ablauf structure, 
discussed in the previous section. For instance, in the PROSPECT-blueprint 
described in chapter 16, medium-term control deals with three Aufbau levels, 
viz. the capacity-group level, the production-department level and the factory 
level (Aufbau-levels 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 14 of section 6.5). Decision procedures 
with respect to investments in fixed assets (LTC in Fig. 36) usually operate in 
particular at the factory and divisionallevels. 

As already mentioned in section 14.3, higher Ablauf levels tend to deal 
with larger parts of the organization and consequently with higher Aufbau 
levels. It should be noted, however, that (vertical) Ablauf decomposition 
assigns in the ftrst instanee decisions with respect to certain technological 
control problems to the various Ablauf levels, not positions The positions are 
assigned to the appropriate types of decisions during the specification of the 
decision procedures. Of course, the mode-l coordinators of the 
suborganizations, appearing at a given Ablauf level, will usually be given a role 
in the decision-making procedures in question. Thus, the higher the Aufbau 
level of a suborganization, the higher in general the Ablauf levels where its 
mode-I coordinator plays a role (which does not mean that mode-l 
coordinators of large suborganizations only play a role at higher Ablauflevels; 
e.g. the board of management of a large company will not only deal with 
strategie questions, but will also be very interested in monthly reports on the 
status oftheir company). 

An important design issue is the choice of the lowest level of aggregation to be 
used at a given Ablauf level (and consequently the smallest suborganization to 
be discerned at that level) and furthermore how and to what extent the control 
procedures for the various suborganizations at that Ablauf level should be 
connected in order to obtain integration of controL This is the question of 
horizontal Ablauf decomposition and integration. 

We can distinguish various 'degrees of connectiveness'. If control 
procedures at corresponding Ablauf-levels in different suborganizations are 
totally unrelated, one can say that they are disjoint. If there are routine 
control inputs and outputs between suborganizations, but no mutual 
adjustment of procedures, these procedures may be called adjoining (e.g. 
suborganizations with a technological series connection, exchanging only 
orders and confrrmations of orders). If there is mutual adjustment between 
control procedures e.g. by using corresponding timetables and by precisely 
defining the interfaces (with respect to aggregation level, planning horizon, 
etc.), one can say that the procedures are coupled. Finally, if the control 
interventions for different suborganizations are chosen in one integrated 
control procedure, one can say that the procedures are fused. 
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The 'degree of connectiveness' can vary for the different Ablauf levels. 
Long-tenn control (as defined in e.g. Fig. 36) of the production departments 
of a factory may be fused, whereas the scheduling procedures (STC in Fig. 36) 
for these departments may be disjoint or only adjoining. The degree of 
connectiveness may also be chosen differently for different aspect systerns of 
the organizational control system. For instance, in designing a matenals 
management system one may have the choice between designing an integrated 
( or fused) system for a whole Product Division or for the factories separately 
(only adjoining at divisional level) or evenforseparate production departments 
(possibly coupled at factory level). Although this question is certainly not 
unrelated to other aspects of the organizational control system, one still has 
some freedom of choice. 

Higher degrees of connectiveness will usually improve the integration of 
control and will thus promote optimum transfer of interference. On the other 
hand, they may restriet local selfcontrol and consequently decrease local 
controllability. One has to choose, therefore, an optimum degree of 
connectiveness. 
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15 CONTROL-SYSTEM DESIGN 

15.1 Control in the Large 

The control paradigm discussed in section 11.1 can be roughly paraphrased as 
'to Organize is to Con trol'. Thus, changing the Autbau or the Ablauf structure 
is regarded bere as a form of control. This was expressed in section 5.2 by 
using the term Control in the Large for such activities. 

The process of control was described in chapter 7 as one of interference 
reduction. Interferences are normally reduced by Control in the Small (CS), 
but sametimes Control in the Large (CL) is used as well in order to cope better 
with similar interferences in the future. If e.g. the factories of a company have 
increasing difficulties in obtaining certain materials, the company may set up a 
central agency to purebase such materials. If the settiement of damages by an 
insurance company is continually hindered by incomplete information from 
the insured, the company may change the control Ablauf by introducing forms 
for the declaration of darnages. Thus CL can be regarded as an indirect mode 
of controL 

CL belongs to the everyday activities of a manager. Apart from making 
decisions on various control issues (CS) he is also engaged in assigning tasks to 
his subordinates or in establishing procedures to deal with certain matters. 
However, this chapter will be mainly concerned with major CL efforts, such as 
major reorganizations of the Autbau or the design and implementation of 
(large) automated information systems. 

In chapter 7 we described interference reduction as an equilibrium-seeking 
process driven by the dissatisfaction of the controller with the existing 
situation. That discussion dealt chiefly with Control in the Small, but the same 
approach can be used to characterize Control in the Large. A control system is 
practically never designed · and implemented starting from scratch, but evolves 
from one steady state to another (in several small steps or in larger ones), this 
evolution being driven by the dissatisfaction with the existing control system 
of one or more powerful organizational participants. 

Dissatisfaction can be caused by a decreasing interference reduction 
capacity due to financiallosses, by high adaptation costs or by ever recurring 
problems of a similar nature, which may indicate that the controllability is too 
low. Such situations may occur because of environrnental changes, such as the 
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appearance of powerfut competitors, increases in the price of resources, or an 
increased rate of change in the demand on output markets. Another reason can 
be a change in corporate strategy, such as the start of a diversification 
programme or the expansion of activities to new geographical areas. This 
second cause is well expressed in Chandler's (1962) adage 'Structure follows 
Strategy'. 

CL efforts with respect to control systems are often 'reactive', a result of 
dissatisfaction with the present situation (this is not so much the case with 
CL efforts with respect to technology). The reason may be that it is very 
difficult to predict the impact of environmental changes or changes in strategy 
on the organizational controllability1

• A reactive CL strategy, however, can 
cause an evolution of the control system marked by recurrent crises, as is well 
described by Greiner (1972): only a crisis produces suftleient dissatisfaction to 
start a major CL effort. 

Control in the Large involves initial costs for development and 
implementation, which have to be recouped during the life of the new control 
system. This means that the futurity of decisions to start major CL efforts is 
often of the order of five years or more (unless the benefits of the new system 
are very high or the initial costs very low). In the context of fig. 36 this means 
that such decisions beloog to the Long-Term ControlleveL 

A major CL effort may pass through a succession of various phases, for 
instanee 

initiation: problem definition, orientation on possible solutions (or 
feasibility study ), planning of the CL effort 
analysis and design: analysis of requirements and ofthe present situation, 
design of the new control system (or of a new subsystem of the control 
system) 
implementation of the new (sub )system 
maintenance: audit of the project and of the performance of the new 
system, maintenance and possibly implementation of minor changes 
(called 'control of the control system' by Ackoff, 1971) eventually 
resulting in initiation of a new CL effort to design and imptement the 
next-generation system. 

1 Chandler (1962) shows that the trend towards divisionalization in corpora te structure is 
not so much caused by deliberate actions in view of intended diversificatîon programmes, 
but rather by dîssatisfaction with the results of cantrolling dîversified operadons with the 
'old-fashioned' functional organizatîon structure. This is only to be expected: a 
simultaneous change of strategy and structure would involve a dual risk, so one tries fttst 
to run new operations with the existing organizational structure. 
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Explicit control·system design will deal predominantly with field I of the 
formalization mix (see section 5.1 ), i.e. with the creation of the routine-official 
parts of the Control System. Control subsystems betonging to the other three 
fields are much less amenable to explicit design. They are strongly effected by 
changes in the routine-official system, but the actors of the organization 
themselves have to supplement this subsystem to a large extent with effective 
unofficial and/or non-routine subsystems. It is therefore crucial to obtain 
efficient participation from them in the design and implementation process. 
When their participation is gained, 'an awful lot of things just organize 
themselves' (Beer, 1972, pl6); this is also extensively discussed in the literature 
on 'organization development' (see e.g. Bennis, 1969, and Argyris, 1971). 

15.2 Design Aspects 

It is advantageous to use a holistic approach to Control in the Large. Such an 
approach bas three aspects. In the first place CL should not be separated from 
CS: major CL efforts for in dustrial organizations should fit their strategie plans 
with respect to e.g. sales and production; new control systems are in principle 
built to solve not present-day control problems, but those to be expected for 
the coming years. 

In the second place, Control in the Large should be basedon a view of the 
control system as a whole. As mentioned above, a control system is practically 
never designed and implemented starting from scratch; CL efforts are usually 
directed at the reptacement of a subsystem of an existing control system. 
However, changing one · subsystem usually affects others. Using a holistic 
approach means that one analyses and designs not only the subsystem in 
question, but also the interfaces and relations with connected subsystems, 
from a perspective of the control system as a whole. 

A holistic approach to control in the large means in the third place a 
holistic view of the evolution of the organizational control system. It is wise to 
execute actual organizational change in relatively small steps. In the words of 
Banbury (1975), paraphrasing two cosmogenetic theories, theeropbasis should 
be on the 'continuous creation' of control systems insteadof on one 'big bang'. 
A major reason for this is the difficulty of creating the necessary 
supplementary unofficial and/or non-routine control subsystems and of erasing 
the existing ones, if one makes too drastic changes in the official-routine 
system. However, one has to fmd the proper balance between the dangers of 
the 'big bang' and the hazards of using too many obsolete solutions from the 
present (trouble-ridden) situation. It is therefore advantageous to have a master 
plan for the development of the control system as a whole, which can be used 
to derive the CL projects of today. Just as the ultimate equilibrium of Control 
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in the Small, discussed in section 14.2, may change with time, so can this 
masterplan be adapted on the basis of the experience with the new control 
subsystem, or changing CS strategies. In this way one gets a kind of revolving 
planning for Control in the Large. 

A holistic approach to Control in the Large does not mean that one should 
always aim at designing large-scale automated information and control systems 
for the whole organization or large parts of it. For such endeavours Dearden's 
(1972) statement 'MIS is a mirage' is still valid in our opinion (especially if the 
step from the present situation to the new system is a large one). 

As discussed in section 1.1, design is the activity of making artificial things 
with desired properties. 'A design is a structure within a situation' (Gregory, 
1966). In this case the situation consists of the technology and the 
environment of the organization. 

Design activities take place in the second phase of a CL effort. One can 
distinguish three stages in the design process (see e.g. Nadler, 1967, and Sirnon, 
1969): 

determination of the function of the artefact to be designed (Simon: 
specification of the outer environment of the system) 
information gatbering and search for alternative solutions (Simon: 
specification ofthe inner environment of the system) 
evaluation of the alternatives 

Once the function of the artefact is specified the design process moves between 
two poles: the synthesis of so1utions and the evaluation, testing or analysis of 
these solutions. These synthesis-analysis iterations continue until an optimum 
( or satisfactory) salution is found. 

A key role in these iterations is played by the representation of the design 
problem (Sirnon, 1969). Only with the aid of an adequate representation, or 
model, can the designer handle his problem (Nadler, 1967, p18 'models are the 
alphabet and language of design'). It is one of the objectives of this book to 
develop concepts (such as stratified hierarchy, compound position and 
coordination mix) which can be used to represent elements of the 
organizational control system in order to help designers to handletheir design. 

A special function in this respect may be performed by the Aufbau-Ablauf 
framework discussed above, because it provides a coherent overall picture of 
the organizational control system. In designing a new control subsystem one 
can use such a framework to determine the position of the new subsystem (see 
Fig. 39 for an example ), which can help the design of the interfaces with 
adjacent control subsystems. 

Control is essentially a kind of information processing (linked through sensor 
and effector activities to the physical system~being-controlled). Control system 
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frameworks in literature, therefore, often stress the information processing 
aspects. An example is the framework ofGorry and Morton (1971), who use a 
combination of Anthony's (1965) levels of control with Simon's (1960) 
distinction between programmed, semi-programmed and non-programmed 
decisions. Their framework is basically a taxonomy of information processing 
functions, nota coherent model of the organizational control system. 

Another example in this field is the 'Kölner lntegrationsmodell' (see e.g. 
Grochla, 1970), which is a very detailed descriptive model of the information 
processing functions in industrial organizations, providing also the relations 
between these functions. It is oriented towards the development of 
computerized information systems. Our Aufbau-Ablauf framework is not 
nearly as comprehensive as this model; we only propose to make a rough 
picture of the overall control system in terms of this Aufbau-Ablauf 
framework and to fill in the details only as far as is necessary in order to design 
the interfaces of the newly designed subsystem with other subsystems. 
Furthermore we may remark that the 'boxes' of the framework do not only 
contain official-routine control procedures but also procedures in the other 
three fields of the formalization mix and manually operated information 
systems as well as automated ones. 

Finally we may mention the approach of Van de Wouw (1977), who 
describes the organization at various 'strata' in order to help the design of a 
coherent set of information systems. These 'strata' are: the goal-task stratum, 
the control stratum, the communication stratum, the automated message 
stratum, the flles and programmes stratum and the data elements and actions 
stratum. The frrst two strata correspond roughly with the Aufbau and the 
Ablauf structure of control, whereas the next strata give more details of the 
information processing functions, in particwar the automated ones. 

15.3 Integration of Control 

Control in the Large should create the conditions for integration of control, 
i.e. for obtaining sufficient mutual adaptation of the control interventions in 
the various suborganizations. This is particularly important if the control 
system faces complexity, uncertainty and a high rate of environmental change. 
In placid and simple situations there is ample opportunity to preplan activities 
and to secure their mutual adjustment beforehand. Long control dead times 
and a high technological inertia may nevertheless result in a sufficient 
controllability in those cases. However, if complexity, uncertainty and change 
make preplanning difficult, one has to rely much more on local responsiveness, 
i.e. one has to use a coordination mix with much selfcontrol. But this threatens 
at the sametime the integral controllability (as discussed insection 12.1), so 
one also has to invest more in various coordination mechanisms. 
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We will conetude this chapter on control-system design with a summary of 
various ways of tackling the integration problem, discussed above (see also 
Galbraith, 1973 and 1974, for an interesting discussion of such issues; some of 
hls ideas are incorporated in this section). Various aspects of the control 
integration problem are presented in Fig. 38. 

creation of compound positions with tew ,.... and controllable technological relations 
(selfcontained tasks; buffered connections) 

H creation of coordination structure tor 
Control in mode-l coordination 
the Large 

(creating H supplementing the coordination-structure 
r-

conditions 
with mode-2, -3 and -4 

for determination of the amount of self-integration) 
control and of the various coordination 

1- modes in the coordination mix at each 
lntegration Ablaut level 
of decomposed 
overall 

creation of connected or fused control control f-
problem 

• 

systems at some control levels 

1-

~on through selfcontrol hhrough 
tal' interactions) 
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Fig. 38. Integration of Control 

Integration of control can firstly be facilitated if Control in the Large creates 
an Aufbau having compound positions with few and controllable technological 
connections. This can be realized by making compound positions with 
selfcontained tasks, so that they need little support from connected compound 
positions. Connections are easier to control if they are made buffered instead 
of rigid (see section 6.3; Galbraith calls this policy the creation of slack 
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resources; however, buffered connections also have disadvantages, not only 
because they usually involve more operating costs than rigid ones, but also 
because they can cause difficult control problems as discussed in chapter 9). 

Furthermore, Control in the Large has to create conditions for integration 
by incorporating the coordination structure in the Aufbau, not only with 
respect to mode·l coordination (the classicalline control structure), but also 
with respect to the other three coordination modes (as discussed in chapter 12 
and 13, there are many possible ways of supplementing the mode·l 
coordination). Control in the Large has to select the proper span of the 
hierachy of mode-l coordination, the specialization principles to be used at 
each Aufbau level (see section 13.2), and may use a multidimensional 
stratification ( or matrix structure ). 

Finally, various integration questions have to be considered when dealing 
with the Ablauf structure, e.g. the amount of selfcontrol of each controllevel 
(see section 14.3) and the degree of connectiveness of the control systems at 
each level. 
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16. AN EXAMPLE: THE PROSPECf-BLUEPRINT 

16.1 Introduetion 

As an illustration of some of the concepts developed in the foregoing we will 
discuss their application in one of the Product Divisions of Philips Industries. 
This application concerns a project, which was given the name PROSPECT 
(PROtotype System for Planning Evaluation and Coupling Techniques). The 
project airned at developing a blueprint for redesign of a specific part of the 
divisional planning system and building a prototype of the computerized 
information systems to be incorporated in the new planning system. 

The project was realized for the Audio/Video Division, which produces and 
sells consumer electrooie equipment in some 70 countries, at that time 
(1972/73) with a sales volume of well over 109 dollar. The Division has some 
60 factories, manufacturing both end products and subassemblies. These 
factories are connected toeach other, to the suppliers of parts and components 
(from inside and outside Philips Industries) and to the sales organizations by 
complex flows of products: a total of several billion units a year of some 
twenty thousand different types pass between the various centres. This flow is 
continually changing in composition and volume owing to fast developments in 
technology and changes in the market. 

PROSPECT deals with the problem of the mutual adaptation of production 
and sales, a subject discussed in some depth in part Hl. With respect to this 
problem the Product Division can be regarded as a networkof demand servos, 
connected by flowsof materials, trying to maintain an output equilibrium and 
resource-equilibria with respect to materials and components. 

Compared with the interferences generated by the environment, the 
purely intemally generated interferences are not very serious: the technology 
of the various separate demand servos is well known from a teehoical point of 
view and usually well run from an organizational point of view. In this Product 
Division, the environmental interferences affect both the demand side and the 
supply side. Sales are growing fast, but the growth rate is rather erratic; this 
causes serious interferences. These interferences are partly reduced by the 
commercial sector with the aid of variations in stocks, sà.les drives, etc., but 
there is also a fair amount of transfer of interference to the factories. On the 
other hand, the supply of electrooie components is sometimes insufficient 
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(especially in boom times, of course), causing very expensive production stops 
in the factodes for end products. Furthermore, the Division suffers from the 
amplification effects discussed in chapters 8 and 9: the variations in aggregate 
production and supply levels are much higher than one would expect on the 
basis of the variations in aggregate sales levels. 

As regards the interferences generated by variations in demand, the variations 
in the demand volume pose the greatest problems. Variations in the 
composition or mix of demand are usually less serious, as the mix inert ia of the 
division (i.e. its resistance to chances in the composition of the output) is 
rather low. This low mix inertia has been obtained by explicit CL efforts, with 
respect to both technology and controL Engineering and product design have 
aimed at the development of only a few 'basic types', many different versions 
of which can be derived, while care has been taken to ensure that switches in 
production from one version to another of the same basic type are fairly easy 
to implement. Furthermore, ordering and scheduling procedures have been 
given short control dead times in order that variations in the demand mix can 
be foliowed smoothly. Finally there is 'also some 'mix indifference' in the 
market (especially in the Video-sector), i.e. customers do not really have very 
strong preferences for one version as compared with another. It is therefore to 
some extent possible to direct the demand for an unavailable version to an 
available one e.g. by lowering the price of the latter. 

Variations in the demand volume, however, are more difficult to follow, 
owing to the relatively high 'volume inertia' (i.e. resistance to changes in the 
volume of the output) of the separate demand servos. Furthermore, variations 
in the demand volume trigger the above-mentioned amplification effects. Thus 
not only the rather low local volume controllability1 of the separate demand 
servos, but also the mutual adjustrnent of their output volume poses serious 
control problems. It was the desire of various influential memhers of the 
Product Division to increase the integral volume controllability of the Product 
Division that initiated PROSPECT. 

16.2 The project 

Although there was no official vertical Ablauf decomposition in the Product 
Division, it is possible to distinguish various levels of controL These are shown 
in Fig. 36. The divisional Aufbau-Ablauf frameworkis shown in Fig. 39. 

1 In agreement of definition 42 of section 7.3 we can define the volume-controllability of a 
demand servo as unity minus the time average of the relative adaptation costs caused by 
changes in the demand volume. 
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Aufbau 

long-term 
control 

medium-term 
control 

short-term 
control 

outside component end-product divisional sales 
suppl iers factories factori8S 

Fig. 39. The divisional Aufbau-Ablauf framework. 
The framework is shown at the Aufbau level just below that of the division as 
a whole. For certain design purposes it may be necessary to use lower levels 
as well (strictly speaking the outside suppliers do not belong in the framework; 
they are shown, because they play a role in various planning procedures). 
The shaded area was the field covered by PROSPECT. 

In the terms of Fig. 36 it is the task of Medium Term Control (MTC) to 
provide the adaptation of the divisional activities to changes in the volume of 
demand. At the time the project was initiated (1972) MTC consistedof a set of 
procedures (formalized and non-formalized) in the different suborganizations 
such as factories, sales organizations and Divisiona1 Headquarters, which were 
at best adjoining, but notcoupled or fused (see section 14.4 fora discussion of 
these concepts). 

The initiators of the project wanted aredesign of the divisional MTC (with 
new automated information systems) to improve the volume controllability of 
the Product Division. They feit, however, that this was a very complicated 
undertaking. New control systems are expensive to develop and to imptement 
(especially if they encompass several suborganizations) and failures are very 
costly, in terms both of money and disillusionment. They therefore started up 
PROSPECT to explore the possibilities for impravement before undertaking a 
large-scale CL effort to improve the divisional MTC. 

The objective of PROSPECT was in the frrst place to develop a blueprint 
fora new MTC, together with the interfaces withother levels of controL MTC 
was to become an integrated system for the planning of aggregate sales, 
production and supply (remember that 'integrated' does nat mean 'fused', i.e. 
something like a 'total computerized management control system'). In the 
second place the project was to develop a prototype of the automated 
information systems which were to be incorporated in the new planning 
system. Blueprint and prototype were to be used as a guide for subsequent 
large-scale design and implementation of improvements in the divisional MTC. 
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The prototype was to be a small scale version of the real information system 
for only a small section of the Product Division. lts development had a dual 
purpose. In the flrst place it was to he used to test and appraise the design. In 
the second place it was to he a tooi to obtain user participation in the design 
process. Models, verbal descriptions or flow charts are rather abstract, but a 
prototype produces information 'based on the actual situation with respect, for 
example, to sales, production and stocks, so the users are in a position to 
oompare the possibilities of the new system with those of the existing one and 
can be expected to participate sooner in discussions on possible improvements. 

In the terminology of Langefors (1974) the objectives of the project 
(including the prototype) were purely infological, i.e. the aim was todetermine 
what information the control system should provide in order to satisfy the 
user's needs and what control procedures should he followed. Datalogical 
problems, i.e. problems concerning how the information systems are to be 
realised 'physically', were left almost entirely out of consideration (although 
the possibilities of present-day information-processing technology naturally 
formed an important element of the background of the project). 

The project was to improve the divisional Ablauf structure of control 
(with respect to MTC). As is often the case with such projects, it had to use the 
existing Aufbau as a constraint. 

PROSPECT was started in May 1972. The project team consisted of 4 men 
from the corporate automation department (including the author, who was the 
project manager) and 6 men (on a part-time basis) from various departments in 
Divisional Headquarters. The design of the blueprint took 4 months, prototype 
development 8 months and transfer of results, withdrawal of the corporate 
memhers of the project team another 4 months. In all some six man-years were 
spent on the project. 

In the course of 1973 the project was rather unexpectedly complicated by a 
major change in the Aufbau of the Product Division: the latter was split up 
into an Audio and a Video Division. Although the design was equally valid for 
the separate Divisions, this interfered heavily with the transfer of the project 
results to actual CL operations, the more so because most of the supporters of · 
the project in the Divisional Management moved to the management of only 
one of the two new Divisions. A fmal complication was that with the change of 
management the priorities with respect to automation changed too. At present 
(1978) the results of the project are indeed being used to guide control-system 
development in one of these Divisions (the one to which the supporters 
moved), whereas the impact on the other is less clear. Furthermore, the ideas 
generated by the project are used in various corporate training programmes on 
planning and automation. 
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16.3 The blueprint 

In the present section we will describe the official-routine planning procedures, 
designed to 'ftll' the MTC boxes of Fig. 39 (the non-routine and unofficial 
parts of MTC, which are to be supplemented by the actors in MTC themselves, 
will not be discussed). A somewhat more detailed discussion of the design has 
been given by Van Aken, Van Beek and Polderman (1974); see also Van Aken 
(1974). 

In the PROSPECT -blueprint, MTC is performed at capacity-group level A 
capacity group is a set of workers and means of production producing a 
homogeneous group of various products. In a factory for end products this can 
be an assembly line with workers, producing a eertaio basic type (see section 
16.1), in a component factory a number of machines with their operators. A 
typical factory has some twenty to fifty capacity groups. 

The decision horizon of the designed MTC is equal to the current year plus 
the next two years1 • Planning is performed in a two-monthly planning cycle 
(in the terms of section 14.2: the control period of MTC is two months). 
During this period all plans within the Division concerning aggregate sales, 
production and supply are adapted to the most recent developments in sales 
trends, production and supply possibilities and to interferences such as 
production stops, overdue product development, or strikes (and once a year a 
new year is added to the plans; the actual horizon of the plans is never short er 
than 30 months). 

An automated information system will play an essential function in this 
planning process. The system will in fact be a system of information systems: 
local systems in the sales organizations and factodes and a central one at 
Divisional Headquarters. It can be regarded as a distributed Management 
Information System. At a logicallevel it is designed as a whole, but its physical 
realization is distributed over the various suborganizations. 

The information system has recording functions and more explicit 
decision-support functions. The latter are described below; the former provide 
storage and retrieval of information on e.g. sales, actual production, stocks, 
production capacity and the current sales, production and supply plans. 

The Medium Term Planning cycle is to pass through three stages (see Fig. 40): 

1Commercial planning decisions in this Division are predominantly expressed in termsof 
salesper calender year per product (group). Sales per month or per quarter mean little to 
sales managers (in partienlar because of the strong seasonal variation in sales). Thus a 
moving two· or three-year horizon, though feasible in the technica! sector, was not feasible 
for an integrated MTC. 
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Fig. 40 The PROSPECT planning cycle for divisional Medium Tenn Con trol. 
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Stage 1: 
preparation of proposals for sales plans (supported by the subsystem 
EXTRA) 

Stage 2: 
preparation of agreed sales plans and minimum production and supply 
proposals (supported by the subsystem CONFO) 

Stage 3,: 
preparation of production and supply plans (supported by the subsystems 
LEVEL and CALCU). 

Stages I and 2 are carried out at Divisional Headquarters, where the main roles 
with respect to MTC are played by Divisional Management, the Divisional Sales 
Department (bSD) and the Divisional Planning Department (DPD). 
Decision-making is based on consultations between these parties and the sales 
organizations and factories; it is to be supported by EXTRA and CONFO, 
subsystems of a MIS at Divisional Headquarters. 

The main problems with respect to integration of contra/, i.e. in this 
context the mutual balancing of sales, production and supply plans, are to be 
solved during stage 2 of the planning cycle. The major inputs to this 
integration process are the new salesproposals prepared during stage I, and the 
data on production and supply stored in CONFO. lntegration is chiefly 
obtained by the Divisional Planning Department, using mode-2 coordination 
(i.e. non-stratified direct coordination). The various suborganizations thus have 
the opportunity to defend their interests during the above-mentioned 
consultations. 

The production requirements resulting from stage 2 are transferred to the 
factories concerned. They preparetheir production plans during stage 3, using 
these requirements as starting point, but still having room to adapt their plans 
to local contingencies. However, stage 2 is designed in such a way, that these 
changes are in principle not so drastic that the whole balancing procedure 
needs repeating. , 

These three stages will now be discussed in more detail. 

Stage 1 
The purpose of stage I of the MTC planning cycle is to prepare proposals for 
sales plans for each capacity group of end products for the current year plus 
the next two years. 1 To this end the current sales plans are compared with 

1Decision-making during this stage is ooncerned with world sales plans; the allocation of 
planned sales to the different oountries is performed in stage 2. 
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actual sales and the opm10n of DSD with respect to recent market 
developments (among other things based on consultation with the sales 
organizations and DPD). If DSD feels that the current sales plans are no Jonger 
correct, new sales-plan proposals are prepared; these proposals are the input of 
stage 2. 
EXTRA supports decision-making by providing: 

actual salesdata for the past year and the cuttent year (the latter figure is obtained 
by dividing the actual sales in the past months of the current calender year by the 
average share of those months in the total turnover of a calender year) 
the current agreed salesplans (as determined during the previous.planning cycle) 
a sales extrapatation for the current year, using double exponentlal smoothing with 
seasonal correction (see e.g. Brown, 1963) and for the next two years by fittingsales 
time series to growth or life cycle curves (see e.g. Lewandowski, 1974). 
wamings that the difference between cuttent sales plan and extrapatation exceeds a 
given limit (if this is the case). 

Stage2 
The purpose of stage 2 of the MTC planning cycle is to balance sales, 
production and supply of materials and components.1 The output of this stage 
consists of agreed sales plans for each capacity group in each country for the 
current year plus the next two years and of minimum production and supply 
proposals for each factory and supplier per capacity group, also for the current 
year and the next two years. An agreed sales plan is one which has been 
checked by DSD and DPD for basic feasibility, both from the commercial and 
the production/supply points of view, and which is authorised by DSD after 
consultation with the other interested parties. 
Decision-making is supported by CO NFO. This automated information system 
performs the following operations: 

the sales-plan proposals (expressed in annual Îlgures) are converted to monthly 
figures and allocated to the various production eentres according to allocation tules 
given by LTC 
the plans are then 'exploded' into product and capacity quantities and shifted in 
time, level by level, to incorporate technica! transfer times between the various 
production levels, while stocks of Îlnished products and components are subtracted. 
The results of these operations are monthly minimum production and supply 
requirements for each capacity group and the minimum capacity needed (per 
capacity group and per production centre). These calculations use condensed parts 
lists (giving for each basic type the components neededat capacity group level), plus 
capacity data (required man-hours, machine-hours and space-hours per unit). 

1The planning actlvities at Divisional Headquarters during stage 2 with respect to the 
supply from outside the Division pertain only to items, used by several factories and 
obtained from only one supplier (this is cbiefly the case for electronic components). In the 
terms of secdon 6.3 these factorles are connected in parallel with respect to these items. 
Because parallel connections can cause competition among the factorles concerned in case 
of shortages, this supply is centrallY coordinated by DPD. The planning of the remaining 
supply (typically some 60 to 70%of the total supply volume) is performed locally during 
stage 3 of the planning cycle. 
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for each level of production and supply, the curnulative proposals are cornpared with 
the maximurn curnulative production and supply capacities. These capacity limits are 
based on decisions frorn LTC and are provided by the factoties or suppliers 
concerned. lri calculating the feasible production levels CONFO takes into account: 

technica! dead tirnes during which it is irnpossible to change the production level 
ii production space (present space and alteady planned changes) 
iü machines and equiprnent capacity (present capacity and alteady planned 

changes) 
iv work force (present level and possible changes) 
v agreed supply levels frorn suppüers 
capacity bottlenecks and finished products affected are deterrnined; these results are 
printed out on a 'bottleneck list' 
the shortages due to capacity bottlenecks are distributed over the sales proposals for 
endproductsper basic type and subsequently per basic type per country according to 
distribution rules given by DSD. These distribution rules can he based on profit or 
added value or one can just use a proportionaf distribution. 
the result of these calculations are provisional agreed sales plans (checked for basic 
commercial feasibüity during stage 1 and for technical feasibility by CONFO) and 
feasible minimum production and supply requirernents. These results are printed out. 
If the calculations show that the load on a certain factory faUs below a given limit, 
this fact is reported by CO NFO. 

Bottleneck lists, provisional agreed sales plans and feasible minimum 
production and supply requirements are used in the subsequent 
decision-making. Possible ways for dealing with certain bottlenecks are 
discussed with the parties concerned, and possible solutions of probieros using 
different allocation rules are explored. Bottlenecks expected in the second or 
third year of the plans may trigger an investigation with respect to new 
investments in fJXed assets. Too small a load on a given factory may induce a 
change in allocation rules. Finally, the consequences of different distribution 
rules may be studied, if DSD feels that certain basic types should be pushed 
more than others. For all these questions CONFO can be used to investigate 
the effects of changes in capacities, allocation rules, etc. (e.g. the removal of 
one bottleneck may produce little improvement, if subsequently another 
bottleneck prevents a higher supply of end products). 

After this process the agreed sales plans are passed to the sales 
organizations; they are also recorded in EXTRA to serve as starting point for 
the next planning cycle. The minimum production and supply proposals are 
passed to the production eentres and suppliers to serve as a starting point for 
local production-level control during stage 3. 

Stage 3 
The purpose of the third stage of the planning cycle is to prepare local 
production and supply plans. Stage 2 defined in principle a range of possible 
production plans: on the one hand the minimum production requirements 
define a minimum, while the capacity and supply limitsimpose a maximum. 

Decision-making is supported by the subsystems LEVEL and CALCU, 
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which are to be incorporated in local management information systems. 
LEVEL calculates a production-plan proposal based on minimization of the 
casts of stockholding and of production level changes, according toa relatively 
simple cast model. It uses a combination of dynamic prograrnming and the 
version of the linear control rule of Holt et al. (1960) discussed in chapters 8 
and 9 (see Van Aken et al., 1974, and in particular Van Beek, 1975). Dynamic 
programming is used to calculate a production programme for each capacity 
group, and the linear control rule is then used to smooth the sum of these 
programmes per capacity group in order to avoid too large variations in the 
production level of the factory as a whole.1 

The subsystem CALCU then calculates the outlay of the production 
programme according to a much more detailed cost model than could be used 
by the optimalization programme LEVEL. This programme also produces 
information concerning e.g. stocks, utilization of various means of production 
(including the possible vialation of capacity limits) and in particular work 
force (work force on payroll, work force expected to be present, work force 
needed for the production programme, number of new recruits needed, 
possible reserve workforce due to a temporary low load on the factory, etc.). 

Subsequent decision-making by factory management wlll take the results 
of the optimalization by LEVEL as a starting point. However, there can be 
various reasans to deviate from this proposal (because the LEVEL model 
cannot contain every aspect of the decision). CALCU can then be used to 
calculate the consequences of alternative production programmes (in terros 
both of outlay and use of capacity ). If for instanee the decision-makers want 
to deviate from the economically optimum producation programme, CALCU 
can be used to calculate the economie consequences. In this way the 
decision-makers can assess the casts of possible non-economie considerations. 
We feel that it is essential to supplement an optimalization programme with a 
facility for calculating the casts of deviations from the 'optimum' decision: an 
optimalization programme hardly ever contains every aspect of the decision to 
be made, so that the actual decision taken wlll aften deviate from the one 
suggested by the optimalization programme. 

16.4 Integration concepts in PROSPECT 

The basic aim of PROSPECT was to imprave the integration of divisional 
control. It had, however, to use the existing Aufbau of the Division as a 

1 Some advantages and disadvantages of the linear control rule are discussed by Silver 
(1972); in sections 8.2 and 9.2 we show why this rule is well suited for production level 
control at high levels of aggregation. 
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constraint, in particular the existing power structure as determined by the 
mode-l coordination (the structure of line management). It therefore tried to 
achieve its aims by creating an Ablauf structure at MTC level consisting of 
coupled control systems. A fused control system was not feasible (nor 
desirabie ), because of the many non-programmed decisions (Simon, 1960) in 
the field of MTC and because of the necessity to make ample use of the 
selfcontrol of the suborganizations (due to the complexity, uncertainty and 
high ra te of change). 

Furthermore, the desired integration of control is in PROSPECT to be 
obtained mainly at MTC level. At this Ablauf level, the plans of all the 
divisional conversion systems are adjusted to one another ( during stage 2 of the 
planning cycle, with the aid of CONFO). Within the frame work of the MTC 
plans short-term control can be realized through direct customer-supplier 
contacts; as long as the MTC plans remain balanced, it is not necessary to 
investigate the consequences of changing short-term plans in organizations 
more distant than the adjacent ones. 

The integration of the various plans during stage 2 of the PROSPECT 
planning cycle aims predominantly at maintaining integral output equilibrium: 
the control system is designed to balance demand and supply both for the 
Division as a whole and for the suborganizations at various levels of production 
(sales organizations, end-product factories, component factories and suppliers 
from outside the Division). This balancing is based on feasibility rather than on 
optimality (in the terms of Simon, 1957, it aims at satisfycing rather than 
maximizing): we feit that it was still too difficult to use optimalization 
techniques in a system like CONFO. 

In the process of balancing demand and supply for various levels of 
production, PROSPECT uses the principle of direct transmission of 
information on final demand, advocated in section 9.4 as the basic solution of 
the amplification problems discussed in chapters 8 and 9. Instead ofreceiving 
information on desired supply only from direct customers (containing all the 
distartion effects discussed in section 9.1), as was the pre-PROSPECT case, all 
production eentres and suppliers receive up-to-date information on final 
demand during stage 2 ofthe planning cycle- moreover, converted in termsof 
their own capacities by CONFO. 

The interface between MTC and STC is rather simpte: MTC determines the 
production level for each capacity group, while the distribution of production 
over the various types is determined by STC on the basis of orders received 
from the direct customers. lf the sum of these orders exceeds the production 
level as determined by MTC, some orders simply have to be shifted to future 
periods (any excessive backlogs can, if necessary, betaken into account in the 
next MTC planning cycle ). lf orders are insufficient, one can produce some 
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'evergreens' (again, if this situation persists, the production level can be 
decreased in the next MTC planning cycle ). 

The official-routine interface between MTC and LTC is largely 
incorporated in the CONFO data base: LTC intluences MTC through capacity 
lirnits and allocation rules. The capacity lirnits are the results of LTC decisions 
on in vestment in fiXed assets (and on the capacity of the locallabour market). 
The allocation rules are also LTC decisions, because of the high initial costs of 
a transfer of production of certain products from one production centre to 
another. 

In PROSPECT, MTC uses a coordination mix with much selfcontrol and 
mode-2 coordination ( the latter chietly by the Divisional Planning 
Department). Medium-term production and sales plans are not irnposed from 
above, e.g. by Divisional Management, but prepared in consultations between 
sales organizations, production eentres and departments from Divisional 
Headquarters. By using such a coordination mix MTC can make ample use of 
the discretion of the various suborganizations in decision-making (although this 
conjures up naturally various 'political' processes which do not always operate 
in the best interests of the whole ). 

Mode-l coordination by Divisional Management is of course not absent. 
MTC plans have to follow the guidelines of divisional policy and mode-l 
coordination still has to solve the contlicts which remain after the 
above-mentioned consultations. Mode-l coordination is in particular necessary 
to resolve contlicts on distribution issues (because then the interests of the 
contlicting parties may conflict too much). There are two types of distribution 
problems (both caused by parallel connections), viz. the distribution of 
shortages of (electronic) components over the various production eentres and 
the distribution of shortages of end products over the various sales 
organizations. In both instances, Divisional Management may have to interfere 
in MTC, in order to prevent the free play of power (and local ingenuity) from 
producing a suboptimum distribution (as seen from a divisional viewpoint). 
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PART V 

CONCLUSION 



17 SUMMING UP 

17 .I Organization and Contro I 

In the present section we will give a synopsis of this book, in particular of the 
system of control concepts developed here which can be used in designing 
organizational control systems. 

There are various ways of conceptualizing organizations; we will therefore 
begin by summarizing our position in this respect with three statements. 

The organization is an artefact 

An organization is a group ofhuman beings, combining their activities through 
a relatively stabie network of social relations. This network is man-made and 
can thus be designed and constructed toserve human needs. 

An 'organizer' follows a profession and not a science (which does not, of 
course, exclude the possibility that he can learn a lot from scientists in the 
field of the 'theory of organizations'1 

). The essence of any profession is design. 
It is the purpose of this book to contribute some ideas to the profession of 
organization design. 

To organize is to control 

An organization is an open system, which must be able to secure its resources 
from its environment. This is often done in exchange for a certain output. 
Resource acquisition and output disposal must be controlled in order to 
respond adequately to threats and opportunities. 

To organize is to promote certain stabie patterns of behaviour of the 
organization's parHeipants through the creation of a 'control system'. Apart 
from possible other design criteria this control system must produce an 
optim urn or at least a sufficient 'integral control/ability' for the organization in 
order to make it a viabie one. 

Control is a symbiosis of selfcontrol and coordination 

The activities of the organization's participants, or groups of participants, are 
controlled through a combination of selfcontrol by these participants 

1 See section 2.3 for the distinction between the theory of organizations and organization 
theory. 
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themselves and coordination by some other specific participants. It is 
impossible to obtain sufficient controllability for the organization without a 
certain amount of selfcontrol (among other things because of the cognitive 
limitsof coordinators). On the other hand, a certain amount of coordination is 
needed to 'integrate' the control activities of selfcontrol to arrive at 
satisfactory overall control; without coordination the organization may fall 
apart. The symbiosis must thus not deteriorate into parasitism of one of the 
two partners. 

The following synopsis will present the main concepts discussed in this hook; 
the formal definitions of these concepts will be listed in the next section. 

Systems 

An element is the smallest entity in a discussion. An element can have various 
properties; one type of properties camprises the relations with other elements. 
A system is a set of elements and a set of relations between these elements, the 
relations having the property that all elements are directly or indirectly related. 
The relations of the elements with other elements (inside or outside the 
system) form the structure ofthe system. 

A system can be studied by making subsystems or aspect systems. A 
subsystem of a system is a subset of its elements with all their properties; an 
aspect system of a system contains all its elements, but only a subset of their 
original properties are considered. 

A special type of system . is a conversion system, a system converting physical 
inputs to physical outputs with respect to quality, quantity, place and/or time. 
One can regard such a system as a system with metabolism. It is a very general 
concept; all living beings can be regarded as conversion systems, but so can e.g. 
transistors, cars and ind ustrial organizations. 

A hierarchic system is a system with a parts-within-parts structure: it is a 
system the elements of which are themselves systems, and may in their turn 
also be hierarchic systems. A stratified system is a system the elements of 
which are ordered, individually or combined to subsets, according to a given 
priority criterion. 

A stratified system is partitioned into subsystems. As every level of a 
hierarchic system describes the whole system, one can say that these levels are 
aspect systems ( descrihing the system at different levels of detail). 

The classica! line organization has two defining characteristics, viz. 
hierarchy and stratification. An organization can be regarded as a stratified 
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hierarchic system. Hierarchy and stratification fonn two distinct issues in 
organization design. 

Organizations 

The basic unit of any organization is the position, a set of relatively stabie role 
expectations which is to be occupied by a person, which is to carry out a 
programme and which has a specific place in the organizational communication 
structure. Positions can be clustered to subdepartments, departments, 
divisions, etc. Such a group of positions is called a compound position. Now an 
organization can be defmed as a system of occupied positions with their 
physical means of operation (note that positions and compound positions are 
abstract systems, whereas an organization is defmed here as a concrete system, 
with its system of positions as its defining characteristic ). 

the structure of an organization is the set of relations of its occupied 
(compound) positions with other occupied (compound) positions, inside or 
outside the organization. These relations can be physical or non-physical. A 
physical relation refers to exchange of manpower, materials or money. A 
non-physical relation refers usually to infonnation exchange; it can be an 
'infonnation support' relation (such as a research department or efficiency 
department has withits customers) or a control relation (such as e.g. Divisional 
Headquarters has withits factories and sales organizations). 

One can distinguish two aspect systems of an organization, viz. the Aufbau 
and the Ablauf structure. The Aufbau is the system of positions, the Ablauf 
structure the structure of the organizational processes, i.e. it refers to the 
relations between the elementary events of these processes. 

The technology of an organization is the set of physical conversion 
functions and information-support functions contained in the programmes of 
its (compound) positions, tagether with the physical expedients used to 
perfonn these functions. The control system of an organization is the system 
of format and informal rules of behaviour, information systems and physical 
expedients used by the actors of an organization to control the organization's 
technology. Bath technology and control system have an Aufbau and an 
Ablauf structure. 

Industrial organizations can be described as systems consisting of conversion 
systems (such as factories) and non-conversion systems (such as research 
departments and accounting departments). The conversion systems are 
connected by physical flows; there are various types of such physical 
connections: series and parallel, proportional and non-proportional, rigid and 
buffered. Because of these connections, the activities in the various conversion 
systems of an industrial organization are interdependent. 
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Control 

Control is defined here as the use of interventions by a controller to promote 
preferred behaviour of a system-being-controlled. It is a fairly general 
defmition, applicable in many situations. 

The definition makes a distinction between a controller and a system
being-controlled. For technical systems a controller is often a distinct 
subsystem, for organizations it is always an aspect system: every actor 
contributes at least to the control of the execution of his own programme 
(however, some control more than others, see e.g. the discussion on 
coordination below). 

The controller promotes certain behaviour. This can mean complete 
deterroination of behaviour, but e.g. the control of government actions by an 
individual voter falls also within the scope of our definition. 

The process of control almost always uses the classical feedback loop, 
which can be divided into three phases: the sensor phase ( observation of the 
system-being-controlled and possibly of its environment), the selector phase 
(evaluation of the system's behaviour and selection of a control intervention) 
and the effector phase ( application of the intervention ). 

One usually needs control interventions to start artd rnaintaio steady-state 
operation of the system-being-controlled. However, the essence of control is 
the promotion of preferred behaviour in a changing environment, thus the 
promotion of appropriate responses to threats and opportunities. The latter 
processcan bedescribed as one of reduction of interference. 

To define an interference we must flrst deflne the concept of equilibrium. 
According to our definitions a controlled system is in a state of equilibrium, if 
its controller refrains from a control intervention after the evaluation of this 
state; the system is in a state of disequilibrium if its controller chooses to apply 
a control intervention. Now an inter/erenee is an event causing a disequilibrium 
in a controlled system and inter/erenee reduction is the process of restoring the 
equilibrium of the system (by changing the state of the system
being-controlled or by changing the norros or preferences of the controller). 

Changing the state of a system-being-controlled usually involves the 
consumption of resources, because most concrete systems have inertia. A 
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the viability of an organization is 
that it must have sufficient resources at its disposal to reduce interferences. 
This requirement can be expressed in terros of the inter/erenee reduction 
capacity of the organization. The interference reduction capacity of a 
controlled system is the ratio of the resources available for interference 
reduction to the resources needed for interference reduction. Thus, if the 
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interf erenee reduction capacity of an organization is smaller than unity, this 
means that it has insufficient resources to maintain equilibrium. 

An organization usually consumes resources not only to reduce interferences, 
but also to maintain steady-state operation. Thus the total amount of resources 
spent by an organization can be split into two types of costs: operating costs, 
consumed by operating the organization in a state of equilibrium and 
adaptation costs, consumed in maintaining equilibrium. 

The relative adaptation costs, i.e. the proportion of adaptation costs in the 
total costs, can be seen as an indicator Îor the organization's efforts to 
maintain equilibrium; we use it, therefore, in our definition of controllability: 
the controllability of a system is equal to unity minus the time average of the 
relative adaptation costs. The controllability is thus a dimensionless figure 
between unity and zero: if there are no adaptation costs (no inertia or no 
interferences), it is maximum (equal to unity) and the harder (or the more 
expensive) it is for an organization to maintain equilibrium, the lower is its 
controllability. 

Inertia is a 'closed-system property', denoting the resistance of a system to 
change, while controllability is an 'open-system property', denoting the 
systems capacity to adapt to changing circumstances. The controllability of an 
organization depends on both its own properties and the properties of its 
environment. 

The core of an industrial organization consists of a p.etwork of conversion 
systems, connected by physical flows. The control of these flows is a major 
issue for such an organization. 

The state of the physical part of an industrial organization can be 
adequately described in terms of levels and flow rates. Now the control of this 
physical part can be described as a process of interference reduction, which in 
this case is a process of maintaining the levels and flow rates of physical flows 
in equilibrium. 

Viabie industrial organizations cannot define their equilibria arbitrarily. 
They should at least maintain an output equilibrium and various resource 
equilibria. An industrial organization is in output equilibrium if its material 
output is on the average equal to the demand for this output; it is in resource 
equilibrium if the resources acquired by it are on the average at least equal to 
the resources consumed. As the environment of an organization is usually 
dynamic, both the above-mentioned equilibria are dynamic too. 

The process of maintaining physical equilibria by industrial organizations can 
often be analysed with the help of the demand servo concept. A demand servo 
is an industrial conversion system designed so that its material output follows 
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the external potential demand for this output. When a demand-servo approach 
is used, the results of control theory can be applied to derive various demands 
on the organizational control system such as short control dead times, 
suppression of disturbances, the proper damping of the response to variations 
in demand, etc. 1 

The physical connections between the conversion systems of an industrial 
organization cause interdependences between them. Hence the reduction of an 
interference by one of them may cause interferences to connected ones. This 
phenomenon is called transfer ofinterference. 

Transfer of interference, however, is not an automatic process but in many 
cases a matter of choice. A conversion system may be able to choose between 
internat and external reduction of an interference. In the îtrst case this 
reduction does not cause interferences to connected conversion systems, in the 
second case it does. For instanee an interference toa picture-tube factory due 
to a machine breakdown can be reduced internally by using overtime after the 
machine has been repaired, or externally by simply cutting the deliveries to its 
customers (TV factories). Of course, the latter method causes serious 
interferences to these TV factories; 

By using internat reduction of interference, the various units of an 
industrial network can absorb part of their internally or externally generated 
interferences, so that the smooth and efîtcient operation of the connected 
units is not unduly disturbed. On the other hand, full absorption of every 
interference is neither possible nor desirable, because this would prevent any 
adaptation to changing circumstances. Thtis there exists an optimum degree of 
transfer of interference. 

Control in the Large and Control in the Small 

The concept of control has been used above with respect to the actual control 
of the operations of an organization. However, the construction ( or 
modification) of the controller itself or of the system-being-controlled can also 
be regarded as a mode of controL The latter process is called here Control in 
the Large (CL), whereas the actual control of operations is called Control in 
the Smal/ '(CS). Just like CS, CL is also driven by dissatisfaction with the 
existing situation and it is used to attain adaptation to changing circumstances; 
CS tries to attain adaptation by changing operations, whereas CL tries to do so 
by changing the organization's technology and/or control system. 

1 Part lil gives a detailed analysis of some dynamic phenomena in networks of demand 
servos. 
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Control in the Small follows in principle the three-phase cycle mentioned 
above. Decision-making, i.e. the choice of interventions made during the 
selector phase, farms the core of this cycle. Control-system design is therefore 
essentially the design of the decision-making system, defining the types of 
decisions to be made, the conditions for each type and the relations between 
the various types of decisions. 

Because it is impossible to solve the overall control problem of an 
organization directly, CS is preceded by CL, which structures (or 'organizes') 
decision-making to make it manageable. To this end the overall decision 
problem is decomposed into subproblems invalving the control of 
technological subsystems or aspect systems. The subproblems are smallerand 
more homogeneaus than the overall problem and therefore easier to solve by 
CS. However, decomposition conjures up an integration problem. Integration 
of contro/, i.e. the mutual adaptation of the control interventions which solve 
control subproblems, is one of the major issues in organizational control. The 
organizational control system should create the conditions for integration; or, 
in other words: a m~or objective for control-system design is the 
optimalization1 of the 'integral controllability', i.e. the controllability of the 
organization as a whole. 

Selfcontro/ and Coordination 

The execution of the programmes of (compound) positions is partly controlled 
by selfcontro/, i.e. by the actars assigned to these (compound) positions 
themselves. Integration of control can also be realized partly through 
selfcontrol, i.e. the mutual adaptation of control interventions in order to 
arrive at satisfactory overall behaviour can to some extent be obtained through 
direct consultations between the actars concerned. 

However, selfcontrol is essentially a /ocal activity. The possibilities of 
achieving integration of control through selfcontrol are rather limited, due toa 
phenomenon which we have called the 'pars-pro-toto dilemma: On the one 
hand it is in the best interests of the organization as a whole that its 
suborganizations should aim at the proteetion of their own operations from 
external interferences (which refers to interferences both from outside the 
organization and from other suborganizations), i.e. the suborganizations should 
serve the 'pars'. On the other hand, their missions are in principle notendsin 
themselves, but should serve the organization as a whole: the suborganizations 
should operate 'pro-toto'. The proper weighing of local interests against overall 

1 As a control system involves development and operating costs, one should optimize and 
not maximize the organizational controllability. 
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ones is often very difficult, posing a true dilemma. The complexity of the 
interactions between the suborganizations and the ~.,onflicts between them due 
to possible diverging interests therefore generally require complementation of 
selfcontrol by coordination to obtain the above-mentioned satisfactory overall 
behaviour. 

Coordination is performed by actors in coordinating (compound) 
positions. A coordinating position is a position which has as a programme the 
control of the execution of the programmes of other specified (compound) 
positions. Managing positions naturally belong to this category, but, as we shall 
see, so do e.g. planning departments, accounting departments and standard
ization departments. 

Coordination is in our conceptual framework the control of people by other 
people. The 'levers' of coordination are power and influence. A social system 
has influence on another if it is able to induce behaviour of the latter which 
deviates from its behaviour without the influence, but which is still in 
agreement with the latter's preferences. A social system has power over 
another if it is able to induce behaviour of the latter which is in conflict with 
its preferences. 

Now we can define two types of coordination, which we will call respectively 
stratified coordination and non-stratified coordination. Stratified coordination 
uses power to control the activities of coordinated groups, whereas 
non-stratified coordination only uses influence. 

We can also make a distinction between direct and indirect coordination; 
the first type intervenes directly in the process of local decision-making, 
whereas the second type modifies it through e.g. general instructions or 
regulations before local decision-making actually takes place. 
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These two types can he combined to give four coordination modes: 
mode 1, stratified direct coordination is the traditional, powerfut and well 
tested mode of coordination by line management 
mode 2, non-stratified direct coordination, is the coordination by e.g. 
product managers, liaison officers or planning departments; it is a direct 
mode, but it uses officially only influence to control the \lCtions of the 
coordinated actors 
mode 3, stratified indirect coordination, uses regulations, standards, 
instructions, etc. to modify local selfcontrol; it is a stratified mode, so the 
instructions are backed up by a coordinator who has the power to irnpose 
them 
mode 4, non-stratified indirect coordination, tries to condition local 
decision-making in such a way that it acts 'automatically' in the best 
interests of the organization as a whole. Examples are the use of profit 



eentres (an intra-organizational simulation of Adam Smith's 'invisible 
hand', which coordinates the actionsof independent economieagentsin a 
perfect market) and intra-organizational management training. 

The activities of the actors in (compound) positions are controlled by a 
combination or mix of selfcontrol and one or more of the above-mentioned 
coordination modes. This combination is called the coordination mix. The 
choice of coordination mix depends on the situation (see section 12.5). 

Organizational control systems 

The decomposition of the overall control problem by Control in the Large 
aims at the creation of small and homogeneous control subproblems. This can 
be attained if decomposition aims at the creation of subproblems which consist 
of choosing interventions with unity of time, place and action. Unity of place 
means that the interventions in question deal with activities which have 
minimum geographical dispersion, unity of action means that these activities 
have minimum technological diversity; unity of time means that the 
interventions have as far as possible the same futurity (the futurity of an 
intervention is the time over which it oommits organizational resources; this 
concept is more accurately defined insection 14.2). 

Decomposition creating subproblems with unity of place and action is the 
well known process of departmentalization, the creation of the organizational 
Au[bau (i.e. the system of positions). Decomposition creating subproblems 
with unity of time (or unity of 'futurity') decomposes the control Ab/aufand 
forms various controllevels (which can be labelled e.g. strategy and tactics or 
long-term, medium-term and short-term control). 

Decomposition and the subsequent definition of the conditions for 
integration creates the organizational control structure. This structure can be 
described in terms of an Au[bau-Ablauf [ramework (see Fig. 31, 34 and 39 for 
examples). 

The creation of the control Aufbau often starts with the creation of the 
mode-l coordination structure, the structure of line management. In order to 
reduce the complexity of coordination, this structure is usually a stratified 
hierarchy. One obtains a reduction of coordination complexity through 
hierarchy if, at any level of the hierarchy, coordination concentrates on the 
interactions among suborganizations, while teaving the interactions within 
suborganizations veiled under the cover of selfcontrol. 

In order to obtain compound positions with homogeneous programmes 
one can use one or more specialization principles: transformation, object, 
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geograph.ical or environment specialization (see section 13.2). Unfortunately, a 
technology wh.ich is homogeneous with respect to one of these principles is 
often heterogeneons with respect to others. The possible drawbacks of the use 
of a given principle in a specific situation may be compensated by the use of 
other principles at different levels of the h.ierarchy, by the use of a special kind 
of stratification (matrix organizations), by the complementation of mode-l 
coordination with other coordination modes, or by the use of a proper Ablauf 
structure. 

Decomposition of the control Ablauf can be performed horiwntally and 
vertically (if we take the Aufbau-Ablauf frameworkof e.g. Fig. 34 as reference 
for determining what is horirontal and what is vertical). We have already 
mentioned vertical decomposition, which creates various levels of control, each 
level dealing with interventions of about the same futurity. These levels form a 
stratified system: decisions taken at higher levels are dominant over decisions 
taken at lower levels. 

Horizontal decomposition of the control Ablauf refers to the extent one 
can discern the boundaries between compound positions in the control 
procedures at a given Ablauf level (e.g. to what extent decision-making deals 
with interventîons concerning individual positions, or departments, or 
divisions, etc.). With respect to this question we have distinguished various 
degrees of connectiveness: disjoint, adjoining, coupled and fused (see 
section 14.4). 

Control-System Design 

It is advantageous to use a holistic approach to control-system design. Such an 
approach has three aspects: 

control-system design should fit the strategie plans of the organization 
the design of a new subsystem or aspect system of the control system 
should be based on a view of the control system as a whole in order to 
create the proper interfaces with the rest of the control system 
the design of a new sub- or aspect system should be based on a holistic 
view of the evolution of the whole organizational control system: large 
changes in an organizational control system involve great hazards, but if 
one makes a succession of small changes, each change should be based on a 
long-term perspective. 

Once the function of the system to be designed is specified, the processof 
design moves between two po les: the synthesis of solutions and the subsequent 
analysis of these solutions (see section 15.2). The representation of the design 
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plays a key role in these synthesis-analysis iterations. We hope that this work 
has contributed some concepts, including their functions in organizational 
control, which can be used for such a representation. 

17.2 A System of Control Concepts 

We now give a list of format definitions specifying the system of control 
concepts developed here. Many of these concepts are well known, some are 
new or have been given a more suitable definition; concepts in the latter 
category have been marked with an asterisk. However, the main claim for 
originality is that they form a system (i.e a coherent set) of concepts. The 
definitions are arranged according to their order of appearance in the text. 

Systems 

1. An element is the smallest entity considered in an argument. 
2. A set is a collection of elements. 
3. A system S is a set E of elements with asetRof relations between the 

elements, R having the property that all elements of E are directly or 
indirectly related. 

4. A black box is an entity the behaviour of which is not described in 
termsof its internal structure, but in termsof input, output, and - if 
necessary - a postulated internat state. 

5. The environment of a system S consists of all elements outside S. 
6. The structure of a system S is the set R of the relations of its elements 

with other elements. The internal structure Ri is the subset of R 
containing the relations between the elements of S. The external 
structure Re is the subset of R containing relations of S with elements 
outside S. 

7. A closed system is a system for which the set Re of external relations is 
empty; an open system is a system for which Re is non-empty. 

8. A subsystem of a system Sis a subset of E (the set of the elementsof 
S) with all the attributes of the elementsin question. An aspect system 
of S is the set E with only a subset of the original attributes. 

9. The state of a system S at a given moment of time is thesetof values of 
the attributes of its elements at that time. An event is a change in the 
state of the system. A process is a sequence of related events in the 
course of time. 

10. A conversion system is a system converting physical inputs into 
physical outputs; this conversion may involve changes in quality, 
quantity, place and/or time. 
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11. A nearly decomposable system is a system which can be partitioned 
into subsystems with the property that the relations between the 
elements of each subsystem are stronger than those between elements 
from different subsystems. 

12. A hierarchic system is a system the elements of which are themselves 
systems and may in their turn also be hierarcbic systems. 

13. The span of a level of a hierarcbic system is the number of subsystems 
into wbich each subsystem is divided at the next level of the bierarchy. 

14. * A stratified system is a system the elements of which are ordered, 
individually or combined to subsets, according to a given priority 
criterion. 

15.* A stratified hierarchic system is a hierarcbic system having at each level 
one or more subsystems wbich have priority over the other subsystems 
at that level. 

Organizations 

16. A position is a set of addressable role expectations with the following 
three properties: 
(i) it is to be occupied by a person 
(ü) it is to carry out a programme 
(iü) it is to have limited communication possibilities with other 

positions. 
17. * A compowul position is a set of addressable role expectations with the 

following three properties: 
(i) it has to be occupied by a number of persons 
(ii) it is to carry out a programme or a set of programmes 
(iü) it is to have limited communication possibilities with other 

compound positions 
18.* An organization is a system of occupied positions with their physical 

means of operation. 
19. The structure of an organization is the set of relations between its 

occupied (compound) positions and other occupied (compound) 
positions. 

20. The technological structure of an organization consists of the physical 
relations and information support relations between its occupied 
(compound) positions, while the control structure consists of the 
information relations between the occupied (compound) positions 
wbich are directly or indirectly used to control the execution of their 
programmes 

21. The Aujbau of an organization is its system of positions. The Ablauf 
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structure of an organization is the structure of the technological and 
control processes in the organization. 

Control 

22. * Control is the use of interventions by a controller to promote preferred 
behaviour of a system-being-controlled. 

23.* Control in the Large (CL) is the construction or modification of a 
system, while Control in the Small (CS) is the subsequent control of 
the operations of that system. 

24. * The control system of an organization is the system of formal and 
inforrnal rules of behaviour, inforrnation systems and physical 
expedients used by the actors of an organization to control the 
technology of that organization. 

25. A coordinating (compound) position is a (compound) position which 
has as a programme the control of the execution of programmes of 
other specified (compound) positions. 

26.* Selfcontrol is the control of the execution of the programmes of a 
(compound) position by the actors assigned to that (compound) 
position themselves. Coordination is the control of the execution of the 
programmes of a (compound) position by actors in coordinating 
(compound) positions. 

27. Social system Si has injluence on social system Sj if it has the capacity 
to induce behaviour of Sj which deviates from its behaviour without 
intervention from Si, but which is still in agreement with Sj's 
preferences. 

28. Social system Sï has power over social system Sj if it has the capacity to 
induce behaviour of Sj which is in conflict with its preferences. 

29.* The power ratio of a system consisting of coordinators and coordinated 
groups, is the ratio of the power of the coordinators over the 
coordinated groups to the power of the latter over the coordinators. 

Technology 

30.* The technology of an organization is the set of physical conversion 
functions and inforrnation support functions contained in the 
programmes of its (compound) positions, together with the physical 
expedients used to perforrn these functions. 

31. Conversion system Sï has a series conneetion with conversion system Sj 
if (part of) the physical output of Sï is used as input for Sj- System Sï 
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has a parallel conneetion with Sj if Si and Sj draw (part of) their input 
from the same souree or feed (part of) their output to the same drain. 

32* Conversion system Si, supplying conversion system Sj, has a 
proportional conneetion with Sj if the input from Si needed by Sj. 
averaged over a eertaio period, is proportional to the output of Sj. 

33.* Conversion system Si, supplying conversion system Sj has a rigid 
conneetion with Sj if the input to Sj has to be continuously 
proportional to the output of Si after a jixed interval of time. Such a 
conneetion is buttered if the time interval between the production of 
the output by Si and the receipt of the input by Sj can vary. 

Control as interterenee reduction 

34. A controlled system is in a state of equilibrium if its controller refrains 
from a control intervention after the evaluation of this state; the 
system is in a state of disequilibrium if its controller chooses to apply a 
control intervention. 

35. An interterenee is an event causing a disequilibrium in a controlled 
system. 

36. A state interterenee is an event causing a disequilibrium in a controlled 
system without changing the controller criteria. A nonn interterenee is 
an event causing a disequilibrium by changing the controller criteria. 

3 7. Interterenee reduction in a controlled system is the process of restoring 
the equilibrium of the system. 

38.* The inertia of a transition between two system statesis proportional to 
the resources needed to bring that transition about. This inertia is also 
proportional to the time needed for the transition. 

39.* The interterenee reductûm capacity of a controlled system is the ratio 
of the resources available for interference reduction to the resources 
needed for interference reduction. 

40.* Operating costs are the resources consumed by operating a system in a 
state of equilibrium; adaptation costs are the resources spent in 
maintaining equilibrium. The relative adaptation costs are the 
proportion of the adaptation costs in total costs, i.e. operating costs 
plus adaptation costs. 
The difference between the resources acquired in a given period and the 
operating costs in that period is the operating result for that period. 

41. * The transition costs of a system in a given period are the resources 
consumed by changing the state of the system; the disequilibrium costs 
in a given period are the resources consumed by being in disequilibrium 
for some time during that period. 
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42.* The controllability of a system is equal to unity minus the time average 
of the relative adaptation costs. 

43.* An industrial organization is in output equilibrium if its material 
output is on the average equal to the demand for this output; it is in 
resowce equilibrium if the resources acquired by it are on the average 
at least equal to the resources consumed. 

44. An interference is internally reduced by a system if this interference 
reduction only involves adaptation costs for the system in question; in 
so far as the interference reduction by a system leads to adaptation 
costs for connected systems, the interference is externally reduced. 
External reduction of interf erenee causes transfer of interference. 

45. A servomechanism is a controlled system designed so that its output 
will follow a given 'reference signal' (a certain time function or time 
series) as closely as possible. A regulator is a servomechanism with a 
constant reference signal. 

46.* A demand servo is an industrial conversion system designed so that its 
material output follows the external potential demand for this output. 

Organizational control systems 

4 7 .* An integral organizational control system is a control system that 
enables and stimulates all actors in the organization to promote the 
minimization of both local and integral adaptation costs. 

48. Decomposition of the overall control problem by Control in the Large 
is the partitioning of the problem into subproblems involving the 
control of technological subsystems or aspect systems. 
Integration by Control in the Small is the combination and subsequent 
mutual adjustment of the partial solutions of control subproblems in 
order to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the overall control problem. 

49.* Direct coordination promotes preferred behaviour of coordinated 
groups by intervening directly in the ongoing process of local 
selfcontrol; indirect coordination promotes preferred behaviour by 
conditioning local selfcontrol before actual decision-making takes 
place. 

50.* Stratzfied coordination is coordination by coordinators who have 
official power over the coordinated groups; noft..stratified coordination 
is coordination by coordinators who have officially only influence over 
the coordinated groups. 

51. A system is ultrastabie if it can re ach an equilibrium state even after the 
occurrence of an interference which its normal mode of control cannot 
reduce. 
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52.* A system-being-controlled is in ultimate equilibrium if its state is in 
accordance with the preferences of its controller; it is in provisional 
equilibrium if its state is not in accordance with the preferences of its 
controller, but the latter nevertheless refrains from control 
interventions. 

53. The futurity of a control intervention is the expected period of time 
between the moment it is implemented and the attainment of the 
ultimate equilibrium state aimed at. 

54.* The control period of an intervention is the time that has to elapse 
after it is implemented, before a new or adapted intervention can be 
implemented. 
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18 PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

18.1 lndustrial Organizations 

One of the basic objectives of this study was to establish fundamental 
structural elements which all industrial organizations have in common, and to 
determine the properties of these elements which can be varied during 
organization design to fit the structural element in question to a partienlar 
situation. Examples are hierarchy, coordination modes and the Aufbau-Ablauf 
framework. The fitting of a hierarchy concerns e.g. the choice of the span of 
the various levels and the choice of the boundaries between the subsystems at 
each level (using one or more of the specialization principlesof section 13.2). 
The fitting of coordination modes concerns e.g. the choice of the coordination 
mix (see section 12.5), including the choice of the power ratio to be used by 
mode-l coordination, and fmally the fitting of an Aufbau-Ablauf framework 
concerns e.g. the choice of the number of control levels in the Ablauf 
structure, the determination of the interfaces between these levels and of the 
degree of connectiveness of the various control subsystems at each control 
level. 

However, this study is based on the author's experience within one specific 
company, viz. Philips Industries. Although this company offers a fairly wide 
range of technologies and situations (see chapter 3), the one-company 
background will have introduced some bias into this study. One of the possible 
sourees of bias is the fact that the study has been made in a European 
organizational clirnate.1 Further research could therefore be directed towards 
questions with respect to the differences, but certainly also the sirnilarities, in 
the control of industrial networks in different settings, e.g. in an American, 
Japanese or East-European social environment, or in steel, chemieals or car 
manufacturing, or in smaller companies or in non-profit industries (like 
practically every European pubtic utility). 

1Kassem (1976, p.14) has developed a typology ofEuropean and American approaches to 
or~anization theory. Ifone foUowshis typology, this study has used a European approach: 
it 1s more macroscopically (structurally) oriented than microscopically (behaviourally); its 
focus is on the organization as a whole rather than on needs and attitudes of people; its 
background consistsof case studies, not Iabaratory experiments; it gives much attention to 
conflict; it makes ample use of abstract theories, not only practical theories and it is more 
theory (know-why) than technique (know-how) oriented. 
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Furthennore, various concepts such as inertia, interference reduction capacity, 
controllability, operating and adaptation costs, coordination mix and power 
ratio are introduced only with suggestions for operationalization; actual 
operationalization has not been carried out. Thus, further research could 
consist of case studies in which this is done. In our opinion it would 
particularly be interesting if a link could be made to the field of accounting, 
where several related concepts are used. 

Such case studies could also give some more insight into the relations 
between specific organizational structures and the organizational situation; this 
can support organization design through statements like 'if you have this 
situation, then choose that structure' (like the tentative statements in section 
12.5 with respect to the relation between the coordination mix and the 
organizational situation). 

As mentioned before, the present study is more macroscopically (structurally) 
oriented than microscopically (behaviourally). It may therefore be worthwhile 
to complement the present results with a more systematic treatment of the 
influences of individual behaviour (aspects such as compliance, motivation, 
zone of acceptance) on organization and control structures. 

18.2 Research Beyond Industrial Organizations 

The focus of interest of this study was on the industrial organization. However, 
several concepts discussed here have deliberately been defined in such a way 
that their use can be extended to other areasof organized human cooperation. 
Examples are stratified hierarchies, control, Control in the Large and Control 
in the Small, compound position and organization, Aufbau-Ablauf framework, 
in terference reduction capacity and controllability, selfcontrol and 
coordination, coordination modes and coordination mix. 

These concepts could thus be used in further research directed towards the 
development of a conceptual framework for control and organization design at 
all levels of organized human cooperation, ranging from small one-level units 
(like a retailer with some assistants) to large multi-level organizations (like 
industries, universities, government agencies, hospitals and armies), but also 
including the control of whole national economies1 or the coordination of sets 
of sovereign states in e.g. EEC, NATO or UN. Such a framework should 
provide the means for descrihing both the similarities and the differences 
between the various areasof human cooperation. 

1 In this case one might want to use the concept of a network of demand servos to describe 
the industrial sector of the economy, see section 8.4. 
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Thls research is proposed not because of the elegance of such a unified 
conceptual framework, but because of its possible con tribution to the solution 
of some important present-day problems. Several of the problems facing 
industrial organizations have already been mentioned in section 11.2, but the 
problems at higher levels of human cooperation, those of the sovereign state 
and sets of sovereign states, seem to be even more pressing. 

At both these levels, the system-being-controlled has become less 
'nearly-decomposable' {see section 4.2), i.e. the comparative mutual 
independenee of the subsystems on those levels has disappeared. 

At the level of the sovereign state the 'night-watchman state' with nearly 
independent economie agents has disappeared, because of e.g. the desire of 
governments to create a more even income-distribution, to control business 
cycles and to deal with 'externalities' {see Mishan, 1971) in the field of 
pollution and also because of the emancipation of workers, employees and 
consumers. At the next level up the {economie) independenee of national 
states is decreased by increased international trade, approaching limitations in 
the supply of energy and some raw ~aterials {see Meadows, 1972, and 
Mesarovic and Pestel, 1974) and because of the political emancipation of the 
developing countries ( demanding among other things a 'new economie order'). 

At the level of the sovereign state some fee1 that the 'end game of industrialism 
might well be that of the entropy-state'1 {Henderson, 1976). The stronger 
interdependences and the extemalities may lead to an increased need for 
coordination {in particular by the government ), but one should not allow 
coordination to stifle selfcontrol. A well-balanced amount of selfcontro1 and 
of smali-scale coordination structures seems to be essential to avoid the 
above-mentioned 'entropy-state' {see among others Macrae, 1976, on this 
subject and also Schumacher's, 1973, 'Smalt is Beautiful'). 

At the next level of human cooperation, the problem seems to be rather 
the other way around. Organizations consisting of sets of sovereign states with 
a central { coordinating) agency, like the EEC and the UN, have a power ratio 
{see section 5.4), which is much smaller than unity, so that the coordination 
capacity of the central agency is low {when the views of the member states 
conflict - which they generally do). The increased economie interdependence 

1Henderson 0976, p.337); 'Simply put, the entropy-state is a society at the stage when 
complexity and interdependence have reached such unmodelable, unmanageable 
proportions, that the transaction costs generated equal or exceed its productive 
capabilities. In a manner analogous to physical systems, the society winds down of its own 
weight and the proportion of its gross national product that must be spent in mediating 
conflicts, cantrolling crime, footing the bill for all the social casts generated by the 
'extemalities' of production and consumption, providing ever more comprehensive 
bureaucratie coordination and generally trying to maintain 'social homeostasis' begins to 
grow exponentially and possibly hyperexponentially'. 
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of sovereign states, however, has nevertheless increased the need for 
coordination, so that a way must be found to provide this. 

A unified conceptual framework, providing a basis for the design of various 
different coordination structures for many forms of human cooperation, might 
provide some help to solve the above-mentioned problems. At this moment we 
can only point out that the concepts presented in this book are in principle 
applicable in other areas; it is up to further research to establish whether such 
application would be worthwhile. 
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STELLINGEN 

I 

In veel organisatievraagstukken is het centrale probleem het creëren 
van een effectieve symbiose tussen zelfbestuur en coordinatie. 

dit proefschrift, p 191. 

11 

Thompson's propositie, inhoudende dat bij een rationele keuze 
organisaties hun posities zodanig groeperen dat hun coordinatie
kosten geminimaliseerd worden, is onvolledig, omdat in veel 
gevallen naast bestuurlijke ook technologische overwegingen een 
belangrijke rol spelen. 

Thompson, J .D. 'Organizations in Action'. New York: McGraw Hili, 
1967,p57. 
dit proefsehrift, p 153. 

111 

Galbraith's centrale stelling, inhoudende dat de hoeveelheid infor
matie die tussen besluitvormers verwerkt moet worden om een 
bepaald prestatieniveau te bereiken groter wordt naarmate de 
taakonzekerheid toeneemt, is aanvechtbaar; het versterken van 
informatieuitwisseling is slechts één van de mogelijke antwoorden 
op toenemende taakonzekerheid. 

Galbraith, J .R. 'Organization Design: an in formation processing view'. 
Interfaces 4 (1973) p28. 
dit proefschrift, paragraaf 15.3. 



IV 

Wanneer in een organisatie als selectiekriterium voor te ontwikkelen 
geautomatiseerde informatiesystemen de eis gehanteerd wordt dat 
de direct kwantificeerbare voorgecalculeerde financiële opbrengsten 
de voorgecalculeerde financiële offers moeten overtreffen, mag men 
over het algemeen aannemen dat de bestuurlijke automatisering in 

\ die organisatie nog in haar kinderschoenen staat. 

V 

Het is misleidend dat Mesarovic en Pestel hun wereldmodel een 
'multi-level model' noemen. 

Mesarovic, M.D. en Pestel, E. 'Mankind at the tuming point: 
second report to the club of Rome'. New York: Dutton & Co., 1974. 

VI 

De stelling van Mesarovic en Takahara 'there is nothing confining in 
being explicit, precise and rigorous, i.e. mathematica!' is niet alleen 
onjuist, zoals b.v. een ieder die wel eens een liefdesbrief heeft 
geschreven kan bevestigen, maar kan tevens leiden tot weten
schappelijke verarming omdat zü de begripsmatige rijkdom van 
verbale modellen ontkent en daarbij de neiging versterkt om in een 
te vroeg stadium van theorievorming gebruik te maken van 
geformaliseerde modellen. 

Mesarovic, M.D. en Takahara, Y. 'General Systems Theory: 
Mathematical Foundations'. New York: Academie Press, 1975, p247. 

VII 

Het is in vrijwel iedere applicatie van operational research nood
zakelijk om de conclusies die uit kwantitatieve modellen volgen te 
integreren met een grondige kwalitatieve analyse van de niet 
kwantificeerbare aspecten van de beslissingssituatie. 



VIII 

Forrester's stelling, inhoudende dat niveau's voldoende zijn om de 
toestand van een dynamisch industrieel systeem te beschrijven, is in 
zijn algemeenheid onjuist. 

Forrester, J .W. 'Principles of Systems'. Cambridge (Mass): 
Wright Allen Press, 1968, principle 4.3-8. 
dit proefschrift, p77. 

IX 

Het bestrijden van werkeloosheid door middel van het verdelen van 
schaars werk is te vergelijken met de pre-Keynesiaanse werkeloos
heidsbestrijding in de dertiger jaren door loonsverlagingen en 
verminderingen van overheidsuitgaven. 

x 

Wanneer men evolutie definieert als een verandering via opeen
volgende evenwichtstoestanden en revolutie als een verandering 
zonder tussenliggende evenwichtstoestanden, dan is over het 
algemeen uit bestuurlijk oogpunt evolutie te preferen boven 
revolutie. 

General Systems bestaan niet. 

dit proefschrift, p 10. 
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